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1 Introduction

This document summarises the results of several research campaigns over the past seven years. The main connecting theme is the physical layer of widely deployed sensors in Pervasive Computing domains. In particular, we have focused on the RF-channel or on ambient audio. Instead of plugging together existing technologies to solve a particular task, we have been re-prototyping the use and interaction via these interfaces for a particular purpose. In particular, the initial problem from which we started this work was that of distributed adaptive transmit beamforming. We have been looking for a simple method to align the phases of jointly transmitting nodes (e.g. sensor or IoT nodes). The algorithmic solution to this problem was to implement a distributed random optimisation method on the participating nodes in which the transmitters and the receiver follow an iterative question-and-answer scheme. In this scheme, phases of transmitters are randomly altered. The algorithm works on the physical layer, not utilising existing protocols. We have been able to derive sharp asymptotic bounds on the expected optimisation time of an evolutionary random optimiser and presented an asymptotically optimal approach (cf. section 2.1)[1]. The latter approach, however, requires richer feedback from the transmit devices which restricts its application. Given the strong unimodality of the underlying search space, we then derived improved sharp bounds on a local random search approach (cf. section 2.2)[2].

One thing that we have learned from the work on these physical layer algorithms was that the signals we work on are fragile and perceptive to physical environmental changes. These could be obstacles such as furniture, opened or closed windows or doors as well as movement of individuals.

This observation motivated us to view the wireless interface as a sensor for environmental changes in Pervasive Computing environments. Pioneering this field of device-free recognition of activities and situations, we have demonstrated the feasibility of this sensing paradigm with software radios and also sensor nodes (cf. section 2.3)[3]. The essential novelty of this sensing paradigm enabled by looking at the physical layer directly is that monitored entities do not need to be equipped with any hardware or with any part of the sensing system. By reflecting and blocking RF-signals, the monitored entities are implicitly integral parts of the sensing system. Improving the recognition accuracy of these systems, we could show that an accurate recognition of activities is also possible utilising only ambient signals (i.e. not controlling the transmitter) (cf. section 2.4)[4]. In particular, ambient FM radio signals have been utilised. Finally, we could also demonstrate that a (lower accuracy) recognition is also possible on consumer devices, such as smartphones and that software radios are not mandatory for this recognition scheme. In this work, gestures and activities have been distinguished by analysing the fluctuation in the received signal.
strength indicator (RSSI) of received IEEE 802.11 packets (cf. section 2.5)[5].

Another use of physical layer RF-signals is for security applications (e.g. [6]). The essential idea is that the signal fluctuations at two distinct physical locations are uncorrelated given that the devices are separated by at least half the wavelength of the signal. Then, close devices can use their correlated signal for the generation of common secure keys whereas devices which are farther apart are not able to generate identical keys following the same protocol since their input to generate the keys is uncorrelated. The security of this scheme relies on the difficulty to predict a channel at a particular remote physical location.

However, due to the high frequency of RF-signals, devices can be separated by few centimeters at most in order to generate common secure keys by this approach.

Instead, we exploit ambient audio which shares a number of properties with RF but operates at a lower frequency, so that higher physical separation of devices is acceptable. In particular, we presented a scheme for the generation of secure cryptographic keys from ambient audio (cf. section 2.6) [7]. The approach has been exploited in various environmental conditions and we have not been able to find BIAS using statistical tests. Later, we ported this approach towards common smartphones (cf. section 2.7) [8]. In this, hardware inconsistencies and insufficient synchronisation on common smartphone platforms had to be solved algorithmically.

This collection of applications demonstrates the potential of physical prototyping of Pervasive Computing applications. Existing protocols simplify communication among and with devices and the interaction with common interfaces. However, such protocols also introduce overhead and abstract from available information. While this enables a wide and easy application of the protocols, some information is only available on the physical level and some level of efficiency only possible by re-prototyping the physical layer.

We are currently working to further push these mentioned directions and novel fields of physical prototyping as detailed, for instance, in [9, 10, 11]. In particular, the calculation of mathematical operations on the wireless channel at the time of transmission appears to contain good potential for gains in efficiency for communication and computation in Pervasive Computing domains.

1.1 Contribution

This thesis presents the work of seven publications at international Journals or Conferences between 2010 and 2014. In particular, these are
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2 Original work

2.1 Feedback based closed-loop carrier synchronisation: A sharp asymptotic bound, an asymptotically optimal approach, simulations and experiments

We derive an asymptotically sharp bound on the synchronisation speed of a randomised black box optimisation technique for closed-loop feedback based distributed adaptive beamforming in wireless sensor networks. We also show that the feedback function that guides this synchronisation process is weak multimodal. Given this knowledge that no local optimum exists, we consider an approach to locally compute the phase offset of each individual carrier signal. With this design objective an asymptotically optimal algorithm is derived. Additionally, we discuss the concept to reduce the optimisation time and energy consumption by hierarchically clustering the network into subsets of nodes that achieve beamforming successively over all clusters. For the approaches discussed we demonstrate their practical feasibility in simulations and experiments.

2.1.1 Introduction

In recent years, sensor nodes of extreme tiny size have been envisioned [12, 13, 14]. In [15], for example, applications for square-millimetre sized nodes that seamlessly integrate into an environment are detailed. At these small form-factors transmission power of wireless nodes is restricted to several microwatts. Communication between a single node and a remote receiver is then only feasible at short distances. It is possible, however, to increase the maximum transmission range by cooperatively transmitting information from distinct nodes of a network [16, 17]. Cooperation can increase the capacity and robustness of a network of transmitters [18, 19] and decreases the average energy consumption per node [20, 21, 22].

Related research branches are cooperative transmission [23], collaborative transmission [24, 25], distributed adaptive beamforming [26, 27, 28, 29], collaborative beamforming [30] or cooperative/virtual MIMO for wireless sensor networks [31, 32, 33, 34]. One approach is

\footnote{Originally published as ‘Stephan Sigg, Rayan Merched El Masri and Michael Beigl: Feedback based closed-loop carrier synchronisation: A sharp asymptotic bound, an asymptotically optimal approach, simulations and experiments, in IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing (TMC), 2011 (DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1109%2FTMC.2011.21)’ 1536-1233/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, SPS}
to utilise neighbouring nodes as relays [35, 36, 37] as proposed by Cover and El Gamal in [38]. Cooperative transmission is then achieved by multi-hop [39, 40, 41] or data flooding [42, 43, 44, 45] approaches. The general idea of multi-hop relaying based on the physical channel is to retransmit received messages by a relay node so that the destination will receive not only the message from the source node but also from the relay. In data flooding approaches, a node will retransmit a received message at its reception. It has been shown that the approach outperforms non-cooperative multi-hop schemes significantly. In particular, the transmission time is reduced compared to traditional transmission protocols [46].

In these approaches, nodes are not tightly synchronised and transmission may be asynchronous. Synchronous transmission, however, is achieved by virtual MIMO techniques. In these implementations, identical RF carrier signal components from various transmitters that function as a distributed beamformer are superimposed. When the relative phase offset of these carrier signal components at a remote receiver is small, the signal strength of the received sum signal is improved. In virtual MIMO for wireless sensor networks, single antenna nodes are cooperating to establish a multiple antenna wireless sensor network [32, 31, 33]. Virtual MIMO has capabilities to adjust to different frequencies and is highly energy efficient [34, 22]. However, the implementation of MIMO capabilities in WSNs requires accurate time synchronisation, complex transceiver circuits and signal processing that might surpass the power consumption and processing capabilities of simple sensor nodes.

Other solutions proposed are open-loop synchronisation methods such as round-trip synchronisation [47, 48, 49]. In this scheme, the destination transmits beacons in opposed directions along a multi-hop circle in which each of the nodes appends its part of the overall message to the beacons. Beamforming is achieved when the processing time along the multi-hop chain is identical in both directions. This approach, however, does not scale with the size of a network.

Closed loop feedback based approaches include full-feedback techniques, in which carrier synchronisation is achieved in a master-slave manner. The phase-offset among the carrier signals of destination nodes is corrected by a receiver node. Diversity between RF-transmit signal components is achieved over CDMA channels [50]. This approach is applicable only to small network sizes and requires sophisticated processing capabilities at the source nodes.

A more simple and less resource demanding implementation is the one-bit feedback based closed-loop synchronisation considered in [50, 51]. The authors describe an iterative process in which $n$ source nodes $i \in [1, \ldots, n]$ randomly adapt the phases $\gamma_i$ of their carrier signal $\Re(\exp(j(2\pi(f_c+f_i)t+\gamma_i)))$. Here, $m(t)$ is the transmit message and $f_i$ denotes the frequency offset of node $i$ to a common carrier frequency $f_c$. Initially, i.i.d. phase offsets $\gamma_i$ of carrier signals are assumed. When a receiver requests a transmission from the network, carrier phases are synchronised in an iterative process.

1. Each source node $i$ adjusts its carrier phase offset $\gamma_i$ and frequency offset $f_i$ randomly.

2. The source nodes transmit to the destination simultaneously as a distributed beamformer.
3. The receiver estimates the level of phase synchronisation of the received sum signal (for instance by the SNR).

4. This value is broadcast as a feedback to the network. Nodes interpret this feedback and adapt the phase of their carrier signal accordingly.

These four steps are iterated repeatedly until a stop criterion is met (e.g., maximum iteration count or sufficient synchronisation). Fig. 2.1 illustrates this procedure. It has been studied by different authors [52, 53, 54, 24]. The distinct approaches proposed differ in the implementation of the first and the fourth step specified above. The authors of [54] show that it is possible to reduce the count of transmitters in a random process and still achieve sufficient synchronisation among all nodes.

In [52, 53, 54] a process is described in which each node alters its carrier phase offset $\gamma_i$ according to a normal distribution with small variance in step one. In [24] a uniform distribution is utilised instead but the probability for one node to alter the phase offset of its carrier signal is low. We show in section 2.1.5 that both approaches achieve a similar performance. Only in [53] not only the phase but also frequency is adapted.

Significant differences among these approaches also apply to the feedback and the reactions of nodes in step four. In [26, 53, 54] a one-bit feedback is utilised. Nodes sustain their phase modifications when the feedback has improved and otherwise reverse them. In [54] it was shown that the optimisation time is improved by a factor of two when a node as response to a negative feedback from the receiver applies a complementary phase offset instead of simply reversing its modification. In [24], authors suppose to utilise more than one bit as feedback so that parameters of the optimisation can be adapted with regard to the optimisation progress.
The strength of feedback based closed-loop distributed adaptive beamforming in wireless sensor networks is its simplicity and low processing requirements that make it feasible for the application in networks of tiny sized, low power and computationally restricted sensor nodes.

We study aspects of this transmission scheme and derive sharp asymptotic lower and upper bounds on the expected optimisation time of a common implementation in section 2.1.2. Together with these bounds we show that the feedback function is weak multimodal so that no local optimum exists. By small modifications of the common algorithm, however, further improvements in the synchronisation time can be achieved. In section 2.1.3 we discuss a hierarchical clustering scheme that exploits that the superimposed signal strength of a set of nodes is increased at a slower pace than the synchronisation time with increasing node count. When additional information available at a receiver node is utilised, further improvements are possible. In section 2.1.4 we show that by providing more than one bit as feedback to the transmitters, knowledge about the feedback function can be derived from measurements of a single node altering the phase offset of its carrier signal. We present an asymptotically optimal algorithm that utilises this knowledge and significantly improves the synchronisation process. In section 2.1.5, algorithms are compared for their synchronisation performance in numerical simulations. In these simulations, the impact of various environmental settings and algorithmic configurations can be approximated. Finally, in section 2.1.6 we demonstrate the feasibility of distributed adaptive beamforming in wireless sensor networks in a near-realistic instrumentation with software radios. Section 2.1.7 draws our conclusion.

2.1.2 Synchronisation time analysis

We analyse the process of distributed adaptive beamforming in wireless sensor networks as described in section 2.1.1 and assume that each one of the $n$ nodes decides with probability $\frac{1}{n}$ to change the phase of its carrier signal uniformly at random in the interval $[0, 2\pi]$. On obtaining the feedback of the receiver, nodes that recently updated the phase of their carrier signal either sustain this decision or reverse it, depending on whether the feedback has improved or not. A feedback function $F : \zeta_{\text{sum}} \to \mathbb{R}$ maps the superimposed received carrier signal

$$\zeta_{\text{sum}} = \Re \left( m(t)e^{j2\pi f_c t} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{RSS}_i e^{j(\gamma_i + \phi_i + \psi_i)} \right)$$

(2.1)

to a real-valued feedback score. In equation (2.1) the $\text{RSS}_i$ denotes the received signal strength of the $i$-th signal out of $n$ received signal components. As local oscillators are not synchronised and nodes are spatially distributed, $\phi_i$ and $\psi_i$ account for the phase offset in the received signal components due to the offset in the local oscillators and due to distinct signal propagation times. A possible feedback function that is proportional to the distance between an observed superimposed carrier $\zeta_{\text{sum}}$ and an optimum sum carrier signal

$$\zeta_{\text{opt}} = \Re \left( m(t)\text{RSS}_{\text{opt}} e^{j(2\pi f_c t + \gamma_{\text{opt}})} \right)$$

(2.2)
\[ F(\zeta_{\text{sum}}) = \int_{t=0}^{2\pi} |\zeta_{\text{sum}} - \zeta_{\text{opt}}|. \] Since this function can be mapped onto other feedback measures as, for instance, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) or the received signal strength (RSS), the following discussion remains valid for these feedback measures. While the multimodality of this feedback function is straightforward, we derive in Appendix A that it is also weak multimodal so that no local optima exist.

Distributed adaptive beamforming in wireless sensor networks is a search problem. The search space \( S \) is given by the set of possible combinations of phase and frequency offsets \( \gamma_i \) and \( f_i \) for all \( n \) carrier signals. A global optimum is a configuration of individual carrier phases that result in identical phase and frequency offset of all received direct signal components. For the analysis, we assume that the optimisation aim is to achieve for an arbitrary \( k \) a maximum relative phase offset of \( \frac{4\pi}{k} \) between any two carrier signals. This means that we can control the quality of the synchronisation achieved by the variable \( k \). An optimum is then reached when the phases of all carrier signal components of a receiver are within an interval of \( \frac{4\pi}{k} \) in the phase space. When \( k \) is increased this directly translates to an improved phase synchronisation among signal components. Naturally, we can expect that the accuracy of the synchronisation also impacts the synchronisation time.

For our analysis we logically divide the phase space for a single carrier signal into \( k \) intervals of width \( \frac{2\pi}{k} \). Observe that this is half of the interval that was used to define the optimum synchronisation. Consequently, when the achieved phase offset of each received signal component is within a maximum distance of \( \frac{2\pi}{k} \) to the optimum phase offset, all received carrier phase signals are within an interval of \( \frac{4\pi}{k} \) in the phase space and the optimum is reached.

For a specific superimposed carrier signal \( \zeta \) at a receiver we represent the corresponding search point \( s_\zeta = (\Gamma_t, F_t)_{\zeta} \in S \) at iteration \( t \) by a specific combination of phase and frequency offsets with \( \Gamma_t = (\gamma_{t,1}, \ldots, \gamma_{t,n}) \) and \( F_t = (f_{t,1}, \ldots, f_{t,n}) \). In order to respect neighbourhood similarities we represent search points as Gray encoded binary strings \( s_\zeta \in B^{n \cdot \log(k)} \) so that similar points have a small Hamming distance [55]. A search point is then composed from \( n \) sections of \( \log(k) \) bits each. Every block of length \( \log(k) \) describes one of the \( k \) intervals for the phase offset of one carrier signal. For the analysis, we assume that the frequency offset \( f_i \) is zero for all carriers. Observe, however, that the discussion can be easily adapted to also cover a simultaneous carrier frequency synchronisation. In [53] the authors demonstrated, that the same random synchronisation approach can be utilised to synchronise carrier frequencies when in each iteration not only the carrier phase but also the frequency of the transmit signals is altered. By this generalisation, the search space of the algorithm is increased. For each node, not only \( k \) distinct possibilities exist, but \( k \cdot \rho \) where \( \rho \) denotes the count of distinct frequencies that can possibly be applied for each carrier signal. The optimisation time then increases by a factor of \( \rho \). However, the analytical discussion becomes more complicated as the common period of the received sum signal might be increased considerably.

The optimisation problem is denoted as \( P \) and \( T_P \) describes the count of iterations required to reach one optimum for the problem \( P \).
An upper bound on the expected synchronisation time

The value of the feedback function increases with the number of carrier signals $\zeta_i$ that share the same interval for their phase offset $\gamma_i$ at the receiver. Assume that $\kappa \in [1, k]$ is the interval that contains most of the carrier phase offsets. As worse feedback values are not accepted, we count the iterations required for all carrier signals to change to interval $\kappa$. We can roughly divide the values of the feedback function into $n$ partitions $L_1, \ldots, L_n$ depending on the number of carrier signals with their phase in the interval $\kappa$. For each one transmitter, the probability to adapt its phase to one specific interval is $\frac{1}{k}$. The probability to increase the feedback value so that at least the next partition is reached is then

$$\frac{1}{k} \cdot (n - L_i) \cdot \frac{1}{n}$$

(2.3)

since one carrier signal $\zeta_i$ is altered with probability $\frac{1}{n}$ and the probability to reach any particular of the $(n - L_i)$ partitions that would increase the feedback value is $\frac{1}{k}$.

In partition $i$, a total of

$$\binom{n - i}{1} = n - i$$

(2.4)

carrier signals each suffice to improve the feedback value with probability $\frac{1}{n} \cdot \frac{1}{k}$. We therefore require that at least one of the not synchronised carrier signals is correctly altered in phase while all other $n - 1$ signals remain unchanged. This happens with probability

$$\binom{n - i}{1} \cdot \frac{1}{n} \cdot \frac{1}{k} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{1}{n}\right)^{n - 1}$$

$$= \binom{n - i}{n \cdot k} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{1}{n}\right)^{n - 1}.$$ 

(2.5)

Since

$$\left(1 - \frac{1}{n}\right)^n < \frac{1}{e} < \left(1 - \frac{1}{n}\right)^{n - 1}$$

(2.6)

We obtain the probability $P[L_i]$ that $L_i$ is left and a partition $j$ with $j > i$ is reached as

$$P[L_i] \geq \frac{n - i}{n \cdot e \cdot k}.$$ 

(2.7)

The expected number of iterations to change the layer is bounded from above by $P[L_i]^{-1}$.

We consequently obtain the overall expected synchronisation time as

$$E[T_P] \leq \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} \frac{e \cdot n \cdot k}{n - i}$$

$$= e \cdot n \cdot k \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{i}$$

$$< e \cdot n \cdot k \cdot (\ln(n) + 1)$$

$$= O(n \cdot k \cdot \log n).$$

(2.8)
A lower bound on the expected synchronisation time

After the initialisation, the phases of the carrier signals are identically and independently distributed. Consequently for a superimposed received sum signal $\zeta$, each bit in the binary string $s_\zeta$ that represents the corresponding search point has an equal probability to be 1 or 0. The probability to start from a search point $s_\zeta$ with Hamming distance $h(s_{opt}, s_\zeta)$ not larger than $l \in \mathbb{N} ; l \ll n \cdot \log(k)$ to one of the global optima $s_{opt}$ directly after the random initialisation is at most

$$P[h(s_{opt}, s_\zeta) \leq l] = \sum_{i=0}^{l} \left( \begin{array}{c} n \cdot \log(k) \\ n \cdot \log(k) - i \end{array} \right) \cdot \frac{k}{2^{n \cdot \log(k) - i}} \leq \frac{(n \cdot \log(k))^{l+2}}{2^{n \cdot \log(k) - l}}$$

In this formula,

$$\left( \begin{array}{c} n \cdot \log(k) \\ n \cdot \log(k) - i \end{array} \right)$$

is the count of possible configurations with $i$ bit errors to a given global optimum, $\frac{1}{2^{n \cdot \log(k) - l}}$ represents the probability for all these bits to be correct and $k$ is the count of global optima. This means that with high probability (w.h.p.) the Hamming distance to the nearest global optimum is at least $l$. We use the method of the expected progress to calculate a lower bound on the optimisation time.

Let $(s_\zeta, t)$ denote the situation that search point $s_\zeta$ is achieved after $t$ iterations of the algorithm. We assume a progress measure $\Lambda : \mathbb{B}^{n \cdot \log(k)} \to \mathbb{R}^+_0$ such that $\Lambda(s_\zeta, t) < \Delta$ represents the case that a global optimum was not found in the first $t$ iterations. For every $t \in \mathbb{N}$ we have

$$E[T_P] \geq t \cdot P[T_P > t] = t \cdot P[\Lambda(s_\zeta, t) < \Delta] = t \cdot (1 - P[\Lambda(s_\zeta, t) \geq \Delta]).$$

With the help of the Markov-inequality we obtain

$$P[\Lambda(s_\zeta, t) \geq \Delta] \leq \frac{E[\Lambda(s_\zeta, t)]}{\Delta}$$

and therefore

$$E[T_P] \geq t \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{E[\Lambda(s_\zeta, t)]}{\Delta} \right).$$

This means that we can obtain a lower bound on the optimisation time by providing the expected progress after $t$ iterations. The probability for $l$ bits to correctly flip is at most

$$\left( 1 - \frac{1}{n \cdot \log(k)} \right)^{n \cdot \log(k) - l} \cdot \left( \frac{1}{n \cdot \log(k)} \right)^l \leq \frac{1}{(n \cdot \log(k))^l}. \quad (2.13)$$
In this formula, \( \left(1 - \frac{1}{n \cdot \log(k)}\right)^{n \cdot \log(k) - l} \) describes the probability that all 'correct' remain unchanged while the remaining \( l \) bits flip with probability \( \left(\frac{1}{n \cdot \log(k)}\right)^l \). The expected progress in one iteration is therefore

\[
E[\Lambda(s, t), \Lambda(s', t + 1)] \leq \sum_{i=1}^{l} \frac{i}{(n \cdot \log(k))},
\]

\[
< \frac{2}{n \cdot \log(k)}
\]

(2.14)

and the expected progress in \( t \) iterations is consequently not greater than \( \frac{2t}{n \cdot \log(k)} \). When we choose \( t = \frac{n \cdot \log(k) \cdot \Delta}{4} - 1 \), the double of the expected progress is still smaller than \( \Delta \). With the Markov inequality we can show that this progress is not achieved with probability \( \frac{1}{2} \). Altogether we conclude that the expected synchronisation time is bounded from below by

\[
E[T_P] \geq t \cdot \left(1 - \frac{E[\Lambda(s, t)]}{\Delta}\right)
\]

\[
\geq \frac{n \cdot \log(k) \cdot \Delta}{4} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{2n \cdot \log(k) \cdot \Delta}{4n \cdot \log(k) \cdot \Delta}\right)
\]

\[
= \Omega(n \cdot \log(k) \cdot \Delta)
\]

(2.15)

With \( \Delta = k \cdot \frac{\log(n)}{\log(k)} \) we obtain a lower bound in the same order as the upper bound derived in section 2.1.2 and consequently an asymptotically sharp bound of

\[
E[T_P] = \Theta(n \cdot k \cdot \log(n)).
\]

(2.16)

Note that in [52] an upper bound on the expected asymptotic synchronisation time was derived that scales linearly in the number of nodes \( n \) when the probability distribution is optimally altered repeatedly during the synchronisation. However, simulation results derived for a fixed uniform distribution in this study also indicate a logarithmic factor in the synchronisation time of one-bit feedback based synchronisation.

### 2.1.3 Hierarchical clustering

A further improvement of the synchronisation time can be achieved by synchronising smaller clusters of nodes separately. Since this bound on the synchronisation time grows faster than linearly with the network size \( n \) but the received signal strength \( \text{RSS}_{\text{sum}} \) of the received superimposed signal grows linearly with \( n \), the overall energy consumption and synchronisation time might be reduced when fewer nodes transmit for a shorter time but with an increased transmission power. Note that currently most low cost radios are not capable of altering their transmission power and therefore are not able to exploit this property. More sophisticated radios could, however, achieve carrier phase synchronisation more efficiently when this fact is utilised. We propose the following hierarchical clustering scheme that synchronises all transmit nodes iteratively in clusters of reduced size.
1. Determine clusters (e.g. by a random process initialised by the receiver node)

2. Synchronise clusters successively as described above with possibly increased transmit power. When cluster $i$ is sufficiently synchronised, nodes in this cluster sustain their carrier signal and stop transmitting until all clusters are synchronised.

3. At this stage, carrier signals in all clusters are in phase but carrier phases of distinct clusters might differ. Determine representative nodes from all clusters and synchronise these.

4. Nodes in all clusters alter their carrier phase by the phase offset experienced and broadcast by the corresponding representative node (broadcast).

   Let $\zeta_i = \Re \left( m(t) \text{RSS}_i e^{j2\pi f_c t (\gamma_i + \phi_i + \psi_i)} \right)$ and $\zeta'_i = \Re \left( m(t) \text{RSS}_i e^{j2\pi f_c t (\gamma'_i + \phi_i + \psi_i)} \right)$ be the carrier signals of representative node $i$ from cluster $i$ before and after synchronisation between representative nodes was achieved. A node $h$ from cluster $i$ alters its carrier signal $\zeta_h = \Re \left( m(t) \text{RSS}_h e^{j2\pi f_c t (\gamma_h + \phi_h + \psi_h)} \right)$ to $\zeta'_h = \Re \left( m(t) \text{RSS}_h e^{j2\pi f_c t (\gamma_h + \phi_h + \psi_h + \gamma_i - \gamma'_i)} \right)$. Under ideal conditions, all nodes are now in phase.

5. To account for synchronisation errors a final synchronisation phase in which all nodes participate concludes the overall synchronisation process.

Fig. 2.2 illustrates this procedure. The crucial idea of this approach is applied in step 4. Since nodes inside a cluster have already been synchronised, they are still in phase after all apply an identical phase offset. Because this offset is the phase alteration the representative nodes experienced to during their synchronisation, all nodes should be synchronised after this step.

A potential problem for this approach is phase noise. Since only one cluster is synchronised at a time, phases of nodes in the inactive clusters experience phase noise and start drifting out of phase due to practical properties of oscillators. However, we show in section 2.1.5 that sufficient synchronisation is possible in the order of milliseconds. Therefore, we do not consider phase noise an important issue. Observe that all coordination is initiated by the receiver node so that no inter-node communication is required for coordination.

Depending on the network size, more than one hierarchy stage might be optimal for the synchronisation time and the energy consumption. To estimate the optimal hierarchy depth and the optimum cluster size, the count of nodes participating in the synchronisation must be computed. We assume that the nodes themselves do not know the network size. This means that the remote receiver derives the network size, calculates optimal cluster sizes and hierarchy depths and broadcasts this information. In [56] it was demonstrated that the superimposed sum signal from arbitrarily synchronised nodes is sufficient to estimate the number of transmitters. We derive the optimum hierarchy depth and cluster size by integer programming in time $O(n^2)$ (cf. Appendix B). The expected synchronisation time is dependent on the cluster count, cluster size and hierarchy depth. Since for each cluster a small instance of the original problem is solved, the synchronisation time can be composed from the synchronisation times of individual clusters.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the approach to cluster the network of nodes in order to improve the synchronisation time of feedback based closed-loop distributed adaptive beamforming. (©2011 IEEE Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, SPS)
2.1.4 An asymptotically optimal algorithm

Since no local optimum exists in the search space due to its weak multimodality (cf. Appendix A), the performance of $\Theta(n \cdot k \cdot \log(n))$ of the random search seems weak. Previously, only one feedback bit was utilised. Due to this reduced information, some of the information available at the receiver is not available by the nodes that actually react on the feedback. When more information is included in the feedback of the receive node we are able to design an asymptotically optimal synchronisation algorithm.

In every iteration the receiver provides additional information over a feedback value so that a node $i$ can learn the optimum phase offset of its own carrier

$$\zeta_i = \Re \left( m(t)RSS_i e^{j2\pi f_c t (\gamma_i + \phi_i + \psi_i)} \right)$$

relative to the superimposed sum signal

$$\zeta_{\text{sum} \setminus i} = \Re \left( m(t)e^{j2\pi f_c t} \sum_{o \in [1,n]; o \neq i} \text{RSS}_o e^{j(\gamma_o + \phi_o + \psi_o)} \right)$$

of all other nodes, provided that the latter does not change significantly. $\zeta_{\text{sum} \setminus i}$ is a sinusoidal signal. The feedback is maximal when $\zeta_i$ and $\zeta_{\text{sum} \setminus i}$ have identical phase offset at a receiver. With increasing phase offset

$$| (\gamma_i + \phi_i + \psi_i) - (\gamma_{\text{sum} \setminus i} + \phi_{\text{sum} \setminus i} + \psi_{\text{sum} \setminus i}) |$$

the feedback value decreases symmetrically. Consequently, the feedback function has the form $F(\gamma_i) = A \sin (\gamma_i + \Phi) + c$. This is an equation with the three unknowns $A$ (amplitude), $\Phi$ (phase offset of $F$) and the additive term $c$ so that a node $i$ can calculate it with three distinct measurements. Fig. 2.3 illustrates the accuracy of this procedure for 100 transmitters. The root of the mean square error (RMSE) is calculated as

$$RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=0}^{\tau} \left( \zeta_{\text{sum} \setminus i} + \zeta_{\text{noise}} - \zeta_{\text{opt}} \right)^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

Here, $\tau$ is chosen to cover several signal periods.

For the optimisation process, a node will during each of four subsequent iterations either alter the phase offset of its carrier signal or sustain it for all four iterations. The probability to alter the phase offset should be low as, for instance, $\frac{1}{n}$. A node that decides to alter its phase offset, will do this $k$ times to measure feedback values for distinct phase offsets, derive with these measurements the feedback function, alter its phase offset accordingly and finally transmit a fourth time to obtain the amount by which the achieved feedback value deviates from the expected value. If the deviation is small, the node will not alter its phase further since the current phase offset is considered optimal. All other nodes then adapt the probability to alter their carrier phase so that one node alters the phase of its carrier signal on average per iteration (for instance from $\frac{1}{n}$ to $\frac{1}{n^2}$).
As nodes are chosen according to a random process, it is possible that more than one node simultaneously alters its phase offset. In this case, the node’s conclusions on the impact of their phase-alteration on the feedback value are biased. Therefore, in the fourth measurement, when the measured value deviates significantly from the expected feedback a node concludes that it was not the only one to alter its phase and reverses its decision.

In our measurements, the deviation of the calculated feedback curve did not exceed 0.6% when only one node adapts its phase offset. With two nodes simultaneously adapting their phase offset we already experienced a deviation of approximately 1.5%. As this procedure is guided purely by the feedback broadcast by the receiver, inter-node communication is not required.

Asymptotically, the synchronisation time of this algorithm is $\Theta(n)$ since on average the count of carrier signals that are in phase increases by 1 in each iteration. Further performance improvements can be achieved when nodes utilise only three subsequent iterations and acquire the first measurement from the last transmission of the preceding three subsequent iterations.

The asymptotic synchronisation time derived for this approach is optimal when we assume that individual nodes have to compute their optimal carrier phase offset independently since $n$ carrier signals have to be adapted. When, however, a synchronisation scheme is utilised in which information about the optimum relative carrier phase offsets of all nodes is provided, as e.g. in typical open-loop carrier synchronisation schemes (cf. [29]), the asymptotic synchronisation time can be further reduced.

This improved carrier synchronisation scheme can be applied in any scenario in which a rich feedback as, for instance, the SNR can be provided. It is, however, not applicable when only binary feedback is provided by the receiver. When, for example, high noise
Table 2.1: Configuration of the simulations. $P_{rx}$ is the received signal power, $d$ is the distance between transmitter and receiver and $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the signal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node distribution area</td>
<td>$30m \times 30m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of the receiver</td>
<td>($15m, 15m, 30m$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>stationary nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base band frequency</td>
<td>$f_{base} = 2.4\ GHz$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission power of nodes</td>
<td>$P_{tx} = 1\ mW$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain of the transmit antenna</td>
<td>$G_{tx} = 0\ dB$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain of the receive antenna</td>
<td>$G_{rx} = 0\ dB$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterations per simulations</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identical simulation runs</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random noise power [57]</td>
<td>$-103\ dBm$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathloss calculation ($P_{rx}$)</td>
<td>$P_{tx} \left(\frac{\lambda}{4\pi d}\right)^2 G_{tx} G_{rx}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequency and phase stability are considered perfect. We derived the median and standard deviation from 10 simulation runs. One iteration consists of the nodes transmitting, feedback computation, feedback transmission and feedback interpretation by transmitters. It is possible to perform these steps within few signal periods so that the time consumed for 6000 iterations is in the order of milliseconds for a base band signal frequency of 2.4 GHz. Signal quality is measured by the RMSE of the received signal to an expected optimum signal as detailed in equation (2.17). The optimum signal is calculated as a perfectly aligned and properly phase shifted received sum signal from all transmit sources. For the optimum signal, noise is disregarded.

Fig. 2.4a depicts the optimum carrier signal, the initial received sum signal and the synchronised carrier after 6000 iterations when carrier phases are altered with probability $\frac{1}{n}$ in each iteration according to a uniform distribution. In Fig. 2.4b, the phase offset of received signal components for an exemplary simulation run with the same parameters are illustrated. We observe that after 6000 iterations about 98% of all carrier signals converge to a relative phase offset of about +/- 0.1π. The median of all variances of the
(a) Received sum signal from 100 transmit nodes without synchronisation and after 6000 iterations (b) Evolution of the phase adaptation process

Figure 2.4: Simulation results for a simulation with 100 transmit over 6000 iterations of the random optimisation approach to distributed adaptive beamforming in wireless sensor networks. (©2011 IEEE Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, SPS)

phase offsets for simulations with this configuration is 0.2301 after 6000 iterations. The actual synchronisation time is dependent on the time to complete a single iteration. In each iteration, a synchronisation signal is transmitted, the received sum signal is analysed, feedback is calculated, broadcast to the network and interpreted by transmit nodes. While the processing speed might be improved with improved hardware, the round trip time of the signal poses a definite lower bound for the time a single iteration lasts. At a distance of 30 meters, for instance, we can not hope to complete a single iteration in less than 0.2 $\mu$s.

**Uniform vs. normal distribution**

Distributed adaptive beamforming in wireless sensor networks has been studied in the literature according to various random phase alteration processes. The authors in [26, 27, 28] report good results when the probability $p_\gamma$ to alter the phase of a single carrier signal in one iteration is 1 for all nodes and the phase offset is chosen according to a normal distribution. The variance $\sigma_\gamma^2$ applied is not reported. In [24, 25] $p_\gamma$ was set to $\frac{1}{n}$ for each one of the $n$ nodes while the phase is altered according to a uniform distribution.

For both, uniform and normal distributed processes, we consider several values for $p_\gamma$ and $\sigma_\gamma^2$. Generally, we achieved good performance when modifications in one iteration were small. For the uniform distribution this translates to $p_\gamma = \frac{1}{n}$. For the normal distribution, good results are achieved when $\sigma_\gamma^2$ and $p_\gamma$ are balanced so that the modification to the overall sum signal is small. With increasing $p_\gamma$ good results are achieved with decreasing $\sigma_\gamma^2$. Fig. 2.5 depicts the results for $p_\gamma = \frac{1}{n}$ and $\sigma_\gamma^2 = 0.5\pi$.

The figure shows the median RMSE value achieved in 10 simulations by normal and uniform distributed processes over the course of 6000 iterations. For ease of presentation, error bars are omitted in this figure. However, the standard deviation is low for both processes
The normal distributed process has a slightly improved synchronisation performance. The optimum feedback value reached is, however, identical.

**Impact of the network size**

When the count of nodes that participate in the synchronisation is altered, this also impacts the performance of this process (cf. section 2.1.2). We conducted several simulations with network sizes ranging from 20 to 100 nodes. Fig. 2.6 depicts the performance of several synchronisation processes with varying network sizes.

In these simulations, we set $p_γ = 0.05$ and utilised a uniformly distributed phase alteration process. We see that the maximum feedback value achieved is lower for smaller network sizes. This is due to the RMSE measure that compares the achieved sum signal to an expected optimum superimposed signal. As the count of participating nodes diminishes, also the amplitude of the optimum signal decreases. As expected, the optimum value is reached earlier for smaller network sizes.

**Impact of the transmission distance**

We are also interested in the performance of distributed adaptive beamforming when the distance between the network and a receiver is increased. For a uniformly distributed phase alteration process with $p_γ = \frac{1}{n}$, we increase the transmission distance successively. Fig. 2.7 depicts the phase coherency achieved and the received sum signal for various transmission distances.
Although the noise power relative to the sum signal increases, synchronisation is possible at about 200 meters distance. Observe that in our model with $P_{tx} = 1mW$ we expect a signal strength at the receiver of $0.1\mu W$ or $-40dBm$ for each single carrier at this distance.

When the distance is further increased to 300 meters, however, synchronisation is not possible with this configuration, due to the high impact of the noise fluctuation on the received signal. This has a higher impact on the signal than the alteration of single carrier signals.

However, when more carrier signals are altered simultaneously, a weak synchronisation is still possible. Fig. 2.8 depicts the received carrier signal after 100 iterations for the uniformly distributed process with $p_{\gamma} = 0.2$ and $p_{\gamma} = 0.6$. We see that the synchronisation quality is improved with increasing $p_{\gamma}$. While the superimposed signal is indistinguishable for $p_{\gamma} = 0.2$, the synchronisation quality increases with $p_{\gamma} = 0.6$. Although the signal is heavily distorted, the carrier can be extracted.

**Utilisation of additional feedback information**

We also conducted simulations in which our implementation of the asymptotically optimal algorithm described in section 2.1.4 is compared to the classical process with normal distributed phase alterations. When optimum phase offsets are calculated by solving multivariable equations at the transmit nodes, the synchronisation performance can be greatly improved as detailed in section 2.1.4. Fig. 2.9 depicts the performance improvement achieved by solving multivariable equations to determine the feedback function compared to a global random search approach. We observe that the global random search heuristic is outperformed already after about 1000 iterations and the feedback value reached is greatly
Figure 2.7: RF signal strength and relative phase shift of received signal components for a network size of 100 nodes after 10000 iterations. Nodes are distributed uniformly at random on a 30m × 30m square area and transmit at $P_{TX} = 1mW$ with $p_\gamma = \frac{1}{n}$. (©2011 IEEE Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, SPS)
improved.

The phase offset of distinct nodes is within $+/- 0.05\pi$ for up to 99% of all nodes.

2.1.6 Near realistic instrumentation

We have utilised USRP software radios (http://www.ettus.com) to model a sensor network capable of distributed adaptive transmit beamforming. The software radios are controlled via the GNU radio framework (http://gnuradio.org). The transmitter and receiver modules implement the feedback based distributed adaptive beamforming\(^2\). For the superimposed transmit channel and the feedback channel we utilised widely separated frequencies so that the feedback could not impact the synchronisation performance. We conducted experiments with several transmit frequencies of nodes. In these experiments we repeatedly synchronised the carrier phases of the three transmit devices with the help of the 1-bit feedback based algorithm described in [27, 29] with uniform or normal probability distribution on the phase modulation. Table 2.2 summarises the configuration and results of two experiments with low and high transmit frequencies of 27MHz and 2.4GHz, respectively. After 10 experiments at an RF transmit frequency of 27MHz we achieved a median gain in the received signal strength of 3.72dB for three independent transmit nodes after 200 iterations. In 14 experiments with 4 independent nodes that transmit at 2.4GHz the achieved median gain of the received RF sum signal was 2.19dB after 500 iterations.

\(^2\)The software for our feedback based closed loop implementation is constantly further improved and extended in student projects. It is currently not recommended for productive environments. If you are interested to receive a copy of the code in order to participate in the development and testing of the implementation please contact sigg@ibr.cs.tu-bs.de.
Table 2.2: Experimental results of software radio instrumentations (©2011 IEEE Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, SPS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental setting</th>
<th>Experiment 1</th>
<th>Experiment 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Separation of TX antennas [m]</td>
<td>≈ 0.21</td>
<td>≈ 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to receiver [m]</td>
<td>≈ 0.75</td>
<td>≈ 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit RF Frequency [MHz]</td>
<td>( f_{TX} = 2400 )</td>
<td>( f_{TX} = 27 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive RF Frequency [MHz]</td>
<td>( f_{RX} = 902 )</td>
<td>( f_{RX} = 902 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterations per experiment</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>stationary</td>
<td>stationary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identical experiments</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit devices</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive devices</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithmic configuration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random distribution</td>
<td>uniform</td>
<td>uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase alteration probability</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit board</td>
<td>RFX2400</td>
<td>LFTX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive board</td>
<td>RFX900</td>
<td>RFX900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain of receive antenna [dBi]</td>
<td>( G_{RX} = 3 )</td>
<td>( G_{RX} = 3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain of transmit antenna [dBi]</td>
<td>( G_{TX} = 3 )</td>
<td>( G_{TX} = 1.5 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median gain ( P_{RX} ) [dB]</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For the transmitters we utilised the clock of the first device for all transmit nodes. The receive node utilises its own clock and is therefore not synchronised to any of the transmit nodes. Apart from this clock synchronisation no other communication or synchronisation between transmitters was applied. In future implementations it is possible to utilise GPS for the clock synchronisation.

In a third experiment we altered the transmission distance and the phase alteration variance for a normal distributed random process. Fig. 2.10 depicts our experimental setting. Table 2.3 summarises our experimental configuration.

Carrier phases have been adapted for each transmit device independently following a normal distributed random process. We modified the probability to alter the phase offset of one device and the variance for its normal distributed random process as well as the distance between transmit and receive devices.

Some results derived are depicted in Fig. 2.11. In the figure, the mean gain of the received sum signal over all 12 experiments to the initially received sum signal is depicted. As expected, we observe that the synchronisation process differs for different parameter settings. Again, best results are achieved when small changes are applied in each iteration. Therefore, the experiments in which the phase alteration probability and the variance are small achieve superior results.
Figure 2.10: Experimental instrumentation of distributed adaptive beamforming among three transmit USRP devices and one receive USRP device. (©2011 IEEE Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, SPS)

(a) Mean gain in the signal strength at a transmission distance of 16.4 meters and a variance of the random process of $0.25\pi$

(b) Mean gain in the signal strength at a transmission distance of 5.5 meters and a variance of the random process of $0.25\pi$ and $\pi$

Figure 2.11: Mean gain in the signal strength of three collaboratively transmitting devices
(©2011 IEEE Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, SPS)
Table 2.3: Configuration of the experiment (©2011 IEEE Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, SPS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental setting</th>
<th>Experiment 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Separation of transmit antennas [m]</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to receive antenna [m]</td>
<td>5.5 / 11 / 16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit frequency [MHz]</td>
<td>( f_{TX} = 2400 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive frequency [MHz]</td>
<td>( f_{RX} = 902 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterations per experiment</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>stationary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identical experiments</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit devices</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive devices</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithmic configuration</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random distribution of the phase alteration</td>
<td>normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase alteration probability</td>
<td>0.33 / 0.66 / 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance of normal distribution [( \pi )]</td>
<td>0.25 / 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmit board</td>
<td>RFX2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive board</td>
<td>RFX900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit antenna</td>
<td>VERT2450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive antenna</td>
<td>VERT900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain of receive antenna [dBi]</td>
<td>( G_{RX} = 3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain of transmit antenna [dBi]</td>
<td>( G_{TX} = 3 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1.7 Conclusion

We have considered randomised search approaches to solve the problem of distributed adaptive transmit beamforming. In an analytic consideration an asymptotically tight bound on the expected optimisation time of $\Theta(n \cdot k \cdot \log(n))$ was derived.

Additionally, a protocol to further reduce the optimisation time and energy consumption of distributed adaptive beamforming was introduced. In this protocol, the problem was divided into sub-problems that were solved iteratively. Since the decrease in the synchronisation time is greater than the increase in transmission power in smaller clusters, this approach can improve the optimisation time and reduce energy consumption.

Furthermore, an asymptotically optimal algorithm was derived. For this approach we considered the possibility to estimate the unknown feedback function by an individual node so that an optimisation approach is possible that scales linearly with the network size $n$. This approach is asymptotically optimal since each carrier signal has to be considered at least once individually in order to find its optimum phase offset.

In mathematical simulations we demonstrated the effect of several configurations for distributed adaptive transmit beamforming with uniform and normal distributed phase alteration methods. Generally, a low mutation probability translates to a better performance in the phase synchronisation process. An adaptive probability over the course of the optimisation might further improve the optimisation speed. While a moderate mutation probability is beneficial at the beginning of the simulation, a smaller mutation probability shows an improved optimisation speed later in the process. Also, our implementation of the asymptotically optimal method greatly outperforms the global random search approach in the synchronisation achieved and the optimisation speed.

Finally, in an instrumentation with USRP software radios we demonstrated the feasibility of distributed adaptive transmit beamforming in a concrete implementation with up to four transmitters.

APPENDIX A: On the multimodality of the feedback function

We easily see that the feedback function is multimodal. The reason is that, given the search point corresponding to an optimum sum signal $\zeta_{opt}$ we can state another optimum by adding the same phase offset $\gamma'$ to all carrier signals. In particular, the feedback function is weak multimodal so that no local optimum exists.

Identical transmit frequencies

When carrier frequencies among nodes are identical a local optimum exists if we can identify at least one search point $s_\zeta$ for which all small phase modifications decrease the feedback value, while some larger modifications increase it. The smallest possible modification is realised when the transmit phase is altered for exactly one carrier signal $\zeta_i$. Fig. 2.12 illustrates that the feedback of a signal is given by the distance between the rotation angles $\varphi_{opt}$ and $\varphi_i$ of an optimal configuration $s_{\zeta_{opt}}$ and $s_\zeta$ as $|\cos(\varphi_{opt}) - \cos(\varphi_i)|$. 
Figure 2.12: Fitness calculation of signal components. The feedback of the superimposed sum signal is impacted by the relative phase offset of an optimally aligned signal and a carrier signal $i$. (©2011 IEEE Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, SPS)

Compared to $s_{opt}$ no configuration short of the optimum configuration $s_i = s_{opt}$ exists for which the phase offset between signal components is increased for phase offset $\delta_i$ regardless of the sign of $\delta_i$ (cf. Fig. 2.12).

**Distinct transmit frequencies**

When signal frequencies differ, the feedback function is not affected by phase modifications only. The reason for this is that we can for every positive contribution to the feedback function also find a negative contribution of the same amount in the common period of $\zeta_{opt}$ and $\zeta_i$.

**APPENDIX B: Calculation of optimal hierarchy depth and cluster size**

We estimate the expected optimisation time for a network of size $n$ by $E[T_{pn}] = c \cdot k \cdot n \cdot \log(n)$ for a suitable constant $c$ and the expected energy consumption by $E[E_{pn}] = c \cdot k \cdot n \cdot \log(n) \cdot \bar{E}_{pn}$ where $\bar{E}_{pn}$ is the energy consumption of all $n$ nodes in one iteration [25]. A hierarchy and cluster structure that minimises these formulae when summed over all hierarchy stages is optimal in our sense. We derive the optimum cluster sizes and hierarchy depths by integer
programming. For a cluster size of \( m \) the above formulae have the property

\[
E[T_{P_n}] = E[T_{P_m}] \cdot \frac{n}{m} \cdot E[T_{P_m}]
\]

\[
E[E_{P_n}] = E[E_{P_m}] \cdot \frac{n}{m} \cdot E[E_{P_m}].
\]

We define the recursion by

\[
E_{opt}[T_{P_n}] = \min_m \left[ E_{opt}[T_{P_m}] \cdot \frac{n}{m} \cdot E_{opt}[T_{P_m}] \right]
\]

\[
E_{opt}[E_{P_n}] = \min_m \left[ E_{opt}[E_{P_m}] \cdot \frac{n}{m} \cdot E_{opt}[E_{P_m}] \right]
\]

and the start of the recursion by \( E_{opt}[T_{P_\eta}] \) and \( E_{opt}[E_{P_\eta}] \) with \( \eta \) being the minimum feasible cluster size when the maximum transmission power and distance are given. Since \( \eta \) is dependent on the distance to the receiver, it can be calculated over the round trip time between the sensor network and the receiver.

The time required for the calculation of the optimum hierarchy depth and cluster sizes is quadratic. With a network of \( n \) nodes, at most \( n^2 \) distinct terms \( E_{opt}[T_{P_i}] \) and \( E_{opt}[E_{P_i}] \) with \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \) are of relevance. We can start by calculating \( E_{opt}[E_{P_\eta}] \) and \( E_{opt}[T_{P_\eta}] \) and obtain all other values by table look-up according to \( E_{opt}[T_{P_n}] \) and \( E_{opt}[E_{P_n}] \) in time \( O(n^2) \) since every one of the (at most) \( n \) entries has not more than \( n \) possible predecessors.
2.2 A fast binary feedback-based distributed adaptive
carrier synchronisation for transmission among
clusters of disconnected IoT nodes in smart spaces

We propose a transmission scheme among groups of disconnected IoT devices in a smart space. In particular, we propose the use of a local random search implementation to speed up the synchronisation of carriers for distributed adaptive transmit beamforming. We achieve a sharp bound on the asymptotic carrier synchronisation time which is significantly lower than for previously proposed carrier synchronisation processes. Also, we consider the impact of environmental conditions in smart spaces on this synchronisation process in simulations and a case study.

2.2.1 Introduction

The advancing miniaturisation of electronics and its integration into everyday objects fosters smart spaces as an antecedent to an Internet of Things (IoT). In such environments, arbitrarily distributed, sharply resource restricted devices share data acquired by their sensors and cooperate in their data processing in order to establish an intelligent and responsive smart space. Instead of being equally distributed among an environment, the processing and communicating devices are likely clustered in distant physical spaces. Consequently, for the sharply resource restricted devices it might be difficult to establish a connection among the spread clusters of devices. Natural clusters are given, for instance, by the set of devices worn or carried by a person or also by a working place constituted of a high density of electronically enhanced tools. In a smart space, clusters should be connected to share information and provide additional value to an individual in this space.

Since IoT devices (possibly featuring RFID or Organic Electronics [58]) will have a sharply restricted transmission range for their low energy budget available, these clusters, however, might be frequently disconnected. From a communication perspective, the signal strength of such resource restricted devices in one cluster might be too weak to reach a remote cluster at sufficient Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). Therefore, although nodes in a remote cluster might sense some activity on the channel, the signal strength is too weak for them to decode information.

One solution to increase the transmission range of nodes in a cluster and thereby to establish a connection is to combine their transmit signals during simultaneous, phase-aligned transmission on the wireless channel.

By superimposing signals on the wireless channel in-phase, they are accumulated and therefore strengthened so that the transmission range can be extended.

In the literature, several approaches for such beamforming among distributed nodes are proposed [53, 42, 52, 59]. The most common ones require either code divisioning techniques.

---

3Reprinted from 'Elsevier Journal on Ad Hoc Networks, vol. 16, Stephan Sigg, A fast binary feedback-based distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation for transmission among clusters of disconnected IoT nodes in smart spaces, pp. 120-130, May 2014, with permission from Elsevier.'
or for the receiving node to conduct significant computation [28, 60]. Such process, however, is exhaustive for sharply resource restricted IoT nodes in a smart space. A simpler, less resource consuming, method was proposed by Mudumbai and others in [52, 26, 54]. The authors employ an iterative random search mechanism in which nodes in each iteration may randomly change the phase of their carrier signal conditioned on a binary feedback from the receiver. This approach is better suited for IoT nodes for its low computational complexity to randomly draw alternative signal phases at nodes. Since the binary feedback can be encoded as an energy efficient on/off (burst transmission = 1, no transmission = 0) scheme, the required SNR can be low. This carrier synchronisation scheme is applicable also with inexpensive crystal oscillators with high frequency derivations [61, 62] such as we can expect for IoT devices.

For this scheme we derived a sharp asymptotic bound on the expected optimisation time for \( n \) transmit devices and \( k \) possible transmit carrier phases each, in the order of \( \Theta(n \cdot k \cdot \log n) \) iterations in [1]. This performance is the main drawback of the beamforming scheme for smart spaces. Significant count of iterations and therefore a high number of transmissions are required which slows down the synchronisation [63].

In [64] an alternative asymptotically optimal, iterative optimisation approach was presented. Although its optimisation performance was as low as \( \mathcal{O}(n) \), this improved performance was achieved at the cost of a more descriptive receiver feedback so that it can not be implemented as a simple on/off scheme and is therefore less well suited for resource restricted IoT nodes.

Another possibility to improve the synchronisation performance is to modify the random search for synchronised transmit phases at nodes. The original approach employed an evolutionary random search [27]. However, as indicated in [59], the search space of the problem is rather simple and does not contain any local optima.

Therefore, we propose in this paper to utilise a fast local random search to establish carrier synchronisation among nodes. In particular, we derive an asymptotic upper and lower bound for the expected optimisation time and compare the approach to the one presented in [1, 27] in simulations and a case study.

The contributions of this paper are

1. an improved and more exact upper bound for iterative feedback-based closed-loop carrier synchronisation with local random search,

2. a lower bound in the same asymptotic order,

3. a discussion of environmental impacts on the performance of iterative feedback-based carrier synchronisation,

4. simulations and

5. a case study with software-defined radio devices.

This consideration of a local random search method for feedback-based iterative carrier synchronisation improves and extends the discussion on a simple bound in [59]. Our
analysis provides an improved and more exact upper bound and in addition derives a lower bound in the same asymptotic order.

After introducing the related work and discussing iterative random carrier synchronisation in section 2.2.2 we propose a local random search mechanism and study its expected synchronisation time in section 2.2.3. In section 2.2.4 we show that the synchronisation quality of iterative feedback-based carrier synchronisation among IoT devices in a smart space is impacted by environmental stimuli. In section 2.2.5, the impact of environmental stimuli on the optimum choice of optimisation parameters is demonstrated in mathematical simulations and experimental case studies. Section 2.2.6 draws our conclusion.

2.2.2 Distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation

For distributed IoT devices in a smart space to establish a transmission beam to a remote receiver, carrier phases of transmit signals have to be synchronised with respect to the receiver location and the phase and frequency offset of the distributed local oscillators. After synchronisation, a message \( m(t) \) is transmitted simultaneously by all transmit devices \( i \in \{1...n\} \) as

\[
\zeta_i(t) = \Re \left( m(t)e^{j(2\pi(f_c+f_i)t+\gamma_i)} \right)
\] (2.18)

so that the receiver observes the superimposed signal

\[
\zeta_{\text{sum}}(t) + \zeta_{\text{noise}}(t) = \\
\Re \left( m(t) \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{RSS}_i e^{j2\pi(f_c+f_i)t+(\gamma_i+\phi_i+\psi_i)} \right) + \zeta_{\text{noise}}(t)
\] (2.19)

with minimum phase offset between carrier signals:

\[
\min \left( |(\gamma_i + \phi_i + \psi_i) - (\gamma_j + \phi_j + \psi_j)| \right) \quad \forall i, j \in \{1...n\}, i \neq j.
\] (2.20)

In equation (2.18) and equation (2.19), \( f_i \) denotes the frequency offset of device \( i \) to a common carrier frequency \( f_c \). The values \( \gamma_i, \phi_i \) and \( \psi_i \) represent the carrier phase offset of node \( i \) as well as the phase offset in the received signal component due to the offset in the local oscillators of nodes (\( \phi_i \)) and due to distinct signal propagation times (\( \psi_i \)). \( \zeta_{\text{noise}}(t) \) denotes the noise and interference in the received sum signal. We assume additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) here. With RSS\(_i\) we describe the received signal strength of IoT device \( i \).

Algorithms for distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation are distinguished by closed-loop carrier synchronisation and open-loop carrier synchronisation techniques [26]. Closed-loop synchronisation can be achieved by a master-slave approach as detailed in [50]. The central idea is that transmit IoT devices send a synchronisation sequence simultaneously on code-divisioned channels to a destination device in the smart space. The destination calculates the relative phase offset of the received signals and broadcasts this information to all transmitters which then adapt their carrier signals accordingly.
Due to the high computational complexity burden for the destination node to derive the relative phase offset of all received signals and for all nodes due to the utilisation of code divisioning techniques, this implementation is not suggestive for the application in smart spaces with a high count of strictly resource limited devices.

Alternatively, in a master-slave open-loop synchronisation [29], the relative phase offset among nodes is determined by the transmit nodes with a method similar to [50] but among transmit IoT devices only. The receiver then broadcasts a carrier signal once so that the transmit nodes are able to correct their frequency offsets. In this method, however, the high complexity for the nodes is shifted from the receiver node to one of the transmit nodes. Therefore, this approach also suffers from its high computational complexity.

A simpler and less resource demanding distributed carrier synchronisation scheme was proposed in [27]. This closed-loop approach is computationally cheap at the cost of increasing the time required for carrier synchronisation. It utilises a binary feedback on the achieved synchronisation quality that is transmitted in each iteration from a remote receiver [26, 51]. In particular, such binary feedback can be implemented by a simple on/off burst scheme also for sharply resource restricted IoT devices.

The central optimisation procedure consists of \( n \) devices \( i \in [1, \ldots, n] \) randomly altering the phases \( \gamma_i \) of their carrier signal \( \zeta_i(t) \) in each iteration. Implicitly, with this process a global random search is applied. The search space \( \mathcal{S} \) is spanned by all possible combinations of carrier frequencies and carrier phase offsets for all transmit nodes (cf. figure 2.13).

The figure illustrates the global search space constituted from all possible combinations of phase and frequency configurations of transmit signals at local IoT nodes.

Each specific phase-frequency combination \( s \in \mathcal{S} \) is associated with a score \( \mathcal{F}_{sc} : \mathcal{S} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_0^+ \) that denotes its synchronisation quality. Without loss of generality we assume that the
Algorithm 1: Feedback-based distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation

1: repeat
2: With probability $P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i}$ and $P_{\text{mut},f_i}$, each transmit node $i$ adjusts its carrier phase offset $\gamma_i$ and frequency offset $f_i$ following a probability distribution $P_{\text{dist},\gamma_i}$ ($P_{\text{dist},f_i}$) with variance $V_{\gamma_i}$ ($V_{f_i}$).
3: Nodes transmit to the destination simultaneously as a distributed beamformer.
4: Receiver estimates the level of phase synchronisation of the received sum signal $\zeta_{\text{sum}}(t) + \zeta_{\text{noise}}(t)$ (for instance by the SNR).
5: A binary feedback (e.g. burst/no burst) indicating whether this value has improved is broadcast.
6: When the feedback is worse than in the previous iteration, each transmit node that altered its phase offset in this iteration reverses this decision, by re-setting its carrier phase offset $\gamma_i$ to the previous value.
7: until Sufficient synchronisation achieved

Optimisation aim is to maximise $\mathcal{F}_\text{sc}$. A natural choice to compute such a score value is, for instance, the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) of the received sum signal detailed in equation (2.19).

Feedback-based distributed carrier synchronisation approaches are characterised by the parameters

- $P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i}$ Probability to alter the phase-offset of device $i$ ($P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i} \in [0, 1]$)
- $P_{\text{mut},f_i}$ Probability to alter the frequency-offset of device $i$ ($P_{\text{mut},f_i} \in [0, 1]$)
- $P_{\text{dist},\gamma_i}$ Probability distribution (phase) for the random process at device $i$ ($P_{\text{dist},\gamma_i} \in \{\text{normal, uniform, }\ldots\}$)
- $P_{\text{dist},f_i}$ Probability distribution (frequency) for the random process at device $i$ ($P_{\text{dist},f_i} \in \{\text{normal, uniform, }\ldots\}$)
- $V_{\gamma_i}$ Variance for the random phase alteration process at device $i$ ($V_{\gamma_i} \in [0, \pi]$)
- $V_{f_i}$ Variance for the random frequency alteration process at device $i$ ($V_{f_i} \in [-f_\Delta, f_\Delta]$ for frequency range $f_\Delta$)

The carrier synchronisation process is described by algorithm 1. Intuitively, each IoT node may in one iteration alter its transmit carrier phase offset (step 2), superimpose a synchronisation signal simultaneously with all other smart devices (step 3) and receive a binary feedback on the quality of the synchronisation (better/worse; step 5). These iterations are repeated until a random distribution of carrier phases is achieved that scores a sufficient synchronisation quality [53, 52, 65]. Initially, independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) phase offsets $\gamma_i$ of carrier signals are assumed. Since a decreasing signal quality is not accepted (cf. step 6 in algorithm 1), and since a global random search is implemented
by this approach (every possible combination of carrier phase offsets of nodes has a positive probability in each iteration) the method eventually converges to the optimum with probability 1 [52]. For this result an idealised environment without noise and interference was considered. In a realistic environment, the impact of the noise figure determines the accuracy that can be achieved.

In [66], an implementation of this carrier synchronisation approach was presented for software defined radio (SDR) devices which does not rely on any wired connections between devices (for instance, for clock synchronisation of the SDR nodes).

The authors of [53] then demonstrated in a case study that the method is feasible to synchronise frequency as well as phase of carrier signal components. Without loss of generality we will in our discussion only consider phase synchronisation and assume the frequency synchronisation as perfect. Our discussion can be easily extended to cover frequency synchronisation also by adding additional dimensions for the frequency of carrier signals to the search space \( \mathcal{S} \) [53]. As an alternative, sufficiently accurate separate frequency synchronisation schemes have been discussed for this approach in [67].

The distinct implementations in the literature differ in the 2nd and the 6th step of algorithm 1. For instance, in [53, 54], devices alter their carrier phase \( \gamma_i \) according to a normal distribution with small variance. In [24], a uniform distribution with a small probability to alter the phase offset of one individual device is utilised instead. For a fixed uniform distribution over the whole optimisation process, a sharp asymptotic bound of \( \Theta(n \cdot k \cdot \log n) \) on the expected optimisation time was derived [1]. Here, \( k \) denotes the maximum number of distinct phase offsets a physical transmitter can generate.

In all previous studies, a global random search is considered, in which nodes choose their next carrier phase and frequency offset uniformly at random from all possible values. Since the search space does not contain local optima [59] we restrict the search neighbourhood to reduce the number of possible next configurations in one iteration that would worsen the synchronisation quality. We propose to modify step 2 of algorithm 1 to follow a local random search instead of the previously applied global random search mechanism. In particular, an IoT node \( i \) will, when it changes its phase and frequency offset, draw the new values from a restricted neighbourhood of size \( N \) that is centred around the current values of \( \gamma_i \) (and \( f_i \)). This addresses a recent critique expressed in [63] regarding the convergence speed for this binary feedback-based iterative adaptive carrier synchronisation. In section 2.2.3 we derive upper and lower bounds on the expected synchronisation performance of a local random search mechanism for feedback-based distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation. These bounds improve the existing bounds known for the global random search method. Section 2.2.4 shows that the optimum values for the parameters \( P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i} \), \( P_{\text{mut},f_i} \), \( P_{\text{dist},\gamma_i} \), \( P_{\text{dist},f_i} \), \( V_{\gamma_i} \) and \( V_{f_i} \) are conditioned on environmental situations in a smart space.

### 2.2.3 Local random search

Recent approaches to 1-bit feedback-based distributed carrier synchronisation utilise a global random search that reaches any search point \( s \in \mathcal{S} \) with a positive probability in
each iteration [53, 52, 59, 54]. The probability to achieve by these random phase and frequency perturbations of \( s \) a search point \( s' \) with \( F_{sc}(s') \geq F_{sc}(s) \) decreases with increasing synchronisation quality (\( F_{sc}(s) \) score). A restricted search neighbourhood can, however, ensure a constant steady progress since the search space does not contain local optima as derived in [1]. Any local search heuristic that manages to follow a path with increasing \( F_{sc} \) score will find a global optimum with probability 1. We assume that each transmit node is able to apply \( k \) distinct phase-offsets and define a global optimum as superimposition of transmit signals in which all phases are within \( \frac{2\pi}{k} \) of a superimposition with perfect phase coherency.

**Theorem 2.2.1.** Let \( s \in S \) be a current search point of a local random search algorithm \( A \) for feedback-based distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation with neighbourhood size \( N \leq |S| \) and \( \forall i : P_{\text{dist},i} = \text{uniform} \). For each phase and frequency perturbation (step 2 in algorithm 1) of one transmit carrier signal, the probability to arrive at a search point (superimposition of transmit signals) \( s' \) with \( F_{sc}(s') \geq F_{sc}(s) \) is at least \( \frac{1}{2} \) for each transmit signal that has the optimum search point \( s^* \) not within its neighbourhood \( N \).

(Refer to the Appendix for a proof of the results)

Consequently, we divide the following analysis into two phases. In the first, the optimum is not within the neighbourhood of at least one node so that at least one node can improve the fitness with probability \( \frac{1}{2} \) or more (cf. figure 2.14).

In the second phase, all nodes have the optimum within their neighbourhood. The probability to decrease the distance to the optimum might then be worse than \( \frac{1}{2} \). An optimisation process with restricted neighbourhood-size therefore has a probability of \( \frac{1}{2} \).
to increase the fitness-value for a long time until the optimum point is within the neighbourhood of each single carrier signal. The price for this high probability to improve the fitness-value in each iteration is that the chance to achieve great progress in one step (as possible with an unrestricted neighbourhood-size) is lost. Since this event is significantly less probable, we are prepared to pay this price. An individual node $i$ then alters the phase-offset $\gamma_i$ of its carrier-signal uniformly at random within a range of $[\gamma_i - N/2, \gamma_i + N/2]$ for suitable $N$. To simplify the analysis we represent search points (superimpositions of transmit signals) in a binary encoding. Figure 2.15 sketches this encoding.

We assume that each transmit node is able to apply $k$ distinct phase-offsets. We encode a search point $s \in \mathcal{S}$ represented by $n \cdot k$ distinct phase-offsets as binary string of length $n \cdot \log(k)$ \(^4\). We assume that configurations are encoded so that their Hamming-distance increases with increasing difference in phase-offsets [68, 69]. We analyse the count of bit mutations of this bit-string until an encoding of a global optimum is found. We choose the probability to alter a bit in the binary sequence as $\frac{1}{n}$ for each signal to alter its phase uniformly at random within the $N$ possible values in $[\gamma_i - N/2, \gamma_i + N/2]$. Then, one node on average alters its phase offset within the neighbourhood boundaries in each iteration. With Chernoff bounds we can show that with high probability the Hamming-distance to an optimum configuration of these offsets for all carrier signals is not much smaller than $n \cdot \log(k)/2$.

**Theorem 2.2.2.** For a network of $n$ transmit and one receive node, let $N$ be the neighbourhood size of a local random search method $\mathcal{A}$ for feedback-based distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation with $\forall i: P_{\text{dist}, \gamma_i} = \text{uniform, } P_{\text{mut}, \gamma_i} = \frac{1}{n}$. Further assume that each node is capable of transmitting signals at up to $k$ distinct carrier phases and that new carrier phases are drawn uniformly at random from the neighbourhood. The expected number of iterations for distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation is bounded by

$$\mathcal{O} \left( n \cdot N \cdot \log(n) + \frac{\log(k)}{N} \right).$$

(Refer to the Appendix for a proof of the results)

\(^4\)When distinct frequency offsets are also considered, a search point $s \in \mathcal{S}$ would be represented by $n \cdot k \cdot f$ distinct phase- and frequency-offsets as binary string of length $n \cdot \log(k) \cdot \log f$. 

---

Figure 2.15: Binary representation of search points as a concatenation of grey encoded phase and frequency offsets
Theorem 2.2.3. For a network of \( n \) transmit and one receive node, let \( N \) be the neighborhood size of a local random search method \( A \) for feedback-based distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation with \( \forall i : P_{\text{dist},\gamma_i} = \text{uniform}, P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i} = \frac{1}{n} \). Further assume that each node is capable of transmitting signals at up to \( k \) distinct carrier phases and that new carrier phases are drawn uniformly at random from the neighbourhood of size \( N \). For a suitable \( \Delta \) the expected number of iterations for distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation is bounded by

\[
\Omega(n \cdot N \cdot \Delta)
\]

(Refer to the Appendix for a proof of the results)

Theorem 2.2.4. For a network of \( n \) transmit and one receive node, let \( N \) be the neighborhood size of a local random search method \( A \) for feedback-based distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation with \( \forall i : P_{\text{dist},\gamma_i} = \text{uniform}, P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i} = \frac{1}{n} \). Further assume that each node is capable of transmitting signals at up to \( k \) distinct carrier phases and that new carrier phases are drawn uniformly at random from the neighbourhood of size \( N \). The expected number of iterations for distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation is bounded by

\[
E[T_P] = \Theta \left( n \cdot N \cdot \log(n) + \frac{\log(k)}{N} \right).
\] (2.22)

(Refer to the Appendix for a proof of the results)

Observe that equation (2.22) evolves to

\[
\Theta \left( n \cdot \log(n) + \log(k) \right)
\] (2.23)

for \( N \to 1 \) and to

\[
\Theta \left( n \cdot k \cdot \log(n) \right)
\] (2.24)

for \( N \to k \). Equation (2.24) is identical to the bound derived on the expected optimisation time of the global random search method [59], where in fact the neighbourhood size is \( N = k \). Observe that it is more beneficial to have a smaller local search neighbourhood than to utilise a global random search method with \( N = k \).

The minimum value for \( E[T_P] \) is achieved for \( N \to 1 \). Since this is an asymptotic consideration, the optimum absolute value for \( N \) depends on the choice of \( n \) and \( k \).

2.2.4 Environmental impacts

The performance of the local random search guided carrier synchronisation is impacted by \( P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i}, P_{\text{mut},f_i}, P_{\text{dist},\gamma_i}, P_{\text{dist},f_i}, V_{\gamma_i} \) and \( V_{f_i} \). In [1] we observed that a good synchronisation quality is achieved when either \( P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i}, P_{\text{mut},f_i}, V_{\gamma_i} \) or \( V_{f_i} \) are small, so that the search space is propagated in rather small steps, eventually approaching the optimum. This observation also agrees with our discussion in the last section. However, the environment may impact the optimum value for these parameters. We discuss three possible impacts, namely the number of participating nodes, the noise figure and movement of devices.
Impact of noise and interference

The signal observed by a receiver is composed of the signal $\zeta_{\text{sum}}(t)$ and noise $\zeta_{\text{noise}}(t)$ (cf. equation (2.19)). Noise and interference might differ due to opened windows or doors, people moving or other nearby electronic devices [70, 71, 3]. The impact of the phase alteration of a single link $i \in [1..n]$ on the SNR of $\zeta_{\text{sum}}(t) + \zeta_{\text{noise}}(t)$ is not greater than $2 \cdot \text{RSS}_i$. This is the case when the phase of signal $\zeta_i(t)$ and the sum signal $\zeta_{\text{sum-i}}(t)$ without the signal of $i$ have been separated in phase by $\pi$ before $\gamma_i$ is then shifted by $\pi$. With the cosine rule we can calculate the change in the received signal strength of the received superimposed signal at the event of a change of the carrier phase from $\gamma_i$ to $\gamma'_i$ as

$$
\text{RSS}(\gamma_i, \gamma'_i) = \sqrt{\text{RSS}_{\text{sum-i}}^2 + \text{RSS}_i^2 - 2\text{RSS}_{\text{sum-i}}\text{RSS}_i \cos(\gamma_i + \gamma'_i)} - \sqrt{\text{RSS}_{\text{sum-i}}^2 + \text{RSS}_i^2 - 2\text{RSS}_{\text{sum-i}}\text{RSS}_i \cos(\gamma_i)} \quad (2.25)
$$

as illustrated in figure 2.16. In this equation we denote the received signal strength achieved by the superimposition of all signals short of $i$ by

$$
\text{RSS}_{\text{sum-i}} = \sum_{\overline{i}} \text{RSS}_i e^{j(2\pi(f_c + f_i)t + \gamma_i + \phi_i + \psi_i)}; \overline{i} \in [1..n]. \quad (2.26)
$$

Since the phase alteration is a random process, the actual gain of a single phase modification is typically smaller than the maximum possible value. When we assume that a
single node can establish up to \( k \) equally probable carrier phases, the average gain by the alteration of one carrier signal is then

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{k} \overline{\text{RSS}} \left( \gamma_i, \gamma_i + \frac{2\pi}{k} \cdot i \right)
\]

Consequently, when the noise figure is in the same order or greater, alterations of individual carriers have little effect. In such a situation it is beneficial to increase the average distance of consecutive search points in the search space in a single iteration. This can be achieved by increasing the variance \( V_{\gamma_i} \), the neighbourhood size \( N \) or the probability \( P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i} \) (cf. section 2.2.5 and section 2.2.5).

**Impact of the network size**

The number of nodes that participate also impacts the performance. Since the synchronisation is achieved by a random process over all possible combinations of phase and frequency offsets, the synchronisation time is increased with the count of nodes [29]. The optimum performance is achieved with small \( P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i}, P_{\text{mut},f_i}, V_{\gamma_i} \) and \( V_{f_i} \) [59]. On the other hand, the relative impact of an individual node on \( \zeta_{\text{sum}}(t) \) decreases with increasing node count. We can see this again from equation (2.25). The value \( \overline{\text{RSS}}(\gamma_i, \gamma'_i) \) decreases with increasing \( \overline{\text{RSS}}_{\text{sum}-i} \). With increasing node count \( n \), it is therefore beneficial to chose \( P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i}, P_{\text{mut},f_i}, V_{\gamma_i} \) and \( V_{f_i} \) slightly higher than \( \frac{1}{n} \) in order to increase the impact of modifications in one iteration (cf. section 2.2.5).

**Impact of node mobility**

Movement impacts the synchronisation of nodes since phases drift apart when the receiver or transmit nodes move [64]. Synchronisation has to be significantly faster than the velocity experienced. An increased value for \( P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i}, P_{\text{mut},f_i}, V_{\gamma_i} \) or \( V_{f_i} \) might therefore be beneficial in the presence of node mobility (cf. section 2.2.5).

### 2.2.5 Simulation and case studies

In a Matlab-based simulation, up to 100 IoT devices are distributed uniformly at random on a 4 m \( \times \) 6 m square area (e.g. spread across a wall in a factory building) with a remote IoT receiver located up to 11 m in orthogonal direction from the centre of this area. Frequency and phase stability are considered perfect. We calculate the phase offset of the received dominant signal component from each transmitter according to the transmission distance in a direct line of sight. Path loss was calculated by the Friis free space equation

\[
P_{tx} \left( \frac{\lambda}{2\pi d} \right)^2 G_{tx} G_{rx}
\]

with antenna gain for transmitter and receiver as \( G_{rx} = G_{tx} = 0 \) dB. Signals are transmitted at 2.4 GHz with transmit power \( P_{tx} = 1 \) mW. All received signal components calculated in this manner are then summed up in order to achieve the
superimposed sum signal

\[
\zeta_{\text{sum}}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n}\left(\Re\left(m(t)\text{RSS}_i e^{j(2\pi(f_c+f_i)t+\gamma_i+\phi_i+\psi_i)}\right)\right).
\] (2.28)

Finally, a noise signal \(\zeta_{\text{noise}}(t)\) is added to \(\zeta_{\text{sum}}(t)\) in order to estimate the signal at the receiver. We utilise AWGN at \(-103\) dBm as proposed in [57]. For a given configuration we repeated each simulation 10 times with identical parameters.

Each simulation lasts for 6000 iterations. Signal quality of a signal during the synchronisation phase is measured by the Root of the Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the received signal \(\zeta_{\text{sum}}(t)\) to an expected optimum signal \(\zeta_{\text{opt}}(t)\):

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=0}^{q} (\zeta_{\text{sum}}(t) + \zeta_{\text{noise}}(t) - \zeta_{\text{opt}}(t))^2}.
\] (2.29)

In equation (2.29), \(q\) is chosen to cover several signal periods.

The optimum signal \(\zeta_{\text{opt}}(t)\) is calculated as perfectly aligned and properly phase shifted received sum signal from all transmit sources. For the optimum signal, noise is disregarded.

**Performance of a local random search**

We implement a local random search with neighbourhood radius \(N/2 \in [0, \pi]\) where each node \(i \in [1, n]\) alters the phase offset \(\gamma_i\) of its carrier signal \(\zeta_i(t)\) with probability \(1/n\) to \(\gamma'_i \in [\gamma_i - N/2, \gamma_i + N/2]\). Figure 2.17 depicts the performance of the algorithm with a neighbourhood size of \(N = 0.6\pi\) compared to a global random search approach \((N = 2\pi)\). We observe that, although the local random search method naturally has a slower start than the global random search method, it then reaches lower RMSE values faster.

In particular, in the critical part of the optimisation, the RMSE values reached by the local random search approach are reached only about 400-500 iterations later by the global random search method. Due to noise and therefore a general saturation of the optimisation process, the synchronisation quality is not much improved afterwards so that the global random search eventually catches up.

**Case study with software defined radio devices**

We approximated realistic conditions in an experimental setting with Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) software radios\(^5\) to represent distributed devices.

Three USRP devices have been utilised as transmitters with one device as receiver. In order to achieve identical transmit frequencies among devices, the clock of the first transmit device was utilised as reference for the other two transmitters. The clock of the receiver node was, however, independent. Alternatively, clocks might be synchronised via GPS or by the iterative frequency synchronisation approach described in [53]. Table 2.4 summarises our experimental configuration.

\(^5\)http://www.ettus.com
Figure 2.17: Comparison of the performance achieved by global and local random search

Table 2.4: Configuration of the experimental case study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental setting</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Separation of antennas [m]</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to receive antenna [m]</td>
<td>5.5 / 11 / 16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit frequency [MHz]</td>
<td>$f_{TX} = 2400$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive frequency [MHz]</td>
<td>$f_{RX} = 902$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterations per experiment</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>stationary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identical experiments</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit devices</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive devices</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithmic configuration</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random distribution of the</td>
<td>normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phase alteration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase alteration probability $P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i}$</td>
<td>0.33/0.66/1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance $V_{\gamma_i} [\pi]$</td>
<td>0.25 / 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.18: Illustration of the experimental setting utilised. Devices are placed on tables with a height of 72 cm.

Figure 2.19: Mean gain in the signal strength at a transmission distance of 5.5 meters and a variance of the random process of $0.25\pi$

The experimental setting is sketched in figure 2.18. For the three different situations, the transmit nodes were moved to various distances accordingly. We modified the probability to alter the phase offset of one device and the variance for its normal distributed random phase perturbation process as well as the distance between transmit and receive devices to account for distinct environmental situations. The three transmit devices were controlled by a single computer running three independent and non-communicating processes. The receiver device was controlled by a second computer. During the experiments the room was vacated so that no movement or presence of individuals could impact the synchronisation process.

Results derived in these experiments are depicted in figure 2.19 and figure 2.20. The figure displays the mean gain in signal strength compared to an unsynchronised transmission at the beginning of the synchronisation. The synchronisation performance
differs for different environmental situations. When the transmission distance increases, the relative noise figure also increases. The best synchronisation is then generally reached later in the synchronisation process. For instance, in figure 2.19, at a transmission distance of 5.5 meters, the best value is reached after about 40 to 50 iterations. In figure 2.20 (16.4 meters) we observe that the optimum synchronisation is reached after about 60 to 80 iterations. Also, the choice of the optimum configuration differs dependent on the scenario. In figure 2.20 at a distance of 16.4 meters, a variance of 0.25π and a probability to alter the phase offset of $P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i} = 0.33$ achieves the best results. At shorter distances, the configuration with $P_{\text{mut},\gamma_i} = 0.66$ results in a slightly better synchronisation performance. For the variance, a similar effect was not observed.

2.2.6 Conclusion

We analysed and evaluated a local random search-based approach to distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation for IoT nodes in a smart space with an iterative feedback-based carrier synchronisation method. We derived a sharp asymptotic bound of

$$E[T_P] = \Theta\left(n \cdot \mathcal{N} \cdot \log(n) + \frac{\log(k)}{\mathcal{N}}\right)$$

on the expected synchronisation performance. This bound is significantly lower than the expected synchronisation performance derived recently for a global random search heuristic for this carrier synchronisation method. Intuitively, although the global random search approach has, unlike the local random search, a positive (but very small) probability to reach a global optimum in each iteration, its probability to generally reach any point
that would improve the synchronisation quality decreases with increasing synchronisation quality. For the local random search, however, we could show that there is at least one node that would improve the synchronisation with probability not smaller than \( \frac{1}{2n} \) for a long time during the synchronisation process.

Also, we discussed the impact of environmental effects on the synchronisation performance. In particular, the relative noise figure, the count of participating devices and the mobility of nodes have been identified to impact the synchronisation performance. However, by changing the probabilities \( P_{\text{mut}, \gamma_i}, P_{\text{mut}, f_i} \) to alter the phase offset or the variance \( V_{\gamma_i}, V_{f_i} \) for each node \( i \), the synchronisation approach can be adapted to these environmental impacts.

We presented simulations and case studies with software defined radios on the iterative feedback-based carrier phase synchronisation by a local random search approach that also showed an improved performance compared to the global random search approach and an effect of the distance between nodes on the synchronisation performance.

**Appendix – Proofs**

**Proof of Theorem 2.2.1.** We see this from figure 2.21. In the figure, a vector of all carrier signals short of signal \( i \) is denoted by

\[
\zeta_{\text{sum}-i}(t) = \text{RSS}_{\text{sum}-i} e^{j(2\pi ft + \gamma_{\text{sum}-i})}. 
\]  

(2.30)

The vector associated with carrier \( i \) is identified by

\[
\zeta_i(t) = \text{RSS}_i e^{j(2\pi ft + \gamma_i)}.
\]  

(2.31)

When a single carrier signal \( \zeta_i(t) \) is modified within the neighbourhood of \( \mathcal{N} \), this means that \( \zeta_i(t) \) is rotated by \( \nu \) or \( -\nu \) with \( \nu \in \left[0, \frac{N}{2}\right] \). As long as \( \zeta_{\text{sum}-i}(t) \) is not within the neighbourhood, a rotation of \( \nu \) will increase (decrease) the amplitude of \( \zeta_{\text{sum}-i}(t) + \zeta_i(t) \) while a rotation by \( -\nu \) will decrease (increase) it. The probability to improve the fitness value is \( \frac{1}{2} \) when carrier phase offsets are chosen uniformly at random.

**Proof of Theorem 2.2.2.** We divide the analysis into two phases (cf. theorem 2.2.1). In the first phase, at least one node does not have the optimum phase offset within its neighbourhood. Then, there is always at least one node that will by altering its carrier phase improve the synchronisation with probability at least \( \frac{1}{2} \). The probability that in one iteration one such node alters its phase offset while all other \( n-1 \) nodes do not change it is at least

\[
\frac{1}{n} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{1}{n}\right)^{n-1} \geq \frac{1}{e \cdot n}.
\]  

(2.32)

We define the expected progress as the expected count of bits in the binary representation of search points that are altered in one iteration. Since a new search point is drawn uniformly at random from all possible values in the neighbourhood of size \( \mathcal{N} \), the expected
progress when a node that has not the optimum within its neighbourhood randomly alters its carrier phase and improves the overall synchronisation is therefore at most
\[ \frac{1}{2} \cdot \frac{N}{2} \cdot e \cdot n = \frac{e \cdot n \cdot N}{4}. \quad (2.33) \]
The expected upper bound on the iterations required to reach a global optimum is then determined by the maximum distance to an optimum. The Hamming-distance to a binary representation that describes a global optimum is \( n \cdot \log(k) \) at most. Consequently, the expected number of these iterations until a binary representation is found for which all nodes have the optimum within their neighbourhood is at most
\[ \frac{n \cdot \log(k) \cdot 4}{N \cdot e \cdot n} = \mathcal{O}\left(\frac{\log(k)}{N}\right). \quad (2.34) \]
In the second phase, each node has the optimum carrier phase offset within the neighbourhood around its current carrier phase. Assume that a set of \( i \) nodes has already reached an optimum synchronisation of their carrier phases. In this case, the probability that one of the \( n - i \) nodes which have not yet found the optimum phase offset applies a correct mutation which would alter the carrier phase to the optimum value with respect to all other carrier phases is
\[ \left(\frac{n - i}{1}\right) \cdot \frac{1}{n} \cdot \frac{1}{N} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{1}{n}\right)^{n-1} \geq \frac{n - i}{n \cdot N \cdot e}. \quad (2.35) \]
In equation (2.35), the term \( \left(\frac{n - i}{1}\right) \cdot \frac{1}{n} \) describes the number of possible cases that one node out of \( n - i \) nodes which are not yet perfectly synchronised alters its phase offset with probability \( \frac{1}{n} \). Since all phases are with equal probability drawn from the Neighbourhood of size \( N \), this alteration leads to the one optimum phase offset within the neighbourhood with probability \( \frac{1}{N} \). The term \( \left(1 - \frac{1}{n}\right)^{n-1} \) describes the probability that all other \( n - 1 \) nodes do not alter their phase offset in this iteration. When this event happens \( n - 1 \) times for each possible number of already synchronised nodes \( (n - i \text{ with } i \in [1..n]) \), the carrier phase offsets of all nodes are finally synchronised. Therefore, an upper bound on the synchronisation time in the second phase is given by
\[
\sum_{i=0}^{n-1} \frac{n \cdot N \cdot e}{n - i} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{n \cdot N \cdot e}{i} = \mathcal{O}\left(n \cdot N \cdot \log(n)\right). \quad (2.36)
\]
Overall, the expected asymptotic synchronisation time is then
\[ \mathcal{O}\left(n \cdot N \cdot \log(n) + \frac{\log(k)}{N}\right). \quad (2.37) \]
Proof or Theorem 2.2.3. After initialisation, the phases of the carrier-signals are identically and independently distributed. Consequently for a superimposed received sum-signal $\zeta_{\text{sum}}(t)$, each of the $n \cdot \log(k)$ bits in the binary string $s_{\text{sum}}$ that represents the corresponding search-point has an equal probability to be 1 or 0. The probability to start from a search-point $s_{\text{sum}}$ with Hamming-distance $h(s_{\text{opt}}, s_{\text{sum}})$ not larger than $l \in \mathbb{N}; l \ll n \cdot \log(k)$ to one of the global optima $s_{\text{opt}}$ is at most

$$P[h(s_{\text{opt}}, s_{\text{sum}}) \leq l] = \sum_{i=0}^{l} \binom{n \cdot \log(k)}{n \cdot \log(k) - i} \cdot \frac{k}{2^{n \cdot \log(k) - i}} \leq \frac{k \cdot (n \cdot \log(k))^{l+1}}{2^{n \cdot \log(k) - l}}$$

(2.38)

In this formula,

$$\binom{n \cdot \log(k)}{n \cdot \log(k) - i}$$

(2.39)

is the count of possible configurations with $i$ bit-errors to a given global optimum. $\frac{1}{2^{n \cdot \log(k) - i}}$ represents the probability for all these bits to be identical to the respective bits in one of the $k$ global optima. Observe that we have a global optimum for each possible $k$ phase offsets since from one global optimum we reach an arbitrary other global optimum by shifting the carrier phases of all nodes by an equal amount.

This means that with high probability the Hamming-distance to the nearest global optimum is at least $l$. We will use the method of the expected progress to calculate a lower bound on the optimisation-time required to flip these $l$ bits. The general idea is the following.

Let $(s_{\text{sum}}, \tau)$ denote the situation that search-point $s_{\text{sum}}$ was achieved after $\tau$ iterations of the algorithm. We define a progress measure $\Lambda : (\mathbb{B}^{n \cdot \log(k), t}) \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+_0$, $t \in \mathbb{N}$ such that $\Lambda(s_{\text{sum}}, \tau) \geq \Delta$ represents the case that a global optimum was not found in the first $\tau$ iterations. For every $\tau \in \mathbb{N}$ we have

$$E[T_P] \geq \tau \cdot P[T_P > \tau] = \tau \cdot P[\Lambda(s_{\text{sum}}, \tau) < \Delta] = \tau \cdot (1 - P[\Lambda(s_{\text{sum}}, \tau) \geq \Delta]).$$

(2.40)

With the help of the Markov-inequality we obtain

$$P[\Lambda(s_{\text{sum}}, \tau) \geq \Delta] \leq \frac{E[\Lambda(s_{\text{sum}}, \tau)]}{\Delta}$$

(2.41)

and therefore

$$E[T_P] \geq \tau \cdot \left(1 - \frac{E[\Lambda(s_{\text{sum}}, \tau)]}{\Delta}\right).$$

(2.42)

This means that we can obtain a lower bound on the optimisation-time by providing the expected progress after $\tau$ iterations. The probability for $l$ bits to correctly flip is at most

$$\left(1 - \frac{1}{n \cdot \mathcal{N}}\right)^{n \cdot \mathcal{N} - l} \cdot \left(\frac{1}{n \cdot \mathcal{N}}\right)^l \leq \frac{1}{(n \cdot \mathcal{N})^l}.$$

(2.43)
In this formula, \((1 - \frac{1}{nN})^{nN - l}\) describes the probability that all ‘correct’ bits do not flip while the remaining \(l\) bits mutate with probability \((\frac{1}{nN})^l\).

This means that for all \(n\) nodes in one iteration on average 1 bit flips inside their neighbourhood of size \(N\). The expected progress in one iteration is therefore

\[
E[\Lambda(s_{\text{sum}}, \tau), \Lambda(s_{\text{sum}}, \tau + 1)] \leq \sum_{i=1}^{l} \frac{i}{(nN)^i} < \frac{2}{nN} \tag{2.44}
\]

and the expected progress in \(\tau\) iterations is consequently not greater than \(\frac{2\tau}{nN}\).

When we choose \(\tau = \frac{nN \Delta}{4} - 1\), the double of the expected progress is still smaller than \(\Delta\). With the Markov inequality we can show that this progress is not achieved with probability \(\frac{1}{2}\). Altogether we conclude that the expected optimisation-time is bound from below by

\[
E[T_P] \geq \tau \cdot \left(1 - \frac{E[\Lambda(s_{\text{sum}}, \tau)]}{\Delta}\right)
\geq \frac{nN \Delta}{4} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{2nN \Delta}{4nN \Delta}\right)
= \Omega(nN \Delta) \tag{2.45}
\]

\(\square\)

*Proof of Theorem 2.2.4.* The asymptotically sharp bound is a result of theorem 2.2.2 and theorem 2.2.3 with

\[
\Delta = \log(n) + \frac{\log(k)}{nN^2} \tag{2.46}
\]

\(\square\)
2.3 RF-sensing of activities from non-cooperative subjects in device-free recognition systems using ambient and local signals

We consider the detection of activities from non-cooperating individuals with features obtained on the Radio Frequency channel. Since environmental changes impact the transmission channel between devices, the detection of this alteration can be used to classify environmental situations. We identify relevant features to detect activities of non-actively transmitting subjects. In particular, we distinguish with high accuracy an empty environment or a walking, lying, crawling or standing person, in case-studies of an active, device-free activity recognition system with software defined radios. We distinguish between two cases in which the transmitter is either under the control of the system or ambient. For activity detection the application of one-stage and two-stage classifiers is considered. Apart from the discrimination of the above activities, we can show that a detected activity can also be localised simultaneously within an area of less than 1 meter radius.

2.3.1 Introduction

In the approaching Internet of Things (IoT), virtually all entities in our environment will be enhanced by sensing, communication and computational capabilities [72, 73]. These entities will provide information on environmental situations, interact in the computation and processing of data [9] and store information. In order to sense environmental situations, common sensors in current applications are light, movement, pressure, audio or temperature [74]. Clearly, for reasons of cost and sensor size it is desired to minimise the count of distinct sensors in IoT entities. The one sensor class that defines the minimum set naturally available in virtually all IoT devices is the Radio Frequency (RF)-transceiver to communicate with other wireless entities [75]. It is also shipped with nearly every contemporary electronic device like mobile phones, notebooks, media players, printers as well as keyboards, mice, watches, shoes and rumour has spread about even media cups. Therefore, the RF transceiver is a ubiquitously available sensor class. It is capable of sensing changes or fluctuation in a received RF-signal. Radio waves are blocked, reflected or scattered at objects. At a receiver, the signal components from distinct signal paths add up to form a superimposition. When objects that block or reflect the signal path of some of these signal components are moved, this is reflected in the superimposition of signal waves at the receiver. We assert that specific activities in the proximity of a receiver generate characteristic patterns in the received superimposed RF-signal. By identifying and interpreting these patterns, it is possible to detect activities of non-cooperating subjects in an

---

RF-receiver’s proximity.

Although the wireless channel is occasionally utilised for location detection of other RF devices [76, 77] or passive entities [78, 79], it is seldom used to detect other contexts like activities from entities which are not equipped with a RF-transceiver.

We consider the detection of activities of device-free entities from the analysis of RF-channel fluctuations induced by these very activities. In analogy to the definition of device-free radio-based localisation systems (DFL) [78] we define device-free radio-based activity recognition systems (DFAR) as systems which recognise the activity of a person using analysis of radio signals while the person itself is not required to carry a wireless device (cf. [80]). In addition to the sensor type employed, we further categorise radio-based activity recognition systems by the parameters enlisted in table 2.5. In particular, we distinguish between passive and active systems depending on whether a transmitter is part of and under control of the radio-based recognition system. Also, an ad-hoc system can be installed in a new environment without re-training the classifier, while a non-ad-hoc system requires initial training or configuration.

In this work, we focus on the detection of static and dynamic activities of single individuals by active and passive, non-ad-hoc DFAR systems. The active system employs a dedicated transmitter as part of the recognition hardware while the passive system utilises solely ambient FM radio from a transmitter not under the control of the system. Compared to preliminary work on RF-based activity recognition [81, 82, 70, 71, 75], the novel contributions are

1. A comprehensive discussion of research campaigns utilising RF-channel based features for the detection of location or activities (section 2.3.2)
2. A concise investigation on possible features for RF-based activity recognition (section 2.3.4)
3. A case study on activity classification of a single individual from RF-channel based features for
   3a) an active DFAR system utilising 900 MHz software defined radio nodes (section 2.3.5), and
   3b) a passive DFAR system utilising ambient FM radio signals at 82.5 MHz (section 2.3.5) considering in both cases
4. the classification accuracy with respect to activity and location.

The majority of the features we consider are amplitude-based. Since with the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), a related value is commonly provided by contemporary transceiver hardware, the features utilised in this study can be implemented similarly for most current mobile devices.

Our discussion is structured as follows. In section 2.3.2 we review the related work on activity and location recognition with a particular focus on radio frequency based or related environmental features. Section 2.3.3 then discusses use-cases and application
Table 2.5: Classification-parameters for radio-based context recognition systems (1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor type</td>
<td>Device-bound; Device-free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing modality</td>
<td>Passive; Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setup</td>
<td>Ad-hoc; Non-ad-hoc (requires training)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

scenarios for RF-based activity recognition. The features utilised in our case-studies are introduced, analysed and discussed in section 2.3.4. Based on some of these features, we report from the experiments in section 2.3.5. In particular, we demonstrate the detection of five activities with active and passive DFAR systems. We can also show that a localisation of these activities is feasible simultaneously from the same set of features. Section 2.3.6 summarises the results and closes our discussion.

2.3.2 Related work

Activity recognition comprises the challenge to recognise human activities from the input of sensor data. A broad range of sensors can be applied for this task. Traditionally, accelerometer devices have evolved as the standard equipment for activity recognition both for their high diffusion and convincing recognition rates [83, 84]. General research challenges for activity recognition regard the accurate classification of noisy data captured under real world conditions [85] or the automation of recognition systems [86]. Another problem that is addressed in depth only recently is the creation of classification systems that scale to a large user base. With increasing penetration of sensor enriched environments and devices, the diversity in user population poses new challenges to activity recognition. Abdullah et al. for instance address this challenge by maintaining several groups of similar users during training to identify inter-user differences without the need for individual classifiers [87].

Even more fundamental and aligned to this scaling problem is the required cost for accurately equipping subjects, training them to the system, equipping the environment or the users and most importantly, having them to actually wear the sensing hardware. The classification accuracy is highly dependent on the accurate sensor location. The integration of sensors in clothing as well as the recent remarkable progress in the robustness to rotation or displacement have improved this situation greatly [88]. However, a subject is still required to cooperate and at least wear the sensors [89]. This requirement can not be assured generally in real-world applications. In particular, even devices as private as mobile phones, which are frequently assumed to be constantly in the same context as its owner [90, 91, 92], can not serve as a sensor platform suitable to accurately capture the context of an individual. Dey et al. investigated in [93] that users have their mobile phone within arms reach only 54% of the time. This confirms a similar investigation of Patel et al. in
2006 [94] which reported a share of 58% for the same measure.

These general challenges of activity recognition can be overcome by using an environmental sensing modality. Naturally, vision-based approaches, such as video [95] and recently also the Kinect and wii concepts have been employed by scientists to classify gestures and activities [96]. However, the burden of installation and cost make such approaches hard to deploy at scale [89]. Recently, researchers therefore explore alternative sensing modalities that are pre-installed and readily available in environments and therefore minimise installation cost.

Patel et. al. coined the term infrastructure-mediated sensing and demonstrated in 2007 that alterations in resistance and inductive electrical load in a residential power supply system due to human interaction can be automatically identified [97]. They leveraged transients generated by mechanically switched motor loads to detect and classify such human interaction from electrical events. In a related work from 2010, Gupta et al. analysed electromagnetic interference (EMI) from switch mode power supplies [98]. In [99] they showed that it is even possible to detect simple gestures near compact fluorescent light by analysing the EMI-structures, effectively turning common light bulbs in a house into sensors. Environmental sensing with atypical sensing devices is also considered by Campbell et al. and Thomaz et al. who present an activity detection method utilising residential water pipes [100, 101]. In [102], Cohn et al. form a residual Power-line system into a large distributed antenna to sense low power signals from parasitic or distant devices. These approaches all require explicit interaction between a cooperating individual and a specific sensing entity. These approaches are bound to specific environments or installations and typically are only feasible indoors. An infrastructure mediated sensing medium with greater range is the RF-channel. Signal strength, amplitude fluctuation or noise level provide information that can be utilised to classify environmental situations.

Several authors considered the localisation of individuals based on measurements from the RF-sensor. Results are typically achieved by analysing the RF-signal amplitude, namely the RSSI of a received signal. Classical approaches are device-bound and utilise the RF-sensor for location estimation of an active entity equipped with a RF transceiver. In these approaches, the impact of multi-path fading and shadowing on the transmission channel and therefore the strength of an RF signal is exploited. These approaches were driven by the attempt to provide capabilities of indoor localisation. The first promising work was the RADAR system presented by Bahl et al. [103]. The authors took advantage of existing communications infrastructure, WiFi access points, and employed RSSI fingerprints to identify locations off-line. With location, this approach was then applied also with GSM networks [104, 105], FM radio signals [106, 107] and domestic powerline [94, 108]. Recently, automations have been proposed for such fingerprinting approaches [109, 110]. While these systems rely on a two staged approach in which first a map of fingerprints is created off-line, recent work achieves on-line real-time localisation of entities equipped with a wireless transceiver based on WiFi or FM radio [111, 112, 113]. These studies were initiated in 2006 by Woyach et al. who detail various environmental changes and their effect on a transmit signal [76]. The authors utilise MICAz nodes to show that motion detection based on RSSI measurements can be more accurate than accelerometer
data when changes are below the sensitivity of the accelerometer. They experimentally employ several indoor-settings in which a receive node analyses a signal obtained from a transmitter. In this study they focused on an increased fluctuation in the RSSI signal level. Additionally, the authors showed that velocity of an entity can be estimated by analysing the RSSI pattern of continuously transmitted packets of a moving node. This work was advanced by Muthukrishnan et al. who study in 2007 the feasibility of motion sensing in a WiFi network [77]. They analyse fluctuation in the 1 byte 802.11 RSSI indicator to sense whether a device is moving. The authors consider only the two cases of motion and no motion and achieve a classification accuracy of up to 0.94. A more fine grained distinction was made by Anderson et al. and Sohn et al. based on fluctuations in GSM signal strength [114, 115]. The authors of [114] implement a neural network to detect the travel mode of a mobile phone. They monitor the signal strength fluctuation from cells in the active set to distinguish between walking, driving and stationary with an accuracy between 0.8 and 0.9.

Sohn et. al describe a system that extracts seven features from GSM signal strength measurements to distinguish six velocity levels with an accuracy of 0.85 [115]. The features mainly build on distinct measures of variation in signal strength and the frequency of cell-tower changes in the active set.

While all previously mentioned results considered special installations of the wireless transmitters, Sen et al. presented a system that allows the localisation of a wireless device with an accuracy of about 1 meter from WiFi physical layer information even when the receiver is carried by a person that might induce additional noise to the captured features [116].

Summarising, these studies are examples of device-bound and active velocity and location estimation approaches since they require that the located entity is equipped with a RF transceiver.

Recently, some authors also consider RF-sensing to detect the presence or location of passive entities. Since these systems require at least one active transmitter, they can be classified as active, device-free systems.

Youssef defines this approach as Device-Free Localisation (DFL) in [78] to localise or track a person using RF-Signals while the entity monitored is not required to carry an active transmitter or receiver. They localised individuals by exchanging packets between 802.11b nodes in corners of a room and analysed the moving average and its variance of the RSSI [78]. Classification accuracy reached up to 1.0 for some configurations. Additionally, they presented a fingerprint-based localisation system with an accuracy of 0.9. Later, they improved their approach using less nodes [79]. A passive radio map was constructed offline before a Bayesian-based inference algorithm estimated the most probable location. These experiments have been conducted under Line-of-Sight (LoS) conditions. Also, Wilson and Patwari showed in conformance with the findings of Kosba et al. [117] that the variance of the RSSI can be used as an indicator of motion of non-actively transmitting individuals regardless of the average path loss that occurs due to dense walls and stationary objects [118]. The area in which environmental changes impact signal characteristics was then considered by Zhang et al. They used 870 MHz nodes arranged in a grid to show that for each link an
elliptical area of about 0.5 to 1 meters diameter exists for which RSSI fluctuation caused by an object traversing this area exceeds measurements in a static environment [119]. They identified a valid region for detecting the impact (i.e. the RSSI fluctuations exceeding the measured threshold in a static environment) for transceiver distances from 2 m to 5 m for the considered 870 MHz frequency range [120]. By dividing a room into hexagonal cell-clusters with measurements following a TDMA scheduling, an object position could be derived with an accuracy of around 1 meter. This accuracy was further improved by Wilson and Patwari in 2011 [118]. They utilised a dense node array to locate individuals within a room with an average error of about 0.5 meters. This was possible by instrumenting a tomographic image over the 2-way RSSI fluctuations of nodes [121]. All these studies consider a single experimental setting.

In a related work, Lee et al. sense the presence of an individual in five distinct environments [122]. They showed that the RSSI peak is concentrated in a restricted frequency band in a vacant environment while it is spread and reduced in intensity in the presence of an individual. In 2011, Kosba et al. presented a new system for the detection of human movement in a monitored area [123]. Using anomaly detection methods they achieved 6% miss detection and a 9% false alarm rate when utilising the mean and standard deviation of the RSSI in two environments. They further implemented techniques to counteract effects of dispersion. This was accomplished by continuously adding newly measured data which did not trigger the detection. The previous results all considered the localisation of a single individual.

The simultaneous localisation of multiple individuals at the same time was first mentioned and studied by Patwari and Wilson in [124]. The authors derive a statistical model to approximate the position of a person based on RSSI variance which can be extended to multiple persons. This aspect together with the previously untackled problem that environmental changes over time might necessitate frequent calibration of the location system was approached by Zhang and others in [125]. The authors isolate the LoS path by extracting phase information from the differences in the RSS on various frequency spectrums at distributed nodes. Their experimental system is with this approach able to simultaneously and continuously localise up to 5 persons in a changing environment with an accuracy of 1 meter.

We summarise that most work conducted in the area of RF-based classification with passive participants is related to the localisation of individuals. The feasibility of this approach was verified in various environmental settings and at various frequencies. The features utilised are mostly the RSSI, its moving average, mean or RSSI fingerprint. Also, 2-way RSSI variance was employed. With these features a localisation accuracy of about 0.5 meters was possible or the simultaneous localisation of up to 5 persons in a changing environment with an accuracy of 1 meter.

While the localisation of individuals based on features from the radio channel can therefore generally be considered as solved, recently, some authors considered active DFAR approaches to also detect activities.

Patwari et al. monitor breathing based on RSS analysis [126]. The monitored area was surrounded by twenty 2.4 GHz nodes and the two-way RSSI was measured. Using a
maximum likelihood estimator they approximated the breathing rate within 0.1 to 0.4 beats accuracy.

Recently, we also conducted preliminary studies regarding the use of features from a RF-transceiver to classify static environmental changes such as opened or closed doors, presence, location and count of persons with an accuracy of 0.6 to 0.7 [70, 71, 75, 127]. We utilised USRP Software defined radio devices (SDR)\(^7\) from which one constantly transmits a signal that is read and analysed by other nodes. Devices were equipped with 900 MHz transceiver boards. With the software radios a higher sampling frequency than in previous studies is possible and we can also sample the actual channel instead of only tracking the RSSI. In these studies we concentrated on features related to the signal amplitude and derivation of the instantaneous amplitude from its mean. Furthermore, we conducted preliminary studies on passive device free situation awareness by utilising ambient signals from a FM radio station not under the control of the recognition system. In these studies, static environmental changes such as opened doors have been detected with an accuracy of about 0.9 [81] and a first study on suitable features to detect human activities could achieve an accuracy of about 0.8 with a two stage recognition approach [82].

DFAR is still a mostly unexplored research field. Open research questions regard the optimum frequencies and the impact of the frequency on the classification accuracy, the optimum sampling rate of the signal, the detection range and the impact of this distance on the classification accuracy as well as the minimum Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). Furthermore, a set of activities that can be recognised by RF-based classification is yet to be identified as well as a suitable design of the detection system. In particular, the impact of the count and height of transmitting and receiving nodes has not yet been considered comprehensively as well as even the actual necessity of a transmit node as part of the recognition system since potentially the system might utilise ambient radio. Also, it is not clear whether and how activities of multiple persons can be identified simultaneously and if features exist that enable ad-hoc DFAR systems. A more detailed discussion of most of these aspects is given by Scholz et al. in [80].

In the present study, we identify and evaluate features for the classification of activities from RF-signals in two frequency bands (900 MHz and 82.5 MHz) with systems utilising ambient radio as well as a system-generated signal. Four activities, two dynamic and two static, together with the empty environment are considered.

### 2.3.3 Application scenarios for DFAR

We believe that DFAR research can provide a foundation for the realisation of an IoT and for Ubicomp in general. The RF-Sensor has a high penetration in common equipment and will be available in virtually all IoT devices. To reduce cost and complexity, hardware designers and application developers might then rather investigate and utilise the common RF-transceiver to sense environmental stimuli than integrating additional sensing hardware. Currently, the information provided by the RF-channel is, although available

\(^7\)http://www.ettus.com
virtually for free, mostly disregarded and discarded unused.

Apart from modulated data, the signal strength, amplitude fluctuation or noise level provide additional information about environmental situations. In the following sections we exemplify two applications for DFAR in emergency situations and elderly monitoring.

**Monitoring in disaster stricken areas**

Despite tremendous efforts, careful preparation and training for a 'worst case', increased security precautions and costly installations of early warning systems, disaster situations either caused by nature or human intervention frequently strike also highly developed countries. Recent cautionary tales are the flooding in Thailand or also the Tohoku earthquake near Sendai, Japan that led to a devastating tsunami and was the cause of the atomic crisis around the Fukushima-Daiichi power plant.

In the time since this event, research efforts have been taken in the search of systems that can assist auxiliary forces in areas where most of the infrastructure is destroyed. One important and urgent issue in such situations is the search for survivors and injured persons that might reside, for instance, in partly destroyed buildings [128, 129].

When the existing infrastructure is destroyed, RF-sensing might provide a cheap and wide-ranging alternative to assist rescue forces. With a single RF-transmitter such as an RF-radio tower or a base station, a large area can not only be supplied with voice and data communication but the fluctuation in RF-channel characteristics might be employed to detect individuals and identify their status from activities such as lying, crawling, standing or walking. Auxiliary forces might bring out a network of RF-transceiver devices in order to monitor an area via RF-channel fluctuation as part of their professional routine while at the same time establishing communication means via this RF-transceiver infrastructure [130].

The range, optimum installation height and features for ad-hoc operation are still open research questions for DFAR but the results presented in this work show that assistance in such scenarios can be provided by RF-sensing (although due to the lack of prior training the set of activities recognised might be reduced, for instance, to 'some movement' and 'some static alteration'). These additional sensing capabilities come virtually for free on top of the installation of wireless communication.

**Supporting well-being in domestic areas**

Most accidents happen at home. The primary reason for these accidents are falls which make up about 40% of the total number of accidents [131]. Most of these accidents leave the affected person in an unusual posture such as lying at an unusual location. While the automatic detection of fall and fall prevention has gained large interest in the research community and various approaches have been proposed, these alarm system either need body-attached sensors, require the installation of a complex infrastructure or have strong privacy related implications as, for instance, video based systems [132, 133, 134]. By utilising the RF-sensor for this kind of detection we would reduce privacy issues, avoid the need of having to carry sensors and ideally reduce installation requirements to a minimum.
The sensor could further become a crucial component of (Health) Smart Home systems [135, 136] relieving users from the necessity to wear a device. In fact, for Smart Home systems, the sensor needs to provide a rough localisation capability as well as the recognition of at least a basic set of activities of daily living. Among such activities are walking, standing and sleeping [137].

Considering the demographic change in developing and developed countries, the application of the RF-sensor for alarm systems or Smart Homes could further play an important role towards the extension of self-sustained living of the elderly. The present study illustrates the potential of the ubiquitously available RF-sensor for the detection of relevant activities in Smart Home environments.

2.3.4 Features for DFAR

In the following we discuss the RF-based features we considered and their achieved classification accuracy. We identify a set of three most relevant features for active and passive DFAR systems.

For our active DFAR system, we deploy a USRP SDR transmit node constantly broadcasting a signal \(m(t)\) at a frequency of \(f_c = 900\) MHz. In the passive DFAR system a FM radio signal \(m(t)\) from a local radio station at \(f_c = 82.5\) MHz is utilised. In both cases, the received signal \(\zeta_{\text{rec}}(t) = \Re \{m(t)e^{j2\pi f_c t} \cdot \text{RSS}e^{j(\psi + \phi)}\}\) (2.47) is read by one USRP SDR node and is analysed for signal distortion and its fluctuation due to channel characteristics. In equation (2.47) the RSS denotes the Received Signal Strength. The value \(\phi\) accounts for the phase offset in the received signal due to the signal propagation time. This continuous received signal is sampled from the USRP devices \(64 \cdot 10^9\) times per second at distinct time intervals \(t = 1, 2, \ldots\) in a resolution of 12 bits.

We considered the following features for activity classification. For all features we employed a window \(W\) of \(|W|\) samples to calculate their value. The blocking or damping of signal components by subjects or other entities impacts the amplitude of the received signal. A feature to measure this property is the maximum peak of the signal amplitude. We calculate it by the difference between the maximum and minimum amplitude within one sample window

\[
P_{\text{peak}} = \max_{t \in W} (\zeta_{\text{rec}}(t)) - \min_{t \in W} (\zeta_{\text{rec}}(t))\]  

(2.48)

We utilise the Mean amplitude \(\mu\) of the received signal frequently as a reference value to compare the current amplitude of a signal \(\zeta_{\text{rec}}(t)\) to the average amplitude in a training situation:

\[
\mu = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{|W|} \zeta_{\text{rec}}(t)}{|W|}\]  

(2.49)

The Root of the Mean Square (RMS) deviation of the signal amplitude \(|\zeta_{\text{rec}}(t)|\) to the
mean $\mu$ is also utilised. With lower RMS we expect fewer alterations in an environment.

$$\text{RMS} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{t=1}^{\lvert W \rvert} (\zeta_{\text{rec}}(t) - \mu)^2}{\lvert W \rvert}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.50)

Furthermore, we investigate the second and third central moment that express the shape of a cloud of measured points. The second central moment describes the variance $\sigma^2$ of a set of points. It can be used to measure how far a set of points deviates from its mean.

$$\sigma^2 = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{\lvert W \rvert} (\zeta_{\text{rec}}(t) - \mu)^2}{\lvert W \rvert}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.51)

Additionally, we consider the third central moment.

$$\gamma = \mathbb{E}[\{\zeta_{\text{rec}}(t) - \mu\}^3]$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.52)

In equation (2.52), $\mathbb{E}[x]$ defines the expectation of a value $x$.

All above features are taken from the time domain of the received signal. In the frequency domain, we consider the DC component $a_0$, the spectral energy $\mathcal{E}$ and the entropy $H$ of the signal.

The feature $a_0$ represents the average of all samples a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was applied to. It describes the vertical offset of an observed signal.

We calculate its $i^{th}$ frequency component as

$$\text{FFT}(i) = \sum_{t=1}^{\lvert W \rvert} \zeta_{\text{rec}}(t) e^{-j\frac{2\pi}{N}it}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.53)

In equation (2.53) we choose the window size $\lvert W \rvert$ as the quantity of the samples in the FFT.

The DC component is defined by the first Fourier coefficient $\text{FFT}(i)$ and is separately calculated as

$$a_0 = \frac{\int \frac{\lvert W \rvert}{2} (\zeta_{\text{rec}}(t)) dt}{\lvert W \rvert}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.54)

The signal energy $\mathcal{E}$ can be computed as the squared sum of its probability density of spectrum in each frame. The probability of each spectral $\text{FFT}(i)$ band is

$$P(i) = \frac{\text{FFT}(i)^2}{\sum_{j=1}^{\lvert W \rvert/2} \text{FFT}(j)^2}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.55)

Consequently, we calculate the spectral energy as

$$\mathcal{E} = \sum_{i=1}^{\lvert W \rvert/2} P(i)^2.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.56)
Table 2.6: Best feature combinations for the passive DFAR system (1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>acc</th>
<th>( \mathcal{P}_{eak} )</th>
<th>( \mu )</th>
<th>( a_0 )</th>
<th>( \mathcal{E} )</th>
<th>( \sigma^2 )</th>
<th>( \gamma )</th>
<th>RMS</th>
<th>(a) Distinction between dynamic and static activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.866</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.863</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.861</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.861</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.861</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>acc</th>
<th>( \mathcal{P}_{eak} )</th>
<th>( \mu )</th>
<th>( a_0 )</th>
<th>( \mathcal{E} )</th>
<th>( \sigma^2 )</th>
<th>( \gamma )</th>
<th>RMS</th>
<th>(b) Distinction between standing, lying and empty activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.902</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.898</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.898</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.896</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.894</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>acc</th>
<th>( \mathcal{P}_{eak} )</th>
<th>( \mu )</th>
<th>( a_0 )</th>
<th>( \mathcal{E} )</th>
<th>( \sigma^2 )</th>
<th>( \gamma )</th>
<th>RMS</th>
<th>(c) Distinction between walking and crawling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.817</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.706</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.701</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.701</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.701</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>acc</th>
<th>( \mathcal{P}_{eak} )</th>
<th>( \mu )</th>
<th>( a_0 )</th>
<th>( \mathcal{E} )</th>
<th>( \sigma^2 )</th>
<th>( \gamma )</th>
<th>RMS</th>
<th>(d) Distinction between all five activities: standing, walking, crawling, lying and empty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.694</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.686</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.683</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.679</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.679</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compute the entropy of a set of points as

\[
H = \sum_{i=1}^{\lvert W \rvert/2} P(i) \cdot \ln(P(i)).
\] (2.57)

For all possible combinations of up to three of these features we exploited their classification accuracy of the five activities considered in section 2.3.5 and in section 2.3.5. Table 2.6 details the accuracy for the best five feature combinations of the passive DFAR system with \( \lvert W \rvert = 32 \).

The table distinguishes between one-stage and two-stage classification. For the one-stage classification, all five activities are distinguished in one single classification step. For two-stage classification, first the classifier distinguishes between dynamic (walking or crawling) and static (lying, standing or empty) activities. Then, the final classification is done in one of these classes. We observe that in particular \( \mathcal{P}_{eak} \) and \( a_0 \) are well suited to achieve a high classification accuracy.

A high \( \mathcal{P}_{eak} \) value indicates a dynamic activity. The feature is therefore well suited to distinguish between dynamic and static activities. Consequently, for the distinction between the two dynamic activities in table 2.7c, this feature is less prominent. The DC-component \( a_0 \) mostly represents the vertical offset of the signal. In can therefore serve as an indicator to distinguish whether a person is standing or walking, lying or standing or whether the room is empty.

For the active DFAR system, the most significant features are the variance \( \sigma^2 \), the third central moment \( \gamma \) when applied twice and the minimum over a window of maximum values.

\(^8\) The complete table with all results is available at http://klab.nii.ac.jp/~sigg/TMC-2012-01-0047_PassiveDFARAcc.pdf
We achieved good results for a window size of $|W| = 20$ which translates to $|W| = 400$ for features applied on preprocessed data. By the adding further combinations of features, the overall classification accuracy can be further improved slightly.

Generally, for the activities considered, the dynamic activities have a greater number of significant features as they also have characteristic alterations over time. Static activities are therefore in principle harder to distinguish from each other and it will likely not be possible to re-use a trained classifier for static activities without re-training in another scenario.

### 2.3.5 RF-based DFAR

In order to explore the activity recognition capabilities and limits of the RF-sensor, we conducted case studies for active and passive DFAR implementations. In particular, three subjects have conducted the four activities lying, standing, crawling and walking in a corridor of our institute. Additionally, the empty corridor was considered as a baseline activity. All experiments have been conducted in after-hours to ensure a controlled environment in which all important external parameters are kept stable. In particular, no additional subjects have been present in the corridor or in adjacent rooms that could have interfered with the experimental conditions. Figure 2.22 depicts the setting employed for the case study.

The experimental space was divided into five areas with respect to their distance to the receiver. For active and passive systems, the receiver was placed at the same location in the center of the detection area. For the active DFAR system, the transmitter was positioned in two meters distance from the receiver.

The activities were conducted at the five locations which are labelled A, B, C, D, and E. Locations A and E are in a distance of 2.20 meters from the receiver, locations B and D are separated by 1.35 meters and location C is 0.5 meters apart. All locations are arranged in a circle around the receiver in their center.

Each of the three subjects repeated all activities at every location for about 60 seconds. We took arbitrary patterns from these sample sequences for classification.

For the active DFAR system the transmitter constantly modulated a signal to a 900 MHz carrier which was then sampled at the receiver at 70 Hz. USRP 1 devices were utilised as transmitter and receiver with RFX900 daughterboards and VERT900 Antennas with 3dB antenna gain.

The receiver of the passive DFAR system sampled a signal from an ambient FM radio station at 82.5 MHz with a sample rate of 255 kHz. We employed a USRP N200 device with a WBX daughterboard together with a VERT900 Antenna with 3dB antenna gain.

---

Figure 2.21: Illustration of the neighbourhood of the local random search approach

Figure 2.22: Schematic illustration of the corridor in which the case-study was performed. Locations at which activities were conducted are marked (A,B,C,D,E). Both receive nodes are located in the center of the recognition area on top of each other. (1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)
Active device-free activity recognition

For the detection of the described activities with our active DFAR system we utilise a one-stage classification approach. In particular we use as features the mean $\mu$, the variance $\sigma^2$, the third central moment $\gamma$, the RMS, the count of amplitude peaks within 90% of the maximum, the distance of zero crossings, the Energy $E$ and the entropy $H$, over a window of 400 samples.

For classification we utilise a k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) classifier with $k = 10$ and a decision tree (DT). Figure 2.23 depicts values for the variance $\sigma^2$ and the third central moment $\gamma$ applied twice for part of the sample data. Distinct activities are clearly distinguishable in this plot already.

From this data we observe that activities conducted at locations A and B are seemingly harder to distinguish from the empty case. The reason is that activities at these locations are conducted relative to the transmitter behind the receiver and therefore have less impact on the received signals.

Classification results after 10-fold cross validation are depicted in table 2.7. Table fields with very low values (i.e. 0.0) are left blank. The table depicts the classification accuracy when classifiers for the five activities empty, walking, standing, lying, crawling have been trained on features obtained for all five locations and subjects. Due to the challenging
Table 2.7: Classification of activities conducted by three subjects at Locations A to E by a k-nearest neighbour and a decision tree classifier in an active DFAR system (1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>cr</th>
<th>em</th>
<th>ly</th>
<th>st</th>
<th>wa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>crawling</td>
<td>.713</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.593</td>
<td>.187</td>
<td>.121</td>
<td>.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>.048</td>
<td>.743</td>
<td>.144</td>
<td>.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>.078</td>
<td>.777</td>
<td>.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking</td>
<td>.166</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.051</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Confusion matrix for the k-NN classifier over samples from all locations and subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>cr</th>
<th>em</th>
<th>ly</th>
<th>st</th>
<th>wa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>crawling</td>
<td>.659</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.582</td>
<td>.154</td>
<td>.121</td>
<td>.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>.784</td>
<td>.102</td>
<td>.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.095</td>
<td>.771</td>
<td>.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking</td>
<td>.189</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>.057</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Confusion matrix for the classification tree classifier over samples from all locations and subjects

Table 2.8: Accuracy, Information score and Brier score for the classification algorithms (1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Information score</th>
<th>Brier score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classification tree</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>1.529</td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN classifier</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>1.518</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

feature value fluctuations for locations A and B we have not been able to achieve a higher accuracy in this case. In particular, we notice that the distinction of the empty class is hard for the classifiers since other activities conducted at locations A and B have a similar feature value footprint. The overall classification accuracies are 0.714 and 0.722 for the classification tree and the k-NN classifier as depicted in table 2.8. The table also shows the Brier score and the Information score as defined by Kononenko and Bratko [138]. These basic accuracies can be improved when classifiers are trained at specific locations and when the classification of activities is segmented for distinct locations as derived in the next sections.

Spatial impact on accuracy To improve accuracy we spatially restricted the classification area. In particular, we utilised feature values only from activities conducted at one distinct location (A, B, C, D or E). Table 2.9 shows the classification results for location C. The classification accuracy is increased in this case compared to the previous general setting. This is also due to the subjects conducting activities in only about 50 cm distance from the receive antenna. The impact on the signal is therefore significant.

With increasing distance to the receiver, the classification accuracy slowly deteriorates as visible in table 2.10. The table depicts the classification accuracy of the k-NN classifier. Classification accuracies for the decision tree are comparable as shown in table 2.11. We observe that indeed locations E, D and C achieve best classification results. The impact of reflected signals from an action conducted behind the receiver quickly diminishes, so that
Table 2.9: Classification of activities conducted by three subjects at Location C by a k-nearest neighbour and a decision tree classifier in an active DFAR system (1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>cr</th>
<th>em</th>
<th>ly</th>
<th>st</th>
<th>wa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crawling</td>
<td>.848</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.121</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty</td>
<td>.978</td>
<td></td>
<td>.022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lying</td>
<td>.839</td>
<td>.161</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>.108</td>
<td>.892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td>.857</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Confusion matrix for the k-NN classifier over samples from all subjects at location C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>cr</th>
<th>em</th>
<th>ly</th>
<th>st</th>
<th>wa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crawling</td>
<td>.727</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty</td>
<td>.978</td>
<td></td>
<td>.022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lying</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.677</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.135</td>
<td>.784</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Confusion matrix for the classification tree classifier over samples from all subjects at location C

Table 2.10: Classification of activities conducted by three subjects at Locations A, B, D or E by a k-nearest neighbour classifier in an active DFAR system (1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>cr</th>
<th>em</th>
<th>ly</th>
<th>st</th>
<th>wa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crawling</td>
<td>.556</td>
<td>.167</td>
<td>.194</td>
<td>.083</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td>.769</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lying</td>
<td>.125</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.625</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>.286</td>
<td>.686</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.394</td>
<td>.576</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Confusion matrix for the k-NN classifier over samples from all subjects at location A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>cr</th>
<th>em</th>
<th>ly</th>
<th>st</th>
<th>wa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crawling</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>.133</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.132</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lying</td>
<td>.242</td>
<td>.727</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>.278</td>
<td>.722</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.242</td>
<td>.091</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.576</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Confusion matrix for the k-NN classifier over samples from all subjects location B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>cr</th>
<th>em</th>
<th>ly</th>
<th>st</th>
<th>wa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crawling</td>
<td>.765</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty</td>
<td>.967</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lying</td>
<td>.971</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>.194</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.722</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>.111</td>
<td>.889</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Confusion matrix for the k-NN classifier over samples from all subjects at location D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>cr</th>
<th>em</th>
<th>ly</th>
<th>st</th>
<th>wa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crawling</td>
<td>.676</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.294</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty</td>
<td>.967</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lying</td>
<td>.865</td>
<td>.135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.114</td>
<td>.829</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>.263</td>
<td>.737</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Confusion matrix for the k-NN classifier over samples from all subjects location E
Table 2.11: Accuracy, Information score and Brier score for the classification algorithms in an active DFAR system (1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Classification tree</th>
<th>k-NN classifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Information score</td>
<td>Brier score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>1.284</td>
<td>0.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>1.309</td>
<td>0.449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification tree</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>1.696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN classifier</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>1.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification tree</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>1.702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN classifier</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>1.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification tree</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>1.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN classifier</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>1.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification tree</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>1.549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN classifier</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>1.767</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the classification accuracy of activities conducted at these locations (A and B) quickly worsens with distance.

Localising an action In the previous case, the classifiers were trained for actions of a specific location without considering actions taking place at other locations. We now train the classifiers on all five activities at all five locations, respectively. The action 'empty' is identical regardless of the location. Overall, we then distinguish between 21 classes. Table 2.12 depicts our results.

We observe that the right action is classified for the right location most often. Moreover, we see a locality in the classifications. Misclassifications are seldom in different activities but most often regarding the correct activity in a neighbouring location. With increasing distance to the place where the action was trained, the misclassification error increases. The distance between locations was 85 cm. We therefore conclude that a localisation of activities is possible alongside classification with an error of less than 1 meter. We further observe that the static activities standing and lying as well as the dynamic activities walking and crawling are harder to distinguish for the classifier since their features are not so well separated.

Summary on active DFAR studies All five activities are classified with varying accuracy depending on the setting considered. Higher accuracy can be achieved when the activities are conducted near the receiver node or between the transmitter and receiver. With increasing distance to the receiver the classification accuracy deteriorates. When the activities are trained at various locations, a localisation of the classified activity within less than 1 meter radius is possible.
Table 2.12: Accuracy when training is accomplished including activities at all locations in an active DFAR system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crawling at A</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawling at B</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawling at C</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawling at D</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawling at E</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty at A</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.681</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty at B</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty at C</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty at D</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty at E</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking at A</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking at B</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking at C</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking at D</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking at E</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.12: Accuracy when training is accomplished including activities at all locations in an active DFAR system (1/26-12/33).
Table 2.13: Classification of activities of all subjects conducted at Location C by a k-NN and a classification tree classifier in a passive DFAR system (1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>empty</th>
<th>lying</th>
<th>standing</th>
<th>walking</th>
<th>crawling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>.942 (.152)</td>
<td>.058 (.008)</td>
<td>.093 (.021)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying</td>
<td>.773 (.268)</td>
<td>.027 (.007)</td>
<td>.933 (.236)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing</td>
<td>.093 (.024)</td>
<td>.027 (.005)</td>
<td>.853 (.236)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking</td>
<td>.0 (.001)</td>
<td>.026 (.008)</td>
<td>.795 (.261)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling</td>
<td>.0 (.001)</td>
<td>.121 (.038)</td>
<td>.689 (.214)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Confusion matrix for the k-NN classifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>empty</th>
<th>lying</th>
<th>standing</th>
<th>walking</th>
<th>crawling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>.986 (.008)</td>
<td>.014 (.003)</td>
<td>.007 (.003)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying</td>
<td>.787 (.252)</td>
<td>.013 (.004)</td>
<td>.133 (.006)</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing</td>
<td>.027 (.006)</td>
<td>.013 (.004)</td>
<td>.933 (.009)</td>
<td>.027 (.005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking</td>
<td>.026 (.005)</td>
<td>.077 (.014)</td>
<td>.769 (.210)</td>
<td>.128 (.033)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling</td>
<td>.108 (.031)</td>
<td>.027 (.006)</td>
<td>.135 (.045)</td>
<td>.730 (.245)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Confusion matrix for the classification tree classifier

Passive device-free activity recognition

In the previous section we considered an active transmitter as one part of the classification system. The disadvantage in such a system is that in a practical situation, a separate transmitter has to be brought out and positioned in the proximity of the receiver that is constantly transmitting. However, since the freely available frequency spectrum is sparse, we can assume to be exposed to some kind of radio signals continuously. The highest coverage is probably reached by FM radio. We attempt to utilise ambient FM radio signals from a nearby FM radio station in order to detect the five activities described above in the same setting. In our case study, the FM-receiver was placed on top of the 900 MHz USRP receiver to sample ambient signals. Samples have been taken simultaneously to the active DFAR studies described above. We utilise 10 fold cross validation with k-NN and decision tree classifiers. A two-stage classification approach with the feature sets that reached best classification accuracy was shown in table 2.6).

Table 2.13 details the classification accuracy when activities are conducted at location C only and classifiers are trained only on these feature values. The table depicts the median classification accuracy and the variance over 10 separate classifications. For ease of presentation, table entries with very low values (0.0 (0.0)) are left empty.

With increasing distance to the receiver, the classification accuracy deteriorates. Naturally, since we utilise ambient signals, the direction in which activities are moved away from the receiver is of minor importance (cf. table 2.14). These tables show classification results of the k-NN classifier. Classification accuracies of the classification tree have been comparable. However, we observe that especially the detection of static activities, in particular lying and standing suffer from the increased distance to the receiver. We explain
Table 2.14: Classification of activities of all subjects at Locations A, B, D and E by a k-NN classifier (1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Location A</th>
<th>Location B</th>
<th>Location D</th>
<th>Location E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>.812 (.231)</td>
<td>.783 (.243)</td>
<td>.725 (.262)</td>
<td>.725 (.262)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying</td>
<td>.155 (.091)</td>
<td>.507 (.419)</td>
<td>.289 (.103)</td>
<td>.289 (.103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing</td>
<td>.27 (.098)</td>
<td>.214 (.110)</td>
<td>.130 (.041)</td>
<td>.130 (.041)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking</td>
<td>.054 (.003)</td>
<td>.035 (.005)</td>
<td>.025 (.007)</td>
<td>.025 (.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling</td>
<td>.029 (.010)</td>
<td>.029 (.006)</td>
<td>.029 (.004)</td>
<td>.029 (.004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Confusion matrix for the classification at location A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Location A</th>
<th>Location B</th>
<th>Location D</th>
<th>Location E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>.783 (.243)</td>
<td>.783 (.243)</td>
<td>.783 (.243)</td>
<td>.783 (.243)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying</td>
<td>.0 (.001)</td>
<td>.507 (.419)</td>
<td>.407 (.308)</td>
<td>.407 (.308)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing</td>
<td>.214 (.110)</td>
<td>.214 (.110)</td>
<td>.214 (.110)</td>
<td>.214 (.110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking</td>
<td>.035 (.005)</td>
<td>.035 (.005)</td>
<td>.035 (.005)</td>
<td>.035 (.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling</td>
<td>.013 (.003)</td>
<td>.013 (.003)</td>
<td>.013 (.003)</td>
<td>.013 (.003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Confusion matrix for the classification at location B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Location A</th>
<th>Location B</th>
<th>Location D</th>
<th>Location E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>.875 (.186)</td>
<td>.875 (.186)</td>
<td>.875 (.186)</td>
<td>.875 (.186)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying</td>
<td>.025 (.145)</td>
<td>.025 (.145)</td>
<td>.025 (.145)</td>
<td>.025 (.145)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing</td>
<td>.125 (.045)</td>
<td>.125 (.045)</td>
<td>.125 (.045)</td>
<td>.125 (.045)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking</td>
<td>.758 (.308)</td>
<td>.758 (.308)</td>
<td>.758 (.308)</td>
<td>.758 (.308)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling</td>
<td>.242 (.112)</td>
<td>.242 (.112)</td>
<td>.242 (.112)</td>
<td>.242 (.112)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Confusion matrix for the classification at location D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Location A</th>
<th>Location B</th>
<th>Location D</th>
<th>Location E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>.725 (.262)</td>
<td>.725 (.262)</td>
<td>.725 (.262)</td>
<td>.725 (.262)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying</td>
<td>.289 (.103)</td>
<td>.289 (.103)</td>
<td>.289 (.103)</td>
<td>.289 (.103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing</td>
<td>.130 (.041)</td>
<td>.130 (.041)</td>
<td>.130 (.041)</td>
<td>.130 (.041)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking</td>
<td>.025 (.007)</td>
<td>.025 (.007)</td>
<td>.025 (.007)</td>
<td>.025 (.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling</td>
<td>.026 (.004)</td>
<td>.026 (.004)</td>
<td>.026 (.004)</td>
<td>.026 (.004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Confusion matrix for the classification at location E
Table 2.15: Accuracy for the k-NN classifier when training is accomplished with activities from all subjects conducted at Location C only in a passive DFAR system. (1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>empty</th>
<th>lying</th>
<th>standing</th>
<th>walking</th>
<th>crawling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>empty at location A</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying at location A</td>
<td>.355</td>
<td>.156</td>
<td>.298</td>
<td>.085</td>
<td>.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing at location A</td>
<td>.691</td>
<td></td>
<td>.215</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking at location A</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.102</td>
<td>.245</td>
<td>.251</td>
<td>.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling at location A</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td>.168</td>
<td>.309</td>
<td>.342</td>
<td>.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empty at location B</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying at location B</td>
<td>.207</td>
<td>.427</td>
<td>.327</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing at location B</td>
<td>.446</td>
<td></td>
<td>.331</td>
<td>.223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking at location B</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>.112</td>
<td>.647</td>
<td>.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling at location B</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.047</td>
<td>.135</td>
<td>.608</td>
<td>.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empty at location C</td>
<td>.986</td>
<td></td>
<td>.014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying at location C</td>
<td></td>
<td>.787</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>.133</td>
<td>.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing at location C</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>.933</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking at location C</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>.769</td>
<td>.128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling at location C</td>
<td>.108</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.135</td>
<td>.730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empty at location D</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying at location D</td>
<td>.113</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td>.423</td>
<td>.373</td>
<td>.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing at location D</td>
<td>.165</td>
<td>.152</td>
<td>.468</td>
<td>.171</td>
<td>.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking at location D</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.228</td>
<td>.201</td>
<td>.262</td>
<td>.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling at location D</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.118</td>
<td>.344</td>
<td>.269</td>
<td>.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empty at location E</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying at location E</td>
<td>.408</td>
<td></td>
<td>.355</td>
<td>.224</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing at location E</td>
<td>.442</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>.325</td>
<td>.201</td>
<td>.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking at location E</td>
<td>.204</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>.228</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling at location E</td>
<td>.099</td>
<td>.132</td>
<td>.152</td>
<td>.503</td>
<td>.113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

this with the missing LoS signal component between transmitter and receiver. Without a dominant signal component which could have high impact on the received signal when, for instance, blocked, all incoming signal components have equal or similar impact on the signal at the receiver.

For the utilisation of an ambient signal, the distance to a receiver is more critical than in the active DFAR case. In particular, short of the empty corridor, all classification accuracies drop significantly when activities are conducted at locations remote to the location at which the classifier was trained. Table 2.15 shows this property for a case in which the classifier is trained from feature values of activities conducted at location C but applied to activities conducted at all five locations.

When training the classifier with feature values from activities conducted at various locations the accuracy decreases (cf. table 2.16).

Furthermore, a localisation of the conducted activities as it was feasible for the active DFAR case is hardly possible with the passive DFAR system. The classifier can at most give a hint on the possible location as it can be observed from table 2.17. The table details...
Table 2.16: Classification of activities at all locations by a k-NN and a classification tree classifier trained on activities conducted by all subjects on location C only in a passive DFAR system (1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>em</th>
<th>ly</th>
<th>st</th>
<th>wa</th>
<th>cr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>.949</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying</td>
<td>.154</td>
<td>.473</td>
<td>.241</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing</td>
<td>.192</td>
<td>.156</td>
<td>.577</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.128</td>
<td>.126</td>
<td>.476</td>
<td>.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.153</td>
<td>.126</td>
<td>.199</td>
<td>.490</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Confusion matrix for the k-NN classifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>em</th>
<th>ly</th>
<th>st</th>
<th>wa</th>
<th>cr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>.978</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>.198</td>
<td>.301</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing</td>
<td>.787</td>
<td>.212</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>.824</td>
<td>.130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling</td>
<td></td>
<td>.051</td>
<td>.433</td>
<td>.516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Confusion matrix for the classification tree

the classification accuracy for all 21 classes considering the activities and their respective locations.

**Summary on passive DFAR studies** Summarising, we conclude that activity classification is also feasible with a passive DFAR system utilising ambient FM radio signals. We achieved best classification accuracies when the activity was conducted within 0.5 to 1 meters from the receiver. At higher distances, however, the classification accuracy quickly deteriorated and is hardly usable. A passive DFAR system must therefore employ a higher count of receive devices but can omit a dedicated transmitter. In short distance, classification accuracy is comparable to active DFAR systems.

**2.3.6 Conclusion**

We have proposed a classification scheme for device-free radio-based activity recognition systems. Following this scheme, we considered non-ad-hoc, active and passive, device-free activity recognition systems.

Classification was achieved by k-NN and decision tree classifiers with similar classification accuracy. For one-stage and two-stage active and passive DFAR systems we derived a set of most significant features with respect to their classification accuracy in our case studies. The presented work is the first to detect the considered activities from RF-channel measurements and also the first to do this with active and passive DFAR systems. Despite some recent advances on device-free radio-based localisation systems, this is also the first study to combine an activity recognition and localisation in one classification algorithm on a common set of features. For the activities lying, crawling, standing and walking we were able to localise them within less than 1 meter in USRP-SDR-based case-studies with the active DFAR system.

The results of this study effectively enable the use of arbitrary wireless devices as sensing equipment.

Still, open challenges remain and present future research questions for radio-based activity recognition systems. Among them are the development of algorithms and features...
Table 2.17: Passive DFAR classification accuracy of the k-NN classifier and localisation of activities when training is accomplished including activities at all locations (1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>empty</th>
<th>lying</th>
<th>standing</th>
<th>walking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling at A</td>
<td>.134</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling at B</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.304</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling at C</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.048</td>
<td>.476</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling at D</td>
<td>.086</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crawling at E</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.106</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying at A</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying at B</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying at C</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>.047</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying at D</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lying at E</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing at A</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing at B</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>.115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing at C</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing at E</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking at A</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.048</td>
<td>.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking at B</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.153</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking at D</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking at E</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>.024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1536–1233 ©2013 IEEE)
which reduce the amount of training effort or the amount of additional required knowledge in order to use the RF-sensor in a different setting. We further need to investigate the required coverage, height and relative location of the sensor in order to deduce how the number of sensor entities affect the resolution of the system. Other questions include the activity detection of multiple persons or the inclusion of mobile nodes within a DFAR system.

Nevertheless, with the presented investigation results it could be shown that the RF-sensor can support applications such as monitoring of emergency situations or the creation of Smart Home systems. In both applications the sensor could not only provide a classification accuracy comparable to the currently used technologies but also provide novel services, such as detecting non-cooperating persons, and increases the level of convenience, for instance, by not having to wear an actual monitoring device. Based on these findings and the truly pervasive character of the underlying physical entity we believe that RF-based sensing can be essential in the pervasive systems of the upcoming Internet of Things.
2.4 Monitoring of Attention Using Ambient FM-radio Signals

We investigate the classification of FM-radio signal fluctuation for the monitoring of attention by individuals in motion towards a static object. In particular, we distinguish in a corridor, whether it is empty or populated by moving or standing individuals as well as the attention of these subjects towards poster frames in that corridor. We consider the distinction in front of which poster these subjects are walking or standing as well as their walking speeds or changes therein. This information can provide some hint whether a person is paying attention to a specific poster in this corridor as well as the location of the particular poster.

2.4.1 Introduction

Attention determines for a system the potential to impact the actions and decisions taken by an individual [139]. The management of attention covers the activation of attention as well as its detection and timely exploitation. The same action of the same system might be considered either as annoyance or be appreciated as helpful depending on whether the individual was focusing part or all of her attention towards the system or not. In the literature, we find various definitions that classify attention as well as its determining characteristics [140]. A straightforward measure of attention might be the tracking of gaze [141]. In general, aspects such as Saliency, Effort, Expectancy and Value are important indicators of attention [142]. Alois Ferscha and others extended this model and put a greater stress on the effort a person takes towards an object [143].

We consider the following scenario. In a corridor, a series of electronic poster frames are installed while people are walking by these frames. From the perspective of a specific poster, a significant part of its message shall be recognised by passers-by. Therefore, the poster should draw the attention of people passing by and, when this is achieved, it might possibly transport additional information. Consequently, the poster frame should be aware of people passing by, know where people are in order to attract attention at the right moment and detect whether attention is attracted. In this work we assume that the monitored individuals are not cooperating with the system and hence are not equipped with any part of the sensing hardware.

Such detection and management of attention may require elaborate installations and very specific sensors in order to accurately sense quantities such as Saliency, Effort, Expectancy and Value [139]. However, we believe that for many commercial installations, cost and ease of installation and not primarily the highest achievable accuracy are most important.

15Originally published as 'Shuyu Shi, Stephan Sigg, Wei Zhao, and Yusheng Ji: Monitoring of Attention from Ambient FM-radio Signals, IEEE Pervasive Computing, Los Alamitos, CA, USA, IEEE Computer Society, Jan-Mar 2014, vol. 13, no. 1, pp. 30-36, 2014 (DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/MPRV.2014.13)' (Published by the IEEE CS n 1536-1268/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE)
Also more general, environmental sensors can provide sufficient information to estimate the attention state of individuals.

We propose to utilise ambient FM-radio signals for the detection of attention since it has a nearly perfect coverage in populated areas and features cheap receiver hardware [144].

...but which aspects of attention can actually be captured by an FM-receiver?

Ferscha and others [143] discuss various aspects of attention and identify as most distinguishing factors changes in walking speed, direction or orientation. From FM-radio signals it is hard to detect the orientation of a person. However, it is feasible to classify walking speeds, walking direction or location of individuals. We show that with a straightforward installation, we can distinguish

- an empty corridor, a person walking by and a person standing in front of a poster frame
- the specific poster the person is observing
- the location where a person is walking
- the walking speed of a person

We therefore argue that attention levels can be inferred upon interpretation of the changes in walking speed or direction as derived from our system. This information can provide some indication on the attention of persons towards a poster frame. Also, it can enable a frame to take action in order to catch the attention of a person just in the right moment.

2.4.2 Sensing passive entities from the RF-channel

The RF-channel has been recently utilised by various authors for the detection of location or activities of passive entities, not equipped with a transmitter or receiver (See [145] and references therein). These studies exploit fluctuation of received signal strength or signal amplitude conditioned on changes (for instance, movement, altered location of objects) in the physical proximity of a receiver [76]. This work is related to the passive radar literature. In an early publication, Kaipin Tan et. al presented the potential of a GSM-based passive radar prototype for detecting and tracking different types of ground-moving targets [146] in an outdoor environment. For the simple binary detection of presence in an indoor environment, Masahiro Nishi et. al proposed an indoor human detection system leveraging the multi-path radio propagations of VHF-FM and UHF-TV broadcasting signals [147]. In their work, they leveraged incoming signal waves. Moustafa Youssef and others then demonstrated the localisation of individuals by analysing the Received-Signal-Strength indicator (RSSI) in received packets at 802.11b nodes [78]. Neal Patwari and Joey Wilson introduced a statistical, empirically verified model to approximate the position of a person based on the variance in the Received Signal Strength Indicator [126]. The aspect of localising up to five individuals at a time, together with the previously untackled problem.
that environmental changes over time might necessitate frequent calibration of the location system was approached by Dian Zhang and others using a grid of wireless sensor nodes in [125]. They isolated the Line-of-Sight path by extracting phase information from the differences in the received signal strength on various frequency spectrums at distributed nodes.

These studies on localisation of individuals assume a transmitter as part of and under the control of the recognition system. However, we recently demonstrated that a recognition is also possible when an ambient signal source is utilised. In particular, we analysed fluctuation in ambient signals from an FM-radio station not under the control of the recognition system. Static environmental changes such as opened doors have been detected with an accuracy of about 0.9 and a first study on suitable features to detect human activities could achieve an accuracy of about 0.8 with a two-staged recognition approach [82]. In this article we extend this work towards the monitoring of attention of a single subject.

2.4.3 Monitoring attention from FM-radio

For the monitoring of attention of non-cooperating individuals, an environmental signal source is required. We propose the utilisation of RF-signals for their ease of deployment and nearly perfect coverage in indoor and outdoor locations through existing, pre-installed systems in populated areas [144], argue why we favour FM-radio above other RF-technologies and detail the features we utilise for the detection of attention.

Radio-based monitoring of attention

Radio waves are electromagnetic waves, defined by their amplitude, phase and frequency. During signal propagation from the transmitter to the receiver, the radio waves are impacted by physical phenomena, for instance, damping, reflection and scattering. Assume a signal observed at a receiver, at some frequency $f_c$ [Hz]. Naturally, as we are considering an indoor environment in which no direct-line-of-sight exists, incoming signals arrive over multiple paths at roughly equal strength from all directions. In the event that a signal wave encounters any structure such as an object or individual, the main signal component will be damped (continue its path with reduced energy) or even completely blocked. Additionally, the signal is typically reflected or scattered at this occasion. Reflection describes the event that the signal wave bounces away from an object in a modified direction. Typically, the signal will also experience scattering, which is the splitting of a signal wave due to the not perfectly even structure of an encountered object and the propagation of these signal components into diverse directions.

Therefore, the composition of incoming signal components at a receiver is conditioned on the movement and position of objects in its proximity [145]. A change in position of objects or static activities like standing will generally affect the mean amplitude, while movement, such as walking, induces a characteristic pattern on the signal over time [82]. Figure 2.24 illustrates the received signal’s strength and some extracted feature sequences from an ambient FM-radio station over 1 minute for 3 different situations of a single subject.
in a corridor (the setting is illustrated in Figure 2.25). Figure 2.24 indicates a correlation between the characteristics of an RF signal and the activities conducted.

**Consideration of various RF-technologies**

In the literature, RF-sensing is applied on various signal frequencies and technologies such as WiFi, GSM or FM-radio [119, 78]. We believe that FM-radio is best suited for attention monitoring for the following reasons.

Since FM-radio features a low operating frequency, a simple modulation mechanism and a wide area of coverage, it is possible to design more robust and discriminative signatures for RF-fingerprinting than for WiFi and GSM [144].

FM-radio signals experience, when compared with WiFi, 3G or 4G signals, lower variation in signal strength over time [144]. Consequently, for attention monitoring, FM-radio signals induce a lower process noise than signals from WiFi, 3G or 4G systems. Also, FM-radio is, compared to the other named systems which operate at higher frequencies, less susceptible to weather conditions, such as rain and fog [144].

Additionally, in order to increase spectrum efficiency, spread spectrum techniques such as frequency hopping or code divisioning are employed in WiFi, 3G and 4G access points. CDMA interleaves the transmissions to multiple devices including additional potential noise and for hopping schemes, a passive recognition system would need to follow this RF-signal activity variations in order to extract the signal fluctuations on-top which are caused by activities in proximity. This would be a more difficult task. Therefore, the use of FM-radio signals which are not conditioned on the use of such data transfer schemes appears to be a more appropriate choice.
Furthermore, FM-radio stations are widely implemented and continuously broadcast signals with higher coverage than WiFi, 3G or 4G systems. Finally, an FM-radio receiver is less costly than receivers for the other mentioned systems.

For these reasons, we believe that FM-radio is best suited for the utilisation in a passive attention monitoring system.

**Features for FM-based attention monitoring**

We extract features for attention monitoring from FM-signals continuously broadcast by an FM-radio station (cf. figure 2.25). The features are obtained from a series of continuous measurements $s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_t$ which are samples of the amplitude of ambient FM signals and grouped in windows $S_1, \ldots, S_n$ of $k$ consecutive samples each $\langle s_{(i-1)k+1}, s_{(i-1)k+2}, \ldots, s_{ik} \rangle$. From these $S_i$, sets of features $F_i = \langle f_{i,1}, f_{i,2}, \ldots, f_{i,m} \rangle$ are extracted and used for the monitoring of attention. The features we utilized are the mean ($\text{Avg}_i$), the variance ($\text{Var}_i$) and the energy ($\text{E}_i$) of $S_i$ as detailed in figure 2.26. These features have been derived among a greater set of features as well suited to achieve high accuracy for activity recognition conditioned on passive RF-based recognition systems in [145]. After the extraction of features, we randomly divided the collection $F$ of all feature sets $F_i$ into a training set $\text{Tr}$ and a classification set $\text{Cl}$ that met the conditions $\text{Tr} \cup \text{Cl} = F$ and $\text{Tr} \cap \text{Cl} = \emptyset$. The set $\text{Tr}$ is used to train the classifiers. After the training, classifiers will process $\text{Cl}$.

For a set of $k$ activities $\mathcal{A} = \{a_1, \ldots, a_k\}$ let $\mathcal{I}(a_i)$, with $\mathcal{I}(a_1) \cup \mathcal{I}(a_2) \cdots \cup \mathcal{I}(a_k) = \mathcal{Cl}$, be the total number of instances for activity $a_i$ and $\mathcal{I}_{\text{cor}}(a_i)$ be the number of correctly classified instances for this activity in which the classification matches the ground truth.
Average signal strength
The average signal strength over a window of measurements represents static characteristic changes in the received signal strength.

It provides means to distinguish a standing person as well as her approximate location.

\[
\text{Avg}_i = \frac{\sum_{t=(i-1)n+1}^{in} s(t)}{n}
\]

Variance of the signal's strength
The variance of the signal strength represents the volatility of the received signal.

It can provide some estimation on changes in a receiver’s proximity such as movement of individuals.

\[
\text{Var}_i = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{t=(i-1)n+1}^{in} (s(t) - \text{Avg}_i)^2}{n}}
\]

Normalised spectral energy
The normalised spectral energy is a measure in the frequency domain of the received signal.

It has been used to capture periodic patterns such as walking, running or cycling.

\[
E_i = \sum_{k=1}^{n} P_i(k)^2
\]

Here, \(P_i(k)\) denotes the probability or dominance of a spectral band \(k\):

\[
P_i(k) = \frac{\text{FFT}_i(k)^2}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \text{FFT}_i(j)^2}
\]

As usual, we calculate the \(k\)-th frequency component as

\[
\text{FFT}_i(k) = \sum_{t=(i-1)n+1}^{in} s(t)e^{-j\frac{2\pi}{\lambda}k t}
\]

Figure 2.26: Features utilised for the monitoring of attention via received FM-signals (Published by the IEEE CS n 1536-1268/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE)

We define the accuracy by which an activity \(a_i\) can be detected as

\[
\text{ACC}(a_i) = \frac{I_{\text{cor}}(a_i)}{I(a_i)}
\]

2.4.4 Evaluation

In this section, we discuss case studies to demonstrate the viability of monitoring attention of people passing by several poster frames towards these frames. In all cases, we consider a corridor with posters attached along one side (cf. figure 2.25).

Four posters of 0.85 m × 1.2 m which are separated by 1 m are attached alongside one wall of the corridor. We place the USRP devices between the two leftmost and rightmost poster frames on the floor. These N210\textsuperscript{16} USRP devices are equipped with WBX\textsuperscript{17} daughter boards and VERT900\textsuperscript{18} antennas with 3 dBi antenna gain. Both devices continuously recorded the signal strength with a sample rate of 64 Hz, emitted by an ambient FM-radio station at 82.5 MHz while the attention of subjects towards the poster frames is monitored. We distinguish between four locations, 0.8 m in front of the posters (labelled A, B, C, and D) and the rest of the corridor. During the case studies, the subjects were walking along the corridor and through the marked areas or standing in front of one of the posters at the

\textsuperscript{16}https://www.ettus.com/content/files/2987_Ettus_N200-210_DS_FINAL_1.27.12.pdf

\textsuperscript{17}https://www.ettus.com/product/details/WBX

\textsuperscript{18}https://www.ettus.com/product/details/VERT900
marked locations. As a baseline, the received signal from the empty corridor was recorded. For each action and all three subjects about two minutes of sample data each have been collected.

For all features detailed in figure 2.26, we utilise a window of 128 signal measurements, spanning a total of 2 seconds. Features are extracted from the data sets collected by USRP1 and USRP2 (cf. figure 2.25) and are merged for the distinction of attention classes. For this, we utilise a decision tree (DT) and a k-nearest-neighbour (k-NN) classifier from the Orange data mining Toolkit\(^\text{19}\). The k-NN classifier utilised 5 neighbours and weights their distance by the Euclidean distance. The decision tree utilises at minimum 10 instances in its leaves for pre-pruning and a recursive merge of leaves of the same major class with an m-estimate of 2 for post pruning. We apply a 10-fold cross validation.

**State of the corridor**

In our scenario, a corridor is equipped with electronic poster frames which shall detect the attention of passers-by and act accordingly. The most basic case to distinguish for the frames is the state of the corridor. In particular, we consider whether the corridor is empty or occupied by a person and, when it is occupied, whether this person is walking or standing. In the case of electronic poster frames, the devices might change into an energy saving mode when the corridor is empty or also display more or less complex information conditioned on whether the person in the corridor is walking or standing.

Table 2.18 depicts the classification accuracy for these classes. For all classes, the mean classification accuracy over the sample windows of 2 seconds is near or above 0.8. In a second stage, we can now obtain information related to the attention of passers-by.

**Focused attention towards specific frames**

While walking by poster frames, brief snippets of the content can be grasped by individuals. However, an intense engagement with the more complex content of a poster requires a

---

19http://orange.biolab.si/
person to slow down her walking speed [143] and possibly come to a stand in front of the poster. We demonstrate the distinction in front of which poster a person is standing in the scenario depicted above. All parameters of the recognition system remain identical to section 2.4.4.

All subjects have been standing and observing a poster at one of the locations labelled A, B, C or D in figure 2.25.

The most characteristic feature to distinguish these cases is the mean of the signal strength. The average classification accuracy after 10-fold cross validation is depicted in table 2.19. We observe that the classification accuracy is in most cases above 0.9, in all cases it is near or above 0.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Classification (standing at)</th>
<th></th>
<th>Classification (standing at)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Truth</td>
<td>.876</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.788</td>
<td>.203</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.929</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.964</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Classification accuracy achieved by a k-NN classifier

(b) Classification accuracy achieved by a DT classifier

Tracking individuals in motion

While people are passing by poster frames in a corridor, a specific poster frame might have the intention to actively attract the attention of a passer-by. This attempt is most successful when the person is in the proximity of the poster, facing towards it. In order to optimally schedule such action, the location of the walking person has to be available at the system. We show that the location of a single person walking along a corridor can be traced by analysing fluctuation of an incoming FM-radio signal. Similar to the case study detailed in section 2.4.4 we detect in front of which poster a person walking in the corridor is located.

Table 2.20 depicts our results. We observe that the classification of the location where a person is walking is harder than the classification of the location where a person is standing. However, the classification accuracy reached is still near or above 0.8.

Changes in the walking speed

As detailed in [143], an important indicator of the attention state of a person are changes in the walking speed. When a person is interested in a specific content of a poster, she might likely slow down to better perceive the content.
Table 2.20: Mean accuracy for the distinction of walking at location A, B, C or D in the environment depicted in figure 2.25 (Published by the IEEE CS n 1536-1268/14/$31.00 \textcopyright 2014 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification (walking at)</th>
<th>Loc.A</th>
<th>Loc.B</th>
<th>Loc.C</th>
<th>Loc.D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Truth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc.A</td>
<td>.779</td>
<td>.118</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc.B</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>.804</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc.C</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.933</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc.D</td>
<td>.139</td>
<td></td>
<td>.785</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Classification accuracy achieved by a k-NN classifier

We obtain the walking speed of a passer-by from the fluctuation in ambient FM-radio signals. We collected for all three subjects and for three different velocities (0.5 m/s, 1 m/s, 2 m/s) samples of a duration of 2 minutes each. Again, k-NN and DT classifiers are utilised for training and classification.

Table 2.21 illustrates our results. We observe that, although there is an indication towards the correct velocity in all cases, the accuracy greatly drops compared to the previous considerations. The confusion of these velocity levels especially for higher walking speeds is owing to the reduced duration an individual is located in front of a single poster during her walk.

We can, however, achieve a higher recognition accuracy without increasing the distance between posters by abstracting from the 1 m/s walking speed (cf. table 2.22), distinguishing only between a slow walk and a running person. Although we are then not able to distinguish the medium walking speed, note that the attraction of attention of a person in a hurry is not the intention of the considered system. Rather, we are focusing towards individuals in a relaxed, open state of mind to receive external stimuli and information.

Since the change in walking speed at a particular location might correspond to the
Table 2.22: Confusion matrices for the discrimination between walking speeds (0.5 m/s, 2 m/s) achieved by k-NN and Decision Tree classifiers (Published by the IEEE CS n 1536-1268/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Truth</th>
<th>Classification 0.5m/s</th>
<th>Classification 0.5m/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5m/s</td>
<td>.896</td>
<td>.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2m/s</td>
<td>.219</td>
<td>.025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Classification accuracy achieved by a k-NN classifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Truth</th>
<th>Classification 2m/s</th>
<th>Classification 2m/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5m/s</td>
<td>.104</td>
<td>.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2m/s</td>
<td>.782</td>
<td>.750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Classification accuracy achieved by a DT classifier

Attention level of passers-by, the information on the walking speed, monitored over time, can be utilised to grasp her attention level.

**Altering the count of receive devices**

In the above considerations, we have utilised two USRP devices since the experimental setting spans over five meters and the classification accuracy deteriorates with increasing distance to the receive antenna [82]. However, for economic reasons, a simple installation might be designed in favour of only one receive device at the cost of a slightly reduced recognition accuracy for greater distances. In order to evaluate this impact for the monitoring of attention of passers-by within a corridor, we also consider the classification accuracy when the data from only one of the receive devices is utilised. The classification system and location of receive devices was not changed. Figure 2.27 depicts our results. We observe that the classification accuracy benefits from the addition of the second device in all cases. With only one device, the overall classification accuracy drops by about 0.05 to 0.1 since the classification accuracy for individuals in greater distance deteriorates.

**2.4.5 Discussion**

The monitoring of the attention state of passers-by towards interactive poster frames can provide additional information to the display system when to display which information.

We demonstrated the distinction of attention classes from features extracted from ambient FM-radio signals. In particular, we utilised the mean, variance and energy of a signal received at 82.5 MHz in order to distinguish occupancy states in a corridor as well as locations at which persons are walking or standing and finally walking speeds. The attention level of persons is, among other factors, related to walking speeds or changes in velocity or acceleration. Therefore, we can use the information extracted from the fluctuation in the received FM-signal as an indicator towards various attention states. This information might control the information provided by a poster frame, conditioned on the attention of passers-by.

Due to the low cost of FM-receiver hardware and the high coverage of FM-radio, the
Figure 2.27: Comparison of the classification accuracy for the 4 cases described in section 2.4.4 when only one receive device is utilised (Published by the IEEE CS n 1536-1268/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE)
The described attention-monitoring system has the potential to be widely deployed in systems that benefit from knowing the attention levels of people in proximity. Future directions cover the simultaneous detection of attention levels of multiple persons as well as the implementation of the system using off-the-shelf receiver hardware.
2.5 The Telepathic Phone: Frictionless Activity Recognition from WiFi-RSSI

We investigate the use of WiFi Received Signal Strength Information (RSSI) at a mobile phone for the recognition of situations, activities and gestures. In particular, we propose a device-free and passive activity recognition system that does not require any device carried by the user and uses ambient signals. We discuss challenges and lessons learned for the design of such a system on a mobile phone and propose appropriate features to extract activity characteristics from RSSI. We demonstrate the feasibility of recognising activities, gestures and environmental situations from RSSI obtained by a mobile phone. The case studies were conducted over a period of about two months in which about 12 hours of continuous RSSI data was sampled, in two countries and with 11 participants in total. Results demonstrate the potential to utilise RSSI for the extension of the environmental perception of a mobile device as well as for the interaction with touch-free gestures. The system achieves an accuracy of 0.51 while distinguishing as many as 11 gestures and can reach 0.72 on average for four more disparate ones.

2.5.1 Introduction

Mobile phones are a popular sensing platform for the multitude of sensors they incorporate and for their status as personal device kept close to or on the body [148, 149]. However, these mobile sensing platforms focus on inertial motion to recognize physical activity. When a device is no longer worn on the body, its sensing capabilities are greatly reduced. Indeed, although people are in the same room with their mobile device almost 90% of the time, their device is within arms reach less than 55% of a day [93, 94]. Therefore, the mobile phone can hardly serve as a continuous sensing platform with sensors such as accelerometers or gyroscopes.

To still obtain information about situations or activities, we need to exploit sensors that react on ambient stimuli. Possible choices are video [150], or audio for the classification of device-locations based on audio signatures [151] as well as localisation via audio-based fingerprinting [7]. However, video is restricted by the sensor’s field of vision while audio is limited to general locations or situations [152].

We propose the use of another environmental sensor: the wireless interface to the Radio Frequency (RF) channel. By monitoring the fluctuation in the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) that is calculated at a receiver for each incoming packet, we attempt to classify the situation (e.g. crowd size), activities or gestures performed in proximity of a mobile phone (See figure 2.28). This approach allows operation even when the device is not carried by the user but near to her – a scenario where most activity recognition systems

Originally published as 'Stephan Sigg, Ulf Blanke and Gerhard Troester: The Telepathic Phone: Frictionless Activity Recognition from WiFi-RSSI, IEEE International Conference on Pervasive Computing and Communications (PerCom), Budapest, Hungary, March 24-28, 2014 (DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/PerCom.2014.6813955)' (978-1-4799-3445-4/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE)
fail.

We can utilise RSSI also in dark or quiet environments when audio or video might not provide sufficient information. In urban spaces, WiFi connectivity can be presumed (cf. section 2.5.5). In addition, RF might be perceived as less privacy intrusive when compared to audio or video.

While there is some work on the device-free recognition of activities from RF-channel fluctuation [153, 154, 3], these systems require sophisticated Software Defined Radio (SDR) devices in order to obtain frequency domain features. In contrast, we attempt to utilise signal strength fluctuation on off-the-shelf mobile phone hardware and from ambient WiFi traffic. On such devices, already the capturing of RSSI data in sufficient frequency is challenging. In addition, the data captured is less accurate and bursty. We discuss necessary pre-processing as well as the design of features suitable for highly bursty and low-resolution environmental RSSI data together with the final recognition step. In case studies we demonstrate the potential and limitations of using RSSI for recognition. The contributions of this work are:

1. System design and definition of feature space for RSSI-based ‘frictionless’ recognition
2. Analysis of RSSI-influencing factors in a controlled setting (e.g. direction, distance)
3. Feasibility study of situation, activity, and gesture recognition with off-the-shelf mobile phones.

Our results indicate that RF-based sensing of environmental situations, crowd and individual activity provides additional information for activity or context classification tools.
2.5.2 Related Work

Device-free RF-based recognition was introduced by Youssef and others [78] as the localisation of an entity not equipped with any transmitter or receiver. In recent years, some groups work in this direction using hardware that ranges from SDR devices [155], laptop-class computers [79] over sensor nodes [125] or RFID tags [156] and achieve high accuracies of about 1 meter. This work is also related to a considerable body of practical and theoretical results on passive radar (cf. [146, 157] and references therein) where vehicles and individuals are detected and tracked from signals such as HF radio, UHF television broadcasts or DAB, DVB and GSM.

Recognition utilising signals on the wireless channel has been generalised in [3] to activities and we can further imagine also situations [75], gestures [154] or attention [4] to be identified by RF-based device-free implementations. These systems can be grouped into active and passive approaches conditioned on the presence of an active transmitter. Most previous work in this direction uses SDR devices.

Kassem et al. sense traffic situations by tracking frequency and speed of passing cars that intercept the direct line of sight between a pair of nodes [158]. The authors of [3] classify simple activities in an SDR-based active device-free system by extracting and interpreting features from a continuous signal between two nodes. Their approach explores also the multipath effects induced by persons that are not intercepting the direct path between nodes. It was later demonstrated that also simultaneously conducted activities from multiple persons can be distinguished by leveraging purely signal-strength based features [159]. Furthermore, it was shown by Pu and others that simultaneous detection of gestures from multiple individuals is possible utilising multi-antenna nodes and micro Doppler fluctuations [154, 160]. In a related system, Adib and Katabi employ MIMO interference nulling and combine samples taken over time to achieve the same result while compensating for the missing spatial diversity in a single-antenna system [153].

While the above are active approaches that require a dedicated transmitter, Ding and others have presented a passive system leveraging RF noise from engines of vehicles [161]. In addition, Shi et al. recognised activities and locations from fluctuation in the signal strength of broadcast FM radio [82].

Also, active systems utilising non-SDR nodes have been studied. Most notably, Patwari and others estimated the breathing frequency of an individual surrounded by nodes from the RSSI of exchanged packets [124]. Following other directions, Xu et al. have counted crowd [162] from RSSI within a field of sensor nodes. Their unsupervised learning approach is able to predict the count of up to 10 stationary or moving individuals. Recently, the recognition of general activities from RSSI in a sensor network has been considered [163]. In particular, the activities standing, sitting, lying, walking and empty have been distinguished with an accuracy of 0.8-0.9.

For these studies, either a sophisticated SDR device or transmit-receive pairs of nodes were required. Both cases are hard to establish with end-user equipment in spontaneous use. We propose a usable RF-based device-free recognition approach on phones by leveraging received RSSI from packets of WiFi access points (APs). We are not aware of previous
work on such RSSI-based passive device-free recognition system.

### 2.5.3 Capturing RSSI on Phones

In IEEE 802.11, data is exchanged in packets on 11 partly overlapping frequency channels. In normal communication, a WiFi receiver discards all packets not addressed to itself. However, we can force the interface into monitor mode to log all traffic. For each packet, the receiver calculates the signal strength from the 8 bit preamble. Due to the lower data rates, control packets differ in their estimated RSSI significantly.

While the APIs of contemporary mobile phone operating systems (OSs) provide means to access the RSSI, this information is averaged and refreshed at about 1 Hz only. Another access to the RSSI is possible via the interface directly with tools such as `airodump-ng` or `tcpdump`. This requires root permissions to access the interface in monitor mode.\(^{21}\) WiFi-firmware with sufficient access to relevant parameters is sparse. More severe even for mobile phones, most handsets implement a similar chipset family (e.g. Broadcom bcm4329, bcm4330(B1/B2), bcm4334, bcm4335) for which the default firmware does not provide access to the desired information (even as root). The only solution to avoid root access and which abstracts from this chipset family is via an external antenna\(^{22}\). However, this considerably extends the dimensions and complexity of the hardware, so that we decided against it. Instead, we used a modified firmware for the above mentioned chipset family [164] on a Nexus One phone running Cyanogen mod 7.2 and executed `tcpdump` on the interface in monitor mode to capture RSSI of packets. In monitor mode, no data can be transmitted and consequently no impact can be taken on the frequency in which packets are received. We can, however, adjust the channel we listen on and might utilise data from multiple APs transmitting on the same channel. In summary, while it is practically possible to monitor RSSI, the support of manufacturers for the operating systems to perform this out of the box is limited. However, we can track RSSI fluctuation with a modified OS, but without hardware modifications.

Figure 2.29 shows an exemplary snippet of sampled RSSI. In the experiments conducted, the RSSI usually ranged from -98dBm to -47dBm. Since the RSSI calculated for control packets differs, we disregarded them for the generation of this data. At the time of this recording, the phone was lying on a table within approximately 0.5 meters distance of a person sitting at that table. We observe that the data is very bursty. While there might be only one packet within 0.1 seconds at times, we can also observe five or more packets in the same interval. Clearly, when compared to SDR-based recognition systems that have direct access to the physical channel, the amount of information available from RSSI is severely reduced. Even compared to active RSSI-based systems that contain a transmitter omitting packets at high rate, our passive approach has to deal with more bursty traffic and a lower packet arrival rate. In addition, the granularity of RSSI is low. In our case, the 1dB granularity observed in the figure could not be improved for the WiFi interface.

\(^{21}\)Monitor mode is obligatory in our case since otherwise the tool is executed in Ethernet emulation which does not provide RSSI information

\(^{22}\)`github.com/brycethomas/liber80211/blob/master/README.md`
We conclude that it would be hard to apply any curve fitting that could successfully predict the RSSI evolution at a higher sample rate.

2.5.4 Features for RSSI-based Recognition

Considering this structure of the data, we used simple features that express general properties such as the overall weight or mass as well as their spread.\textsuperscript{23} As a tribute to the bursty traffic, the low granularity (cf. figure 2.29) and a fluctuating packet arrival rate, we simply fixed non-overlapping windows of two seconds and then utilised all RSSI values that would arrive during this period for feature calculation. The window length was set to 2s since we aim to design a system that would be practically usable with a good response time. A higher accuracy can be achieved with increased window size or via majority votes over successively calculated features (cf. section 2.5.5). In total, 18 different features have been considered. On a data set with the three basic cases

1. A phone lying on a table in an empty room

2. A phone lying on a table with a person moving

\textsuperscript{23}No frequency domain features could be used; Features as zero crossings or direction changes were not meaningful on the undersampled signal.
3. A person holding and handling the phone

we applied a feature selection from the orange data mining toolkit \(^{24}\). From the remaining 9 features, we manually tweaked a combination that achieves good accuracy. Several combinations of mean, median, variance, maximum and the difference between minimum and maximum could achieve best and comparable classification results. For the case studies (section 2.5.5), we decided for a combination of mean, variance, maximum and difference between maximum and minimum. For the gesture recognition, also the slope was considered.

2.5.5 Case Studies

We conducted case studies in indoor environments at ETH Zurich and TU Braunschweig (cf. figure 2.30). Occasionally the phone was connected to a computer via adb shell as an alternative to the slow on-screen keyboard which made no difference for the recorded data. All recordings were conducted multiple times and over several days. We intentionally altered the environments between recordings (e.g. moving furniture, placing the device slightly different).

Data was processed off-line. However, we have developed a toolchain for the processing and classification that is sufficiently lightweight to be executed on the phone in realtime.\(^{25}\) The tool groups packets for their source address (since the mean RSSI differs among senders) and disregards control packets (since also their RSSI level differs).

We now consider general RSSI properties and then investigate limits of RSSI-based recognition. The studies were conducted over two months in Braunschweig, Germany and Zurich, Switzerland. A total of 11 persons (9 male and 2 female; 26 to 37 years) have participated and overall about twelve hours of continuously sampled data has been produced.

First, we investigate properties of urban WiFi with respect to traffic and sampling rate (section 2.5.5). Then, we study coarse characteristics with respect to the presence of a user. Finally, we provide experiments on fine-grained gesture recognition.

WiFi Traffic in Urban Spaces

For the recognition of activities and gestures from RSSI, the rate of incoming packets is essential since this is the rate of fluctuation induced by environmental stimuli. We sampled packets over some days at various locations in Zurich to estimate a typical rate of packets in urban places. Figure 2.31 shows the number of packets per second from the most active AP at various locations on all channels. Short packets, such as acknowledgements, were removed (cf. section 2.5.4).

\(^{24}\)http://orange.biolab.si/
\(^{25}\)The python tools to extract and process RSSI information from pcap files and to classify situations are available at http://www.stephansigg.de/DeviceFree/pcapTools.tar.gz
(a) Office environment at ETH  
(b) Lecture room at TU-BS  
(c) Scenario for the distinction of walking speed  
(d) Activities conducted behind a closed door  
(e) Sensing device inside pocket  
(f) Meeting room at ETH

Figure 2.30: Environments for our case studies. Surrounding furniture and objects were intentionally altered in all cases. (978-1-4799-3445-4/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE)
The locations span a University building at two distinct floors, a dormitory, a café in the city center, the main train station and a flat in a suburb of Zurich. Only the University locations share APs. All other locations are well separated over the city. All locations have characteristic properties. While the café has the most equally distributed traffic over all channels, in the dormitory, traffic is clustered in few channels. University locations feature few, heavily trafficked channels while at the suburban flat only few channels are frequented. In all cases, we find at least one channel with 10 or more packets per second from a single AP. While this most frequented channel might differ spatially, a brief scan easily reveals most suited channels.

Since the receiver has no impact on the packet arrival rate, it relies on traffic from other devices. We considered the impact of the RSSI samples per second on the classification accuracy. In the case study (cf. figure 2.30a), we distinguish an empty office with the mobile phone lying on a table, the same room with a person walking next to the table and a person holding and handling the phone. Recordings were taken over four days at different times of day. Each activity is sampled for five minutes in a row. This was repeated on each day twice for all activities.

Table 2.23a shows the classification accuracy (CA), information score (IS), Brier score and area under the ROC\textsuperscript{26} curve (AUC) \[165, 166\]. The IS measures how well a classifier learned a data set. It is higher when the correct class is predicted more often. Brier score

\textsuperscript{26}Receiver Operating Characteristic
(a) Performance of a k-NN classifier with distinct sample rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Rate</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>Brier AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 samples/s</td>
<td>.593</td>
<td>.594</td>
<td>.512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 samples/s</td>
<td>.607</td>
<td>.622</td>
<td>.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 samples/s</td>
<td>.652</td>
<td>.703</td>
<td>.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 samples/s</td>
<td>.671</td>
<td>.806</td>
<td>.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 samples/s</td>
<td>.836</td>
<td>1.127</td>
<td>.229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.23: Impact of the sample rate on the classification (978-1-4799-3445-4/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE)

(b) Confusion matrix for the k-NN classifier with 20 RSSI samples/sec

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>activity</td>
<td>.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holding</td>
<td>.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>precision</td>
<td>.784</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.32: Accuracy for the distinction between three basic cases with varying feature window size. A majority vote over three windows of 2 seconds outperforms greater windows (978-1-4799-3445-4/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE)

measures the mean squared difference between a predicted probability for an outcome and the actual class. AUC is the probability that a classifier ranks a random positive instance higher than a random negative one.

For these results, we used a k-NN with $k = 20$ (best results reached with $k \in [10..20]$), and a 10-fold cross validation. While higher sample rates improve accuracy, also 10 to 15 samples per second allow an indication about a class. The Confusion matrix for 20 samples per second is depicted in table 2.23b. Observe that activity and holding suffer from slight confusion. In the empty room almost no confusion is seen. Then the signal is stable and not influenced by movement.

The classification accuracy is impacted by the sampling window size (cf. figure 2.32). A majority vote over three successive windows of two seconds can reach higher accuracy than a greater window size. However, since the system is more responsive with shorter windows, we choose 2s windows.
Distance to the phone

How does the distance to the sensing hardware impact the capability to detect an activity. The case studies depicted in figure 2.30b were conducted at TU-Braunschweig over two consecutive days with repetitions of experiments on both days. On the floor, locations were marked in increasing distance of 0.5m up to 4.0m. At these locations, an individual walked around or move for at least 5min for each distance and day.

We investigated the distinction between an empty environment, a person moving in 4 meters distance and a person moving closer to the mobile phone (cf. table 2.24b). The classification accuracy deteriorates when the locations are closer together (cf. table 2.24a). However, when we tolerate an error of about 0.5-1m, reasonable accuracy can be achieved (cf. table 2.24c). Furthermore, distance to an activity can be estimated from RSSI. In conclusion, there is good potential to classify activities also in this distance so that for indoor environments a mobile phone can cover a typical room sufficiently.

In addition, we employed another equally active AP operating at the same frequency. Although the signal strength between both differed by about 10 dB, classification accuracy was comparable using packets from either AP. In addition, when features are created from RSSI information of both APs, the accuracy can be further improved (cf. table 2.24d). We used the same features for both access points, effectively doubling the number of features for one time window.

Table 2.24: Classification of activity in various distances. (978-1-4799-3445-4/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE)
### Direction of Movement or Activity

To identify locations of performed activities, in addition to distance also relative direction must be distinguished. We conducted a study in the environment depicted in figure 2.30c in which the mobile was placed in the center of a 2m × 2m table. In parallel to the four borders of the table a subject conducted activity (walking up and down) in approximately 1m distance. In figure 2.30c, the regions are marked as ‘Area 1–4’. The experiment was repeated multiple times for each side and each time for at least five minutes continuously.

We then attempted to distinguish at which side the activity was performed. However, it turned out that it is hardly possible to tell this from the RSSI. We were not able to find a subset of features that would achieve reasonable accuracy with three distinct classifiers (cf. table 2.25 for exemplary results).

### Detection of activity behind a door/wall

WiFi signals can traverse obstacles such as walls or doors but the signal will be damped at this occasion so that the recognition of activity based on this data might be more challenging. We distinguished activity inside or outside a room. As depicted in figure 2.30d, we placed the phone inside a room next to the door. Then, a person was present and moving either inside or on the other side of the door. In the third case, nobody was present in the room or outside on the corridor. For each case, RSSI samples have been recorded for at least five minutes. Table 2.26 depicts the results. While all three cases can be distinguished, the activity conducted outside the room is indeed most confused. This is, because although there is increased fluctuation, signals are weak so that classes are more likely confused for one of the other classes which represent either stronger activity or weakly fluctuating signals.

---

**Table 2.25: Confusion matrices for the distinction of the direction in which a person was performing activities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gr. truth</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s1</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s2</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s3</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s4</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>0.332</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Naive Bayes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gr. truth</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s1</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s2</td>
<td>.243</td>
<td>0.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s3</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>0.336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s4</td>
<td>.136</td>
<td>.179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Classification tree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gr. truth</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s1</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s2</td>
<td>.207</td>
<td>.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s3</td>
<td>.221</td>
<td>.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s4</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) k-NN classifier

---

27 For the results depicted in this table, we utilise a Naive Bayes classifier with 100 sample points and a Loess window of .5, a classification tree with two or more instances at its leaves and a k-NN classifier with $k = 20$.
### Table 2.26: Classification of activity inside and outside a room

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gr. truth</th>
<th>empty</th>
<th>inside</th>
<th>outside</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recall</td>
<td>.814</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>precision</td>
<td>.755</td>
<td>.770</td>
<td>.642</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Performance of various classifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>Brier</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>.710</td>
<td>.784</td>
<td>.423</td>
<td>.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification tree</td>
<td>.669</td>
<td>.855</td>
<td>.663</td>
<td>.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>.724</td>
<td>.843</td>
<td>.393</td>
<td>.903</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Confusion matrix

### Table 2.27: Classification of walking speed \( (k = 18; \ 10^{\text{samples/sec}}) \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gr. truth</th>
<th>( .5 \text{ m/sec} )</th>
<th>( 1.0 \text{ m/sec} )</th>
<th>( 2.0 \text{ m/sec} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recall</td>
<td>.864</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>precision</td>
<td>.834</td>
<td>.730</td>
<td>.732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Performance for different sampling rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CA</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>Brier</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 samples/s</td>
<td>.681</td>
<td>.777</td>
<td>.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 samples/s</td>
<td>.717</td>
<td>.823</td>
<td>.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 samples/s</td>
<td>.767</td>
<td>.910</td>
<td>.355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Confusion of walking speeds

### Detection of Walking Speed

Walking speed can be derived from signal strength with an SDR-based active device-free system [4]. We investigate the performance of a passive RSSI-based system. In the setting shown in figure 2.30c, a person walked around the table with the mobile phone in its center in a distance of about 2m. The phone sampled the RSSI while the person was moving at \( 0.5 \text{ m/sec}, \ 1 \text{ m/sec}, \ \text{and} \ 2 \text{ m/sec} \). This experiment was conducted for at least 5 minutes at each recording and repeated for each velocity twice and also clockwise and counter-clockwise. The speed was controlled autonomously by the subject. For this purpose we marked the circle with an interleaving of 1m and equipped the subject with a stopwatch so that she could adjust her speed. Best accuracy was achieved considering median, mean, minimum and standard deviation. Results are depicted in table 2.27. All velocities can be well distinguished. The confusion is greater for velocity pairs that are closer to each other.

### Sensing Crowd

An important ingredient for context-recognition is the size of the surrounding crowd. Different sizes can indicate different situations. For instance, having a conversation between few people or listening to or giving a talk in a meeting with multiple people. We attempted to distinguish between the empty room depicted in figure 2.30f and the same room occupied by 1, 5 or 10 persons. In the room, two phones where placed to record the RSSI. Phone 1...
is located near the entrance on a table and the second one is placed beside a window across the room. The latter was farther away from the nearest AP which is located right next to the door outside the room. For the case study, 10, 5, 1 or no person would be present for at least five minutes. Participants were instructed not to stand still for longer periods of time but otherwise should move or act freely. They have then, for instance, moved around, stood in front of a poster and discussed it or leaned over a map to plan a weekend trip. Table 2.28 shows that this broad distinction of the number of persons present is possible with reasonable accuracy. Empty room is perfectly recognised with 100% of accuracy. While different crowd sizes are confused in particular for the 5 and 10 persons, the performance is still far above random guess.

Observe that with the data captured by the phone placed near the window (Phone 2) the recognition accuracy is higher. We account this to the fact that individuals in the room continuously have resided in the area between the AP outside the room and the window. Therefore, the impact on the WiFi packets due to blocking or damping was greater for this phone.

Detect Activity while the Device is Carried

When the phone is carried, we expect significant noise for the recognition of situations from packets blocked by the user carrying the phone. We investigated whether RSSI can still be utilised to classify simple situations. For instance, it might be possible to derive whether a person is alone or in company. For this study, the phone was carried in the pocket of a person (cf. figure 2.30e). Then, the person was standing or walking alone and while another person was walking in proximity. For each class, data has been recorded for at least five minutes. Table 2.29 depicts the results. We are well able to detect whether the person wearing the device is stationary and alone or if there is movement either by the device holder or by someone else. However, when the device holder is herself moving, the distinction of other activity is more confused.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CA</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>Brier</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phone 1</td>
<td>.759</td>
<td>1.309</td>
<td>.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone 2</td>
<td>.805</td>
<td>1.397</td>
<td>.304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Performance of a k-NN classifier with data from various phones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0P 1P 5P 10P recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 Persons 1.0 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Persons .857 .129 .014 .857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Persons .129 .671 .2 .671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Persons .114 .193 .693 .693</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Confusion matrix (Phone 2)

Table 2.28: Classification of crowd (k-NN; 20 samples/s) (978-1-4799-3445-4/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE)
Recognition of gestures

Finally, we considered the recognition of gestures. For this study, we placed the phone on the table as depicted in figure 2.30a and performed 10 single-handed gestures (figure 2.33). Each gesture lasted for approximately 0.4 to 0.7 seconds and was performed in a distance of about 1cm to 20cm. Only for two gestures, Take up and Wipe, the hand was in actual physical contact with it. Each gesture was repeated 100 times for a total of 1100 recordings of the distinct cases.

Best results have been achieved with the features mean, variance, signal peaks within 10% of the maximum and the fraction between the mean of the first and second half of a feature window. Table 2.30 shows the classification results. We observe that, while some gestures have a reasonable accuracy and average results are far above guess, a high confusion for other classes inhibits correct classification. In particular, the gesture Hold over can hardly be distinguished. Furthermore, some of the swiping gestures are confused. Therefore, we merged cases into a single gesture. Table 2.31 shows two levels of merging gestures. When
merging to 7 distinct gestures we achieve a mean accuracy of about 0.56. In the table, labels are shortened to the first two letters for space limitations. While most gestures are well recognized, especially the swipe gestures still achieve mediocre performance. When further reducing to the four gestures away, towards, no gesture and swipe by merging all swipe gestures, an average accuracy of 0.66 is achieved. This suggests that some gestures can indeed be utilised to interact with phones or other WiFi capable devices. Possible applications cover a touch-free, frictionless interface to control mobile devices also through clothes, an extended interface for wearable devices or interface-free devices in an Internet of Things.

### Discussion

We have investigated a passive, device-free RSSI-based activity recognition system considering several situations captured by a mobile phone. Figure 2.34 summarises shows the accuracies achieved in our case studies relative to a random classifier as a baseline. In general, the overall accuracy falls with increasing number of classes to distinguish. However, short of the recognition of direction, the results are far above random guess in all cases. The simple distinction of distance and three well separated situations reached best results and could be further improved by considering multiple APs or majority votes over several windows of features.

---

28 *Hold over, Open/close, Take up and Wipe* were labelled as *No gesture*

29 The random Classifier takes each possible choice with equal probability
### Table 2.31: Performance with fewer gestures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Away</th>
<th>Towards</th>
<th>No gesture</th>
<th>Swipe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recall</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.872</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prec</td>
<td>.630</td>
<td>.791</td>
<td>.667</td>
<td>.810</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Confusion of 7 distinct gestures – all remaining gestures shifted to 'no gesture'

(b) Confusion of 4 gestures

![Figure 2.34: Accuracies achieved for various scenarios considered](image-url)
The failure in the distinction in which direction activity was performed indicates limitations of passive device-free RSSI-based recognition. Since the system has to rely on data transmitted from an AP which can be located in an arbitrary direction and the device might be in arbitrary orientation, it is hardly possible to obtain fine grained information on environmental situation. The sequence of received RSSI samples is highly bursty and of low granularity and rate. Consequently, the classes that can be distinguished are limited too. Additional studies we conducted on the recognition of further activities (sitting, standing, walking, reading, typing on a computer) could not yield a useful recognition accuracy.

However, our results show that an RSSI-based passive device-free recognition system can provide basic environmental awareness when classical phone-based recognition systems fail (e.g. when the phone is not carried on the body). In addition, for special cases such as the distinction of gestures where movement is conducted in close proximity to the device, RSSI-based passive recognition might provide an innovative ad-hoc alternative to more complex solutions.

Unfortunately, our solution requires a modified WiFi firmware, root access and is currently limited to a small set of phones. Much work is still required in order to allow operating-system supported non-root access to RSSI information in sufficient frequency.

2.5.6 Conclusion

We have proposed and discussed the utilisation of RSSI information from mobile phones for the characterisation of situations, activities and gestures. We reported problems to be solved for the acquisition of RSSI from received packets on mobile phones and discussed the structure of the data as well as features suited for the recognition of activities and gestures.

In case studies we investigated the feasibility of RSSI-based recognition on mobile phones for multiple scenarios. Summarising, these results show that it is possible to distinguish simple activities and to some extent also gestures from RSSI fluctuation captured by a mobile phone. However, it also shows the limitations of this device-free recognition approach for instance, regarding a localisation of activities. Furthermore, the accuracies achieved stay below what would be possible with classical sensors such as accelerometers.

However, we could demonstrate, that there is a good potential to extend the perception of a phone beyond its boundaries into the environment. A recognition in distances of 4 meters is still feasible. RSSI-based recognition can cover cases where classical sensors can not provide meaningful results.

Regarding the recognition of gestures, we see a good potential to extend the interface of body-worn devices with RSSI-based gesture recognition.
2.6 Secure communication based on ambient audio

We propose to establish a secure communication channel among devices based on similar audio patterns. Features from ambient audio are used to generate a shared cryptographic key between devices without exchanging information about the ambient audio itself or the features utilised for the key generation process. We explore a common audio-fingerprinting approach and account for the noise in the derived fingerprints by employing error correcting codes. This fuzzy-cryptography scheme enables the adaptation of a specific value for the tolerated noise among fingerprints based on environmental conditions by altering the parameters of the error correction and the length of the audio samples utilised. In this paper we experimentally verify the feasibility of the protocol in four different realistic settings and a laboratory experiment. The case-studies include an office setting, a scenario where an attacker is capable of reproducing parts of the audio context, a setting near a traffic loaded road and a crowded canteen environment. We apply statistical tests to show that the entropy of fingerprints based on ambient audio is high. The proposed scheme constitutes a totally unobtrusive but cryptographically strong security mechanism based on contextual information.

2.6.1 Introduction

An important factor in the set of security risks is typically the human impact. People are occasionally careless or incompletely understanding the underlying technology. This is especially true for wireless communication. For instance, the communication range or the number of potential communication partners might be underestimated. This is natural since humans typically base trust on the situation or context they perceive [167]. Nevertheless, the range of a communication network most likely bridges devices in various contexts.

As context, proximity and trust are related [167], a security scheme that utilises common contextual features among communicating devices might provide a sense of security which is perceived as natural by individuals and reduce the number of human errors related to security.

Consider, for instance, a meeting with co-workers of a specific project. Naturally, workers trust the others based on working agreements. Every group member needs the permission to access common information like mobile phone numbers or shared files. Communication between group members, however, should be guarded against access from external devices or individuals. The meeting room defines the borders which shall not be crossed by any confidential data. Context information that is unique inside these borders, such as ambient audio, can be exploited as the seed to generate a common secret for the secure information exchange and authentication.

Mobile phones can then synchronise their ID-cards ad-hoc without user interaction and secured by their physical proximity. Similarly, access to shared files on computers of co-workers and communication links among co-workers can be secured.

Another reason why security cautions might be discarded occasionally is the effort required and inconvenience to establish a secure connection. This is especially true between devices that communicate seldom or for the first time.

We propose a mechanism to unobtrusively (zero interaction) establish an ad-hoc secure communication channel between unacquainted devices which is conditioned on the surrounding context. In particular, we consider audio as a source of spatially centred context. We exploit the similarity of features from ambient audio by devices in proximity to create a secure communication channel exclusively based on these features. At no point in the protocol the secret itself or information that could be used to derive audio feature values is made public. In order to do so, we generate synchronised audio-fingerprints from ambient sounds and utilise error correcting codes to account for noise in the feature vector. On each communicating device the feature vector is then used to create an identical key. The proposed protocol is non-interactive, unobtrusive and does not require specific or identical hardware at communication partners.

The remainder of this document is structured as follows. In section 2.6.2 we introduce related work on context-based security mechanisms and security with noisy input data. Section 2.6.3 discusses the algorithmic background required for ambient audio-based key generation and implementation details. In section 2.6.4 we discuss the noise and entropy of audio-fingerprints achieved in an offline-experiment with sampled audio sequences. We show that the similarity in audio-fingerprints is sufficient for authentication but can not be utilised as secure key directly. In particular, we utilise fuzzy-cryptography schemes to account for noise in the input data. Section 2.6.5 presents four case-studies in different environments that exploit the feasibility of the approach in various settings. The general feasibility of the approach is demonstrated in section 2.6.5 in a controlled office environment. Section 2.6.5 then shows that the audio context can be separated between two offices even when a synchronised audio source is located in both places. Additionally, we studied the feasibility of ambient audio-based key generation at the side of a heavily trafficked road in section 2.6.5 and in a canteen environment in section 2.6.5. The entropy of the ambient audio-based characteristic binary sequences generated by our method is discussed in section 2.6.6. In section 2.6.7 we draw our conclusion.

2.6.2 Related work

In the literature, several authors consider spontaneous authentication or the establishing of a secure communication channel among mobile and ad-hoc devices based on environmental stimuli [168, 169, 170, 171]. So far, shaking processes from accelerometer data and RF-channel measurements have been utilised as unique context source that contains shared characteristic information.

This concept was presented 2001 by Holmquist et al. [170]. The authors propose to utilise the accelerometer of the Smart-It [172] device to extract characteristic features.
from simultaneous shaking processes of two devices. Later, Mayrhofer et al. presented an authentication mechanism based on this principle [173]. The authors demonstrated, that an authentication is possible when devices are shaken simultaneously by a single person, while an authentication was unlikely for a third person trying to mimic the correct movement pattern remotely. Also, Mayrhofer derived in [174] that the sharing of secret keys is possible with a similar protocol. The proposed protocol that can be utilised with arbitrary context features repeatedly exchanges hashes of key-sub-sequences until a common secret is found. In this instrumentation, exponentially quantised fast Fourier transformation (FFT) coefficients of a sequence of accelerometer samples are utilised. In contrast, Bicher et al. describe an approach in which noisy acceleration readings can be utilised to establish a secure communication channel among devices [175, 169]. They utilise a hash function that maps similar acceleration patterns to identical key sequences. However, their approach suffers from the required exact synchronisation among devices so that the authors computed the correct hash-values offline. Additionally, the hash function utilised required that the keys computed exactly match and that the neighbourhood around these keys is precisely defined. When patterns are located at the border of one of the region’s neighbourhoods, the tolerance for noise in the input is biased in the direction of the centre of this region. Additionally, key generation by simultaneous shaking is not unobtrusive.

We utilise an error correction scheme to account for noise in the input data which can be fine-tuned for any Hamming distance desired which is centred around the noisy characteristic sequences generated instead of an artificially defined centre value. We implement a Network Time Protocol (NTP) based synchronisation mechanism that establishes sufficient synchronisation among nodes.

Another sensor class utilised for context-based device authentication is the RF-channel. Varshavsky et al. present a technique to authenticate co-located devices based on RF-measurements since channel measurements from devices in near proximity are sufficiently similar to authenticate devices against each other [171]. Hershey et al. utilise physical layer features to derive secret keys for a pair of devices [176]. In the absence of interference and non-linear components, transmitter and receiver experience identical channel response [177]. This information is utilised to generate a secret key among a node pair. Since channel characteristics are spatially sharply concentrated and not predictable at a remote location [178], an eavesdropper is not capable of guessing information about the secret. This scheme was validated in an indoor environment in [179]. Although we consider the keys generated by this scheme as strong, it does not preserve spatial properties. A device at arbitrary distance could pretend to be a nearby communication partner.

Kunze and Lukowicz recently demonstrated, that audio information indeed suffices to derive spatial information [151]. They combine audio readings with accelerometer data to classify locations of mobile devices. In their work, the noise emitted by a vibrating mobile phone was utilised to distinguish among 35 specific locations in three different rooms with over 90% accuracy.

Instead, we utilise purely ambient noise to establish a secure communication channel among devices in spatial proximity. We record NTP-synchronised audio samples at two locations, generate a characteristic audio-fingerprint and map this fingerprint to a unique
secret key with the help of error correcting codes.

The last step is necessary since the similarity between fingerprints is typically not sufficient to establish a secure channel. With fuzzy-cryptography schemes, the generation of an identical key based on noisy input data [180] is possible. Li et al. analyse the usage of biometric or multimedia data as part of an authentication process and propose a protocol [181]. Due to the use of error-tolerant cryptographic techniques, this protocol is robust against noise in the input data. The authors utilise a secure sketch [182] to produce public information about an input without revealing it. The input can then be recovered given another value that is close to it. A similar study is presented by Miao et al. [183]. The authors establish a key distribution based on a fuzzy vault [184] using data measured by devices worn on the human body. The fuzzy vault scheme, also utilised in [185], enables the decryption of a secret with any key that is substantially similar to the key used for encryption.

### 2.6.3 Ad-hoc audio-based encryption

Originally, audio-fingerprinting was proposed to classify music or speech. In our work, binary fingerprints from ambient audio are used to establish an encrypted connection based on the surrounding audio context. Due to differences between fingerprints generated by participating devices, a cryptographic protocol is needed that tolerates a specific amount of noise in these keys.

We propose the following scheme. A set of devices willing to establish a common key conditioned on ambient audio take synchronised audio samples from their local microphones. Each device then computes a binary characteristic sequence for the recorded audio: An audio-fingerprint (cf. section 2.6.3). This binary sequence is designed to fall onto a code-space of an error correcting code (cf. section 2.6.3). In general, a fingerprint will not match any of the codewords exactly. Fingerprints generated from similar ambient audio resemble but due to noise and inaccuracy in the audio-sampling process, it is unlikely that two fingerprints are identical. Devices therefore exploit the error correction capabilities of the error correcting code utilised to map fingerprints to codewords (cf. section 2.6.3). For fingerprints with a Hamming-distance within the error correction threshold of the error correcting code the resulting codewords are identical and then utilised as secure keys (cf. section 2.6.3). This scheme is in principle not limited in the number of devices that participate. When devices are synchronised in their local times, they agree on a point in time when audio shall be recorded and proceed with the fingerprint creation and error correction autonomously as described above. All similar fingerprints will map to an identical codeword. As detailed in section 2.6.5, the Hamming distance tolerated in fingerprints rises with increasing distance of devices.

The following sections provide an overview over audio-fingerprinting, our fuzzy commitment implementation, problems we experienced and possible solutions.
Audio-fingerprinting

Audio-fingerprinting is an approach to derive a characteristic pattern from an audio sequence [186]. Generally, the first step involves the extraction of features from a piece of audio. These features are usually isolated in a time-frequency analysis after application of Fourier or Cosine transforms. Some authors also utilise wavelet-transforms [187, 188, 189]. Common applications include the retrieval of a specific music file in an audio database [190], duplicate detection in such a database [191] as well as identification of music based on short samples [192]. The capabilities of detecting similar audio sequences in the presence of heavy signal distortion are prominently demonstrated by applications such as query by humming [193]. The authors utilise autocorrelation, maximum likelihood and Cepstrum analysis to describe the pitch of an audio sequence as a Parsons encoded music contour [194]. Similar audio sequences are detected by approximate string matching [195]. McNab et al. added rhythm information by analysing note duration to match the beginning of a song [196]. A similar approach is presented by Prechelt et al. [197]. They achieved more accurate results for query by whistling since the frequency range of whistling is much lower than for humming or singing. In 2002, Chai et al. computed a rough melodic contour by counting the number of equivalent transitions in each beat [198]. Notes are detected by amplitude-based note segmentation. Later, Shiffrin et al. showed that songs can be described by Markov-chains [199] where states represent note transitions. Retrieval of songs is then achieved by the HMM Forward algorithm [200] so that no database query is required. In 2003, Zhu et al. addressed practical problems of recently proposed approaches such as the accuracy of the derived description by utilising a dynamic time-warping mechanism [201].

Most of these studies are based on music-specific properties such as rhythm information, pitch or melodic contour. Since such features might be missing in ambient audio, these methods are not applicable in our case. Haitsma et al. presented in [202] an approach applicable for the classification of general audio sequences by extracting a binary representation of audio from changes in the energy of successive frequency bands. This system was later shown to be highly robust to noise and distortion in audio data [190]. Due to its reported robustness, several authors employ slightly modified versions of this approach [192]. Lebossé et al., for instance, add further redundant sub-samples taken from the beginning and the end of an overlapping time window in order to reduce the number of bits in the fingerprint representation [203]. Alternatively, Burges et al. enhance the former approach by utilising a distortion discriminant analysis [204]. Generally, time frames taken from the audio source are mapped successively on smaller time windows in order to generate a condensed characteristic representation of the audio sequence. An alternative approach based on spectral flatness of a signal is proposed Herre et al. [205].

Also, Yang presented a method to utilise characteristic energy peaks in the signal spectrum in order to extract a unique pattern [206]. A general framework that supports this scheme was later presented by Yang et al. [207]. Building on these ideas, a similar algorithm was then successfully applied commercially by Avery Wang on a huge data base of audio sequences [208, 209].
To create audio-fingerprints for our studies, we split an audio sequence $S$ with length $|S| = l$ and sample rate $r$ up into $n$ frames $F_1, \ldots, F_n$ of identical length $d = |F_i| = r \cdot \frac{l}{n}$. On each frame a discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) weighted by a Hanning window (HW) is applied:

$$\forall i \in \{0, \ldots, n-1\}, \\
S_i = DFT(HW(F_i))$$

The frames are divided into $m$ non-overlapping frequency bands of width

$$b = \frac{\text{maxfreq}(S_i) - \text{minfreq}(S_i)}{m}.$$  

(2.58)

On each band the sum of the energy values is calculated and stored to an energy matrix $E$ with energy per frame per frequency band.

$$\forall j \in \{0, \ldots, m-1\}, \\
S_{ij} = \text{bandfilter}_{b \cdot j, b \cdot (j+1)}(S_i)$$

$$E_{ij} = \sum_k S_{ij}[k]$$  

(2.59)

(2.60)

Using the matrix $E$, a fingerprint $f$ is generated, where $\forall i \in \{1, \ldots, n-1\}, \forall j \in \{0, \ldots, m-2\}$ each bit describes the difference between the energy on frequency bands between two consecutive frames:

$$f(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
1, & (E(i, j) - E(i, j + 1)) - (E(i - 1, j) - E(i - 1, j + 1)) > 0 \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}$$

(2.61)

The complete algorithm is detailed in the appendix.

For each synchronisation, we sampled $l = 6.375$ seconds of ambient audio at a sample rate of $r = 44100$ Hz. We split the audio stream into $n = 17$ frames of $d = 0.375$ seconds each and divide every frame into $m = 33$ frequency bands, to obtain a 512 bit fingerprint. Due to the extensive recording duration, the generated fingerprints show great robustness in real world experiments (cf. section 2.6.4 and section 2.6.5). We used a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with fixed values on the length of the segments as detailed above.

This audio-fingerprinting scheme utilised in our studies utilises energy differences between frequency bands, as proposed by Haitsma et al. [190]. However, we take a more general approach of classifying ambient audio instead of music. Commonly, in the literature, the characteristic information is found in a smaller frequency band and a logarithmic scaling is suggested to better represent properties of the human auditory system. Since our system is not restricted to musical recordings, we expect that all frequency bands are equally important. Therefore, we divide frames into frequency bands at a linear scale rather than a logarithmic one. Additionally, we do not use overlapping frames since this has not shown improvements in our case. Also, the entropy and therefore the security features of the generated fingerprint is likely to become impaired with overlapping frames [210, 211].
Audio-fingerprints as cryptographic keys

To use the audio-fingerprints directly as keys for a classic encryption scheme the concurrence of fingerprints generated from related audio sequences has to be 1 with a considerably high probability [212]. Since we experienced a substantial difference in the audio-fingerprints created (cf. section 2.6.4) we consider the application of fuzzy-cryptography schemes. Note that a perfect match in fingerprints is unlikely since devices are spatially separated, not exactly synchronised and utilise possibly different audio hardware.

The proposed cryptographic protocol shall be feasible unattended and ad-hoc with unacquainted devices. For an eavesdropper in a different audio context it shall be computationally infeasible to use any intercepted data to decrypt a message or parts of it. Additionally, we want to control the threshold for the tolerated offset between fingerprints based on contextual conditions of different physical locations.

With fuzzy encryption schemes, a secret $\varsigma$ is used to hide the key $\kappa$ in a set of possible keys $K$ in such a way that only a similar secret $\varsigma'$ can find and decrypt the original key $\kappa$ correctly. In our case, the secrets which ought to be similar for all communicating devices in the same context are audio-fingerprints.

A Fuzzy Commitment scheme can, for instance, be implemented with Reed-Solomon codes [213]. The following discussion provides a short introduction to these codes.

Given a set of possible words $A$ of length $m$ and a set of possible codewords $C$ of length $n$, Reed-Solomon codes $RS(q, m, n)$ are initialised as:

$$A = \mathbb{F}_q^m,$$

$$C = \mathbb{F}_q^n,$$

with $q = p^k$, $p$ prime, $k \in \mathbb{N}$. These codes are mapping a word $a \in A$ of length $m$ uniquely to a specific codeword $c \in C$ of length $n$:

$$a \xrightarrow{\mathrm{Encode}} c,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.64)

This step adds redundancy to the original words with $n > m$, based on polynomials over Galois fields [213].

Decoding utilises the error correction properties of the Reed-Solomon-based encoding function to account for differences in the fingerprints created. The decoding function maps a set of codewords from one group $C = \{c, c', c'', \ldots\} \subset C$ to one single original word. It is

$$c \xrightarrow{\mathrm{Decode}} a \in A.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.65)

The value

$$t = \left\lfloor \frac{n - m}{2} \right\rfloor$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.66)

defines the threshold for the maximum number of bits between codewords that can be corrected in this manner to decode correctly to the same word $a$ [214]. In the following algorithms the fingerprints $f$ and $f'$ are used in conjunction with codewords to make use of this error correction procedure. Dependent on the noise in the created fingerprints, $t$ can then be chosen arbitrarily.
Commit and Decommit algorithms

We utilise Reed-Solomon error correcting codes in the following scheme to generate a common secret among devices. A fingerprint \( f \) is used to hide a randomly chosen word \( a \) as the basis for a key in a set of possible words \( a \in A \). This is a commit method. A decommit method is constructed in such a way that only a fingerprint \( f' \) with maximum Hamming distance

\[
\text{Ham}(f, f') \leq t
\]

(2.67)
can find \( a \) again. We use Reed-Solomon \( RS(q, m, n) \) codes, with \( q = 2^k, k \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( n < 2^k \), for our commit and decommit methods. After initialisation, a private word \( a \in A \) is randomly chosen. It is then encoded following the Reed-Solomon scheme to a specific codeword \( c \). For a subtract-function \( \ominus \) in \( C = \mathbb{F}_{2^k}^n \), the difference to the fingerprint is calculated as

\[
\delta = f \ominus c.
\]
(2.68)

Then, a SHA-512 hash [215] \( h(a) \) is generated from \( a \). Afterwards, the tuple \( (\delta, h(a)) \) containing the difference and the hash is made public. Note that the transmission of \( h(a) \) is optional and is only required to check whether the decommitted \( a' \) on the receiver side equals \( a \). However, provided a sufficiently secure hash function, an eavesdropper does not learn additional information about the key \( a \) within reasonable time provided that she is ignorant of a fingerprint sufficiently similar to \( f \).

The decommitment algorithm uses the public tuple \( (\delta, h(a)) \) together with the secret fingerprint \( f' \) to verify the similarity between \( f \) and \( f' \) and to obtain a shared word \( a \). A codeword \( c' \) is calculated by subtracting \( f' \) by \( \delta \) in \( \mathbb{F}_{2^k}^n \).

\[
c' = f' \ominus \delta.
\]
(2.69)

Afterwards \( c' \) is decoded to \( a' \) as

\[
a' \in A \xrightarrow{\text{Decode}} c' \in C.
\]
(2.70)

From \( h(a) = h(a') \) we can conclude \( a = a' \) with high probability. This procedure is capable of correcting up to \( t \) (cf. equation (2.66)) differing bits between the fingerprints. The decommitment was then successful and differences between \( f \) and \( f' \) are \( t \) at most. The decommitted word \( a' \) is privately saved.

Participants can use their private words to derive keys for encryption. A simple example for using \( a = a' = (a_0, \ldots, a_{m-1}) \) to generate an encryption key for the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [216] is to sum over blocks of values of \( a \). For example, when \( m = 256 \) we would sum over blocks with the length 8 and take these values modulo \( 2^8 - 1 \) to represent characters for a string with the length 32, that can be used as a key \( \kappa \):

Let \( \kappa = (\kappa_0, \ldots, \kappa_{31}) \), whereas

\[
\kappa_i = \left( \sum_{j=0}^{7} c_{(i \times 8)+j} \right) \mod 2^8 - 1
\]
In our study, for fingerprints of 512 bits we apply Reed-Solomon codes with \( RS(q = 2^{10}, m, n = 512) \). Given a maximum acceptable Hamming distance \( t^* \) (cf. equation (2.66)) between fingerprints we can then set \( m \) flexibly to define the minimum required fraction \( u \) of identical bits in fingerprints as

\[
t^* = \lceil (1 - u) \cdot n \rceil, \quad (2.71)
\]

\[
m = n - 2 \cdot t^*. \quad (2.72)
\]

Experimentally, we found \( u = 0.7 \) as a good trade-off for common audio environments to allow a sufficient amount of differences among the used fingerprints to pair devices successfully while at the same time providing sufficient cryptographic security against an eavesdropper in a different audio context (cf. section 2.6.4).

\[
m = 512 - 2 \cdot \lceil (1 - 0.7) \cdot 512 \rceil \quad (2.73)
\]

\[
= 204
\]

We therefore use Reed-Solomon codes with

\[ RS(2^{10}, 204, 512). \quad (2.74) \]

The commit and decommit algorithms are further detailed in the appendix.

**Synchronising communicating devices**

Since audio is time-dependent, a tight synchronisation among devices is required. In particular, we experienced that fingerprints created by two devices were sufficiently similar only when the synchronisation offset among devices was within tens of milliseconds. For synchronisation, any sufficiently accurate time protocol such as the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [217, 218], the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [219] or a similar time protocol can be utilised. Also, synchronisation with GPS time might be a valid option.

When two participants, Alice and Bob, are willing to communicate securely with each other, Alice starts the protocol by requesting a pairing with Bob. Then, they synchronise their absolute system times using a sufficiently accurate time protocol. Afterwards, Alice sends a start time \( \tau_{\text{start}} \) to Bob. When their clocks reach \( \tau_{\text{start}} \), the recording of ambient audio is initiated and audio-fingerprinting is applied.

In our case-studies, synchronisation of devices was a critical issue. Since the approach bases the binary fingerprints on energy differences of sub-samples of 0.375 seconds width, a misalignment of several hundreds of milliseconds results in completely different fingerprints. For best results, the start times of the audio recordings should not differ more than about 0.001 seconds. We successfully tested this with a remote NTP-server and also with one of the devices hosting the server.

Still, since NTP is able to synchronise clocks with an error of several milliseconds [220, 217], some error in the synchronisation of audio samples remains. For instance, the usage of sound subsystems, like GStreamer [221], to record ambient audio introduces new delays.
Figure 2.35 illustrates this aspect in the frequency spectrum of two NTP-synchronised recordings.

As a solution, we had the decommiting node create 200 additional fingerprints by shifting the audio sequence in both directions in steps of 0.001 seconds. The device then tried to create a common key with each of these fingerprints and uses the first successful attempt. In this way, we could compensate for an error of about 0.2 seconds in the clock synchronisation among nodes.

**Security Considerations and Attack Scenarios**

Privacy leakages translate to leaking partial information about the used audio-fingerprints. This can simplify the attack when further details of the ambient audio of Alice and Bob is available.

Possible attacks on fuzzy-cryptography are reviewed by Scheirer et al. [222]. In particular, fuzzy commitment is evaluated regarding information leakage by Ignatenko et al. [223]. It was found that the scheme can leak information about the secret key. However, this is attributable to helper data, a bit sequence at random distance to the secret key, which is made public in traditional fuzzy commitment schemes. In our case, we do not utilise helper data and only optionally provide the hash of a data sequence with similar purpose.

The publicly available distance $\delta$ between $f$ and $c$ might, however leak information when either the fingerprints $f$, the code-sequences $c \in \mathcal{C}$ or the random word $a \in \mathcal{A}$ are not distributed uniformly at random or have insufficient entropy. Generally, it is important that

1. the random function to generate $a$ has a sufficiently high entropy
2. the codewords $c \in \mathcal{C}$ are independently and uniformly distributed over all possible bit sequences of length $n$
3. The entropy of the generated fingerprints is high
We address these issues in the following.

1) The choice of $a \in A$ has to be done by using a random source with sufficient entropy. In Linux-based systems /dev/urandom should provide enough entropy for using the output for cryptographic purposes [224]. For generating $h(a)$ a one-way-function has to be chosen to make sure that no assumptions on $a$ can be made based on $h(a)$. We utilise SHA-512 which is certified by the NIST and was extensively evaluated [215].

2) We are using 512 bit fingerprints and the Reed-Solomon code $RS(2^{10}, 204, 512)$. Consequently, sets of words and codewords are defined as $A = \mathbb{F}_{204}^{2^{10}}$ and $C = \mathbb{F}_{512}^{2^{10}}$. A word $a$ out of $2^{10\cdot204} = 1024^{204}$ possible words is randomly chosen and encoded to $c$.

3) In order to test the entropy of generated fingerprints we applied the dieHarder [225] set of statistical tests. Generally, we could not find any bias in the fingerprints created from ambient audio. Section 2.6.6 discusses the test results in more detail.

A relevant attack scenario valid in our case is that the attacker is in the same audio context as Alice and Bob. In this case, no security is provided by the proposed protocol. Although this is a plausible threat, it can hardly be avoided that the leaking of contextual information poses a threat to a protocol that is designed to base the secure key generation exclusively on exactly this information. This principle is essential for the desired unobtrusive and ad-hoc operation. An overview over possible attack scenarios when the attacker is not inside the same context is listed below.

**Brute force** The set of possible words $A$ has to be large enough. It should be computationally infeasible to test every combination to get the used word $a$. The probability to guess the right $a$ is $1024^{-204}$ in our implementation. Note that even with $u = 0.6$, this probability is still $1024^{-102}$.

**Denial-of-service (DoS)** An attacker could stress the communication while Alice and Bob are using the fuzzy pairing. The pairing would fail if $(\delta, h(a))$ is not transmitted correctly. DoS preventions should be implemented to provide an accurate treatment. As part of these preventions a maximum number of attempts to pair two devices should be defined. Generally, this type of attack is only possible when $(\delta, h(a))$ or $\delta$ is transmitted. As mentioned in section 2.6.3, with a careful choice of the fingerprint mechanism the exchange of data can be avoided.

**Man-in-the-middle** An Eavesdropper Eve could be located in such a way, that she can intercept the wireless connection but is not located in the same physical context as Alice and Bob. When Eve intercepts the tuple $(\delta, h(a))$, she must generate an audio-fingerprint $\tilde{f}$ that is sufficiently close to the fingerprints $f$ and $f'$ of Alice and Bob to intercept successfully. With no knowledge on the audio context, a brute force attack is then required. This has to be done while Alice and Bob are currently in the phase of pairing. Therefore Eve is limited by a strict time frame. Again, this attack can be prevented by avoiding the transmission of $(\delta, h(a))$ or $\delta$.  
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Audio amplification An Eavesdropper Eve could be located in physical proximity where the ambient audio used by Alice and Bob to generate their fingerprints is replicated. Eve can utilise a directional microphone to amplify these audio signals. In fact, this is a security threat which increases the chance that Eve can reconstruct the fingerprint partly to have a greater probability of guessing the secure secret. Since our scheme inherently relies on contextual information we can not completely eliminate this threat. However, we show in section 2.6.5 that the acoustic properties in two rooms are at least sufficiently different to prevent a device with access to the dominant audio source to be successful in more than 50% of all cases.

2.6.4 Fingerprint-based authentication

In a controlled environment we recorded several audio samples with two microphones placed at distinct positions in a laboratory. The samples were played back by a single audio source. Microphones were attached to the left and right ports of an audio card on a single computer with audio cables of equal lengths. They were placed at 1.5 m, 3 m, 4.5 m and 6 m distance to the audio source. For each setting, the two microphones were always located at non-equal distances. In several experiments, the audio source emitted the samples at quiet, medium and loud volume. The audio samples utilised consisted of several instances of music, a person clapping her hands, snapping her fingers, speaking and whistling. Dependent on the specific sample, the mean dB for these loudness levels varied slightly. The loudness levels for several sample classes experienced in 1.5 m distance are detailed in table 2.32.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>loud</th>
<th>median</th>
<th>quiet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clap</td>
<td>40 dB</td>
<td>35 dB</td>
<td>25 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>35 dB</td>
<td>25 dB</td>
<td>15 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snap</td>
<td>30 dB</td>
<td>25 dB</td>
<td>10 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak</td>
<td>25 dB</td>
<td>20 dB</td>
<td>15 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whistle</td>
<td>45 dB</td>
<td>35 dB</td>
<td>25 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For these samples recorded by both microphones we created audio-fingerprints and compared their Hamming distances pair-wise. We distinguish between fingerprints created for audio sampled simultaneously and non-simultaneously. Overall, 7500 distinct comparisons between fingerprints are conducted in various environmental settings. From these, 300 comparisons are created for simultaneously recorded samples.

Figure 2.36 depicts the median percentage of identical bits in the fingerprints for audio samples recorded simultaneously and non-simultaneously for several positions of the microphones and for several loudness levels. The error bars depict the variance in the Hamming distance.
Figure 2.36: Hamming distance observed for fingerprints created for recorded audio samples at distinct loudness levels and distances between microphones and the audio source (1536-1253/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, SPS)
First, we observe that the similarity in the fingerprints is significantly higher for simultaneously sampled audio in all cases. Also, notably, the similarity in the fingerprints of non-simultaneously recorded audio is slightly higher than 50%, which we would expect for a random guess. The small deviation is a consequence of the monotonous electronic background noise originated by the recording devices consisting of the microphones and the audio chipsets.

Additionally, the distance of the microphones to the audio source has no impact on the similarity of fingerprints. Similarly, we can not observe a significant effect of the loudness level. This confirms our expectation since for the fingerprinting approach not the absolute energy on frequency bands but changes in energy over time were considered (cf. section 2.6.3). Therefore, changes in the loudness level as, for instance, by altering the distance to the audio source or by changing the volume of the audio, have minor impact on the fingerprints.

Table 2.33 depicts the maximum and minimum Hamming distance among all experiments. We observe that one of the comparisons of fingerprints for non-simultaneously recorded audio yielded a maximum similarity of 0.6484. This value is still fairly separated from the minimum bit-similarity observed for fingerprints from simultaneously recorded samples. Also, this event is very seldom in the 7200 comparisons since the mean is sharply concentrated around the median with a low variance. Therefore, by repeating this process for a small number of times, we reduce the probability of such an event to a negligible value. For instance, only about 3.8% of the comparisons between fingerprints from non-matching samples have a similarity of more than 0.58; only 0.4583% have a similarity of more than 0.6. Similarly, only 2.33% of the comparisons of synchronously sampled audio have a similarity of less than 0.7.

With these results, we conclude that an authentication based on audio-fingerprints created from synchronised audio samples in identical environmental contexts is feasible. However, since it is unlikely that the fingerprints match in all bits, it is not possible to utilise the audio-fingerprints directly as a secret key to establish a secure communication channel among devices. We therefore considered error correcting codes to account for the noise in the fingerprints created.
Table 2.34: Configuration of the four scenarios considered

| Microphones (external) |          |
|------------------------|--|---|
| Impedance              | $\leq 22 \, \text{k}\Omega$ |
| Current consumption    | $\leq 0.5 \, \text{mA}$    |
| Frequency response     | 100 Hz $\sim$ 16 KHz       |
| Sensitivity            | $-38 \, \text{dB} \pm 2 \, \text{dB}$ |

| Microphones (internal) |          |
|------------------------|--|---|
| Device A               | Intel G45 DEVIBX |
| Device B               | Intel 82801I    |

2.6.5 Case-studies

We implemented the described ambient audio-based secure communication scheme in Python and conducted case-studies in four distinct environments. The experiments feature differing loudness levels, different background noise figures as well as distinct common situations. In section 2.6.5, we observe how the proposed method can establish an ad-hoc secure communication based on audio from ongoing discussions in a general office environment. Since an adversary able to sneak into the audio context of a given room might be better positioned to guess the secure key, we demonstrate in section 2.6.5 that even for an adversary device that is able to establish a similar dominant audio context in a different room by listening to the same FM-radio-channel, the gap in the created fingerprints is significant. In these two experiments, we utilised artificial audio sources in a sense that they were specifically placed to create the ambient audio context. In section 2.6.5 and section 2.6.5 we describe experiments in common environments where ambient audio was utilised exclusively. In section 2.6.5 we placed devices at distinct locations in a canteen and studied the success probability based on the distance between devices. In section 2.6.5 we study the feasibility of establishing a secure communication channel with road-traffic as background noise. Figure 2.37 summarises all settings considered. To capture audio we utilised the build-in microphones of the computers. The only exception is the reference scenario 2.37a in which simple off-the-shelf external microphones have been utilised. For both devices, the manufacturer and audio device types differed. Table 2.34 details further configuration of the scenarios conducted and the hardware utilised.

Office environment

In our first case-study, we position two laptops in an office environment. Ambient audio was originated from individuals speaking inside or outside of the office room. We conducted several sets of experiments with differing positions of laptop computers and audio sources as depicted in figure 2.37a. We distinguish four distinct scenarios

2.37a$_1$ Both devices inside the office at locations a and b. 1-2 Individuals speaking at
(a) Office setting. Devices and speakers located at distinct positions.

(b) Office setting. Synchronised dominant audio source established in both rooms via FM radios.

(c) Canteen setting. Devices located at various distances. No dominant noise source.

(d) Roadtraffic setting. Devices arranged alongside a road. No dominant noise source.

Figure 2.37: Environmental settings of the case-studies conducted.
locations 1 to 4.

2.37a₁ One device inside and one outside the office in front of the open office door at locations a and c. 1-2 Individuals speaking at locations 1 and 5.

2.37a₃ Both devices in the corridor in front of the office at locations c and d. 1-2 Individuals speaking at locations 5 to 11.

2.37a₄ One device inside and one outside the office in front of the closed office door at locations a and c. 1-2 Individuals speaking (damped but audible behind closed door) at locations 1 and 5.

In all cases the devices were synchronised over NTP. For each synchronisation, one device indicated at which point in time it would initiate audio recording. Both devices then sample ambient audio at that time and create a common key following the protocol described in section 2.6.3. For each scenario the key synchronisation process was repeated 10 times with the persons located at different locations. From these persons, either person 1, person 2 or both were talking during the synchronisation attempts in order to provide the audio context.

The settings 2.37a₁ and 2.37a₃ represent the situation of two friendly devices willing to establish a secure communication channel. The setting 2.37a₂ could constitute the situation in which a person passing by is accidentally witnessing the communication and part of the audio context. In setting 2.37a₄, the communication partners might have closed the office door intentionally in order to keep information secure from persons outside the office.

In scenario 2.37a₁, where both devices share the same audio context a fraction of 0.9 of all synchronisation attempts have been successful. Also, for scenario 2.37a₃, the fraction of successful synchronisation attempts was as high as 0.8. Consequently, when both devices are located in the same audio context, a successful synchronisation is possible with high probability.

For scenario 2.37a₂, where the device outside the ajar door could partly witness the audio context, we had a success probability of 0.4. Although this means that less than every second approach was successful, this is clearly not acceptable in most cases. Still, this low success probability it is remarkable since the person speaking in the office or on the corridor was clearly audible at the respective other location.

In scenario 2.37a₄, however, when the audio context was separated by the closed door, no synchronisation attempt was successful. Remarkably in this case, the person speaking was, although hardly comprehensible, still audible at the other side of the door.

Finally, we attempted to establish a synchronisation in the scenarios 2.37a₁, 2.37a₂ and 2.37a₃ when only background noise was present. This means that no sound was emitted from a source located in the same location as one of the devices. Some distant voices and indistinguishable sounds could occasionally be observed. After a total of twelve tries in these three scenarios, not a single one resulted in a successful synchronisation between devices. We conclude that a dominant noise source or at least more dominant background noise needs to be present in the same physical context as the devices that want to establish a common key.
### Context replication with FM-radio

A straightforward security attack for audio-based encryption could be for the attacker to extract information about the audio context and use this in order to guess the secret key created. We studied this threat by trying to generate a secret key between two devices in different rooms but with similar audio contexts. In particular, we placed two FM-radios, tuned to the same frequency in both rooms (cf. figure 2.37b).

The audio context was therefore dominated by the synchronised music and speech from the FM-radio channel. No other audio sources have been present in the rooms so that additional background noise was negligible. We conducted two experiments in which the devices were first located in the same room and then in different rooms with the same distance to the audio source. The loudness level of the audio source was tuned to about 50 dB in both rooms. Figure 2.38 depicts the median bit-similarity achieved when the devices were placed in the same room and in different rooms respectively.

We observe that in both cases the variance in the bit errors achieved is below 0.01%. When both devices are placed in the same room, the median Hamming distance between fingerprints is only 31.64%. We account this high similarity and the low variance to the fact that background noise was negligible in this setting since the FM-radio was the dominant audio source.

When the devices are placed in different rooms, the variance in bit error rates is still low with 0.008%. The median Hamming distance rose in this case to 36.52%.

Consequently, although the dominant audio source in both settings generated identical and synchronised content, the Hamming distance drops significantly when both devices are in an identical room. With sufficient tuning of the error correction method conditioned on the Hamming distance, an eavesdropper can be prevented from stealing the secret key.
even though information on the audio context might be leaking.

**Canteen environment**

We studied the accuracy of the approach in the canteen of the TU Braunschweig (cf. figure 2.37c). At different tables, laptop computers have been placed. For each configuration we conducted 10 attempts to establish a unique key based on the fingerprints. We conducted all experiments during 11:30 and 14:00 on a business day in a well populated canteen. The ambient noise in this experiment was approximately at 60 dB. Apart from the audible discussion on each table, background noise was characterised by occasional high pitches of clashing cutlery.

Figure 2.39 depicts the results achieved. The figure shows the median percentage of bit errors between the fingerprints generated by both devices.

We observe that generally the percentage of identical bits in the fingerprint decreases with increasing distance. With about 2 m distance the percentage of identical bits is still quite similar to the similarity achieved when devices are only 30 cm apart. This is also true when one of the devices is placed at the next table. However, with a distance of about 4 meters and above, the percentage of bit errors are well separated so that also the error correction could be tuned such that a generation of a unique key is not feasible at this a distance.

**Outdoor environment**

In this instrumentation the two computers were located at the side of a well trafficked road. The study has been conducted during the rush hour between 17:00 and 19:00 at a regular working day. The road was frequented by pedestrians, bicycles, cars, lorries and trams. The data was measured not far off a headlight so that traffic occasionally stopped with
running motors in front of the measurements. The loudness level was about 60 dB for both devices. The setting is depicted in figure 2.37d. We gradually increased the distance among devices. Devices have been placed with a distance between their microphones of 0.5 m, 3 m, 5 m, 7 m and 9 m at one side of the road. Additionally, for one experiment devices are placed at opposite sides of the road. For each configuration 10 to 13 experiments have been conducted. The results are depicted in figure 2.40. The figure depicts the median Hamming distance and variance for the respective configurations applied.

Not surprisingly, we observe that the Hamming distance between fingerprints generated by both devices is lowest when devices are placed next to each other. With increasing distance, the Hamming distance increases slightly but then stays similar also for greater distances.

At the opposite side of the road, however, the Hamming distance drops more significantly. When both devices are at the same side of the road, the probability to guess the secret key is high even for greater distances between the devices. We believe that this property is attributable to the very monotonic background noise generated by the vehicles on the road. The audio-context is therefore similar also in greater distances.

Only when one of the devices is located at the opposite side of the road, a more significant distinction between the generated fingerprints is possible. This may account to the different reflection of audio off surrounding buildings and to the fact that vehicles on the other lane generate a different dominant audio footprint.

Generally, these results suggest that audio-based key generation is hardly feasible in this scenario. Audio-based generation of secret keys is not well suited in an environment with very monotonic and unvaried background noise. Although a light protection from intruders on the different side of the road is possible, the radius in which similar fingerprints are generated on one side of the road is unacceptably high.
2.6.6 Entropy of fingerprints

Although these results suggest that it is unlikely for a device in another audio context to generate a fingerprint which is sufficiently similar, an active adversary might analyse the structure of fingerprints created to identify and explore a possible weakness in the encryption key. Such a weakness might be constituted by repetitions of subsequences or by an unequal distribution of symbols. A message encrypted with a key biased in such a way may leak more information about the encrypted message than intended.

We estimated the entropy of audio-fingerprints generated for audio-sub-sequences by applying statistical tests on the distribution of bits. In particular, we utilised the dieHarder [225] set of statistical tests. This battery of tests calculates the p-value of a given random sequence with respect to several statistical tests. The p-value denotes the probability to obtain an input sequence by a truly random bit generator [226]. All tests are applied to a set of fingerprints of 480 bits length. We utilised all samples obtained in section 2.6.4 and section 2.6.5.

From 7490 statistical-test-batches consisting of 100 repeated applications of one specific test each, only 173, or about 2.31% resulted in a p-value of less than 0.0531. Each specific test was repeated at least 70 times. The p-values are calculated according to the statistical test of Kuiper [226, 227].

Figure 2.41 depicts for all test-series conducted the fraction of tests that did not pass a sequence of 100 consecutive runs at > 5% for Kuiper KS p-values [226] for all 107 distinct tests in the DieHarder battery of statistical tests. Generally, we observe that for all test-runs conducted, the number of tests that fail is within the confidence interval with a confidence value of \( \alpha = 0.03 \). The confidence interval was calculated for \( m = 107 \) tests as

\[
1 - \alpha \pm 3 \cdot \sqrt{\frac{(1 - \alpha) \cdot \alpha}{m}}.
\]  

Alternatively, we could not observe any distinction between indoor and outdoor settings (cf. figure 2.41a and figure 2.41b) and conclude that also the increasing noise figure and different hardware utilised 32 does not impact the test results. Since music might represent a special case due to its structured properties and possible repetitions in an audio sequence, we considered it separately from the other samples. We could not identify a significant impact of music on the outcome of the test results (cf. figure 2.41c).

Additionally, we separated audio samples of one audio class and used them exclusively as input to the statistical tests. Again, there is no significant change for any of the classes (cf. figure 2.41d).

We conclude that we could not observe any bias in fingerprints based on ambient audio. Consequently, the entropy of fingerprints based on ambient audio can be considered as high. An adversary should gain no significant information from an encrypted message eavesdropped.

---

31 All results are available at http://www.ibr.cs.tu-bs.de/users/sigg/StatisticalTests/TestsFingerprints_110601.tar.gz

32 Overall, the microphones utilised (2 internal, 2 external) were produced by three distinct manufacturers
Figure 2.41: Illustration of P-Values obtained for audio-fingerprints by applying the DieHarder battery of statistical tests. (1536-1233/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, SPS)
2.6.7 Conclusion

We have studied the feasibility to utilise contextual information to establish a secure communication channel among devices. The approach was exemplified for ambient audio and can be similarly applied to alternative features or context sources. The proposed fuzzy-cryptography scheme is adaptable in its noise tolerance through the parameters of the error correcting code utilised and the audio sample length.

In a laboratory environment, we utilised sets of recordings for five situations at three loudness levels and four relative positions of microphones and audio source. We derived in 7500 experiments the expected Hamming distance among audio-fingerprints. The fraction of identical bits is above 0.75 for fingerprints from the same audio context and below 0.55 otherwise. This gap in the Hamming distance can be exploited to generate a common secret among devices in the same audio context. We detailed a protocol utilising fuzzy-cryptography schemes that does not require the transmission of any information on the secure key. The common secret is instead conditioned on fingerprints from synchronised audio-recordings. The scheme enables ad-hoc and unobtrusive generation of a secure channel among devices in the same context. We conducted a set of common statistical tests and showed that the entropy of audio-fingerprints based on energy differences in adjacent frequency bands is high and sufficient to implement a cryptographic scheme.

In four case-studies, we verified the feasibility of the protocol under realistic conditions. The greatest separation between fingerprints from identical and non-identical audio-contexts was observed indoor with low background noise and a single dominant audio source. In such an environment we could distinguish devices in the same and in different audio contexts. It was even possible to clearly identify a device that replicated dominant audio from another room with an equally tuned FM-radio at similar loudness level.

In a case-study conducted in a crowded canteen environment, we observed that the synchronisation quality was generally impaired due to the absence of a dominant audio source. However, it was still possible to establish a privacy area of about 2 m inside which the Hamming distance of fingerprints was distinguishably smaller than for greater distances. The worst results have been obtained in a setting conducted beside a heavily trafficked road. In this case, when the noise component becomes dominant and considerably louder, the synchronisation quality was further reduced. Additionally, due to the increased loudness level, a similar synchronisation quality was possible also at distances of about 9 m. We conclude that in this scenario, a secure communication channel based purely on ambient audio is hard to establish.

We claim that the synchronisation quality in scenarios with more dominant noise components can be further improved with improved features and fingerprint algorithms. Currently, most ideas are lent from fingerprinting algorithms and features designed to distinguish between music sequences. Although algorithms have been adapted to better capture characteristics of ambient audio, we believe that features and fingerprint generation to classify ambient audio might be further improved. Additionally, the consideration of additional contextual features such as light or RF-channel-based should improve the robustness of the presented approach.
In our implementation we faced difficulties to achieve sufficiently accurate (in the order of few milliseconds) time-synchronisation among wireless devices. In our current studies we tested several sample windows of NTP-synchronised recordings in order to achieve a feasible implementation on standard hardware. However, a more exact time synchronisation would further reduce the accuracy and computational complexity of the approach.

APPENDIX A: Fingerprint creation

The fingerprinting method implemented is detailed in algorithm 2.

After initialisation, the audio sequence is split into frames $F_i$. For each frame, a Hanning window weighted absolute Fourier transform is then applied. Afterwards, the energy difference between successive frequency bands is calculated and concatenated to a fingerprint. When the energy was increased, the corresponding position in the binary fingerprint is associated with the value 1, and else with 0.

APPENDIX B: Commit

Algorithm 3 details the commit function we utilised to create a public pair $(\delta, h(a))$ describing the difference between a fingerprint and a randomly chosen code value. Generally, after randomly choosing $a$ from $A$, a hash $h(a)$ is generated and $a$ is stored privately. Following a suitable error correcting code (in our case Reed-Solomon codes with $RS(2^{10}, 204, 512)$), a corresponding codeword $c$ is derived from $a$. After calculating the distance $\delta$ between $c$ and $f$, pair $(\delta, h(a))$ is then published as a verification that sufficiently similar fingerprints have been created by both devices.

APPENDIX C: Decommit

The decommitment algorithm, utilised to verify the similarity of fingerprints created by remote devices, is detailed in algorithm 4. The public pair $(\delta, h(a))$ provided by algorithm 3 is used in order to verify the similarity between $f$ and $f'$. Given the fingerprint $f'$, the codeword $c'$ is calculated as the codeword with distance $\delta$ to $f'$. This value is then decoded to a word $a' \in A$. Due to the properties of the error correction methods, up to $t = \left\lfloor \frac{n-m}{2} \right\rfloor$ bits difference between the fingerprints can be corrected. Since $c'$ and $c$ have the distance $\delta$ to the fingerprints $f'$ and $f$ in common, they also share the same Hamming distance. Consequently, from the Hamming distance $\text{Ham}(f, f')$ between the two fingerprints we obtain

\[
\text{Ham}(f, f') \leq t \quad (2.76)
\]
\[
\Rightarrow h(a') = h(a). \quad (2.77)
\]
\[
\Rightarrow a' = a \quad (2.78)
\]

Therefore, when the hash values are observed to be identical, $a$ can be used as the common secret among devices. Otherwise, the pairing failed.
Algorithm 2: Fingerprint($S$) (1536-1233/13/$31.00$ ©2013 IEEE Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, Com-
Soc, IES, SPS)

**Input:** Audio sequence $S$ with sample rate $r$

**Data:** $l$: length of $S$ in seconds, $n$: number of frames, $m$: number of frequency bands

**Output:** fingerprint $f$ as bit sequence

begin

$d \leftarrow r \cdot \frac{L}{n}$; // length of one frame

$F \leftarrow \{F_0, \ldots, F_{n-1}\}$;

for $i \leftarrow 0$ to $n - 1$ do

$s \leftarrow i \cdot d$;

$F_i \leftarrow S[s : s + d]$; // split into frames

end

foreach $F_i$ in $F$ do

$F_i \leftarrow \text{HW}(F_i)$;

$F_i \leftarrow \text{Abs}(\text{FFT}(F_i))$;

end

// calculate energy per frequency band on every frame

for $i \leftarrow 0$ to $n - 1$ do

divide into frequency bands $B_0, \ldots, B_{m-1}$;

for $j \leftarrow 0$ to $m - 1$ do

$E[i, j] \leftarrow \sum_k B_j[k]$;

end

end

for $i \leftarrow 1$ to $n - 1$ do

for $j \leftarrow 0$ to $m - 2$ do

if $E[i, j] - E[i, j + 1] - (E[i - 1, j] - E[i - 1, j + 1]) > 0$ then

$f \leftarrow f||1$;

end

else

$f \leftarrow f||0$;

end

end

return $f$

end
Algorithm 3: Commit($f$)  

**Input:** fingerprint $f$  
**Data:** $k, m, n$ for initialising $RS(2^k, m, n)$  
**Output:** $(\delta, h(a))$

\begin{algorithmic}
\begin{itemize}
    \item $A = \mathbb{F}_{2^k}^m$;
    \item $C = \mathbb{F}_{2^k}^n$;
    \item randomly choose $a = (a_0, \ldots, a_{m-1}) \in A$;
    \item generate $h(a)$;
    \item SavePrivate($a$);
    \item $c \in C \xrightarrow{\text{Encode}} a \in A$;
    \item $\delta \leftarrow f \ominus c$; // $\ominus$: subtraction in $C = \mathbb{F}_{2^k}^n$;
    \item return $(\delta, h(a))$
\end{itemize}
\end{algorithmic}

Algorithm 4: Decommit($f', (\delta, h(a))$)  

**Input:** fingerprint $f'$, received $(\delta, h(a))$  
**Data:** $k, m, n$ for initialising $RS(2^k, m, n)$

\begin{algorithmic}
\begin{itemize}
    \item $A = \mathbb{F}_{2^k}^m$;
    \item $C = \mathbb{F}_{2^k}^n$;
    \item $c' \leftarrow f' \ominus \delta$; // $\ominus$: subtraction in $C = \mathbb{F}_{2^k}^n$;
    \item $a' \in A \xleftarrow{\text{Decode}} c' \in C$;
    \item generate $h(a')$;
    \item if $h(a') = h(a)$ then
        \item return "decommitment successful";
        \item SavePrivate($a'$);
    \item end
    \item else
        \item return "decommitment failed";
    \item end
\end{itemize}
\end{algorithmic}
2.7 Pattern-based Alignment of Audio Data for Ad-hoc Secure Device Pairing

When studying the use of ambient audio to generate a secure cryptographic shared key among mobile phones, we encounter a misalignment problem for recorded audio data. The diversity in software and hardware causes mobile phones to produce badly-aligned audio chunks. It decreases the identical fraction in audio samples recorded in nearby mobile phones and consequently the common information available to create a secure key. Unless the mobile devices are real-time capable, this problem can not be solved with standard distributed time synchronisation approaches. We propose a pattern-based approximative matching process to achieve synchronisation without communication independently on each device. Our experimental results show that this method can help to improve the similarity of the audio fingerprints, which are the source to create the communication key.

2.7.1 Introduction

With recent advances in smart-phone dissemination and their computational capabilities, smart-phones can be seen as a kind of wearable device for the masses. These general-purpose devices are capable of solving several wearable computing tasks. Due to their high penetration, security in communication among devices becomes a relevant issue. Common security schemes for mobile devices require explicit user input to provide a shared piece of information. A wearable device, however, should not distract its holder from other tasks. How can we provide security among possibly unacquainted devices without any user interaction?

We consider an interaction-free common key generation scheme for proximate devices conditioned on ambient audio. Since the seed to the key is implicit with the context, no information that could be used to reconstruct the key is transmitted on a wireless channel during key generation. Each device computes a binary characteristic sequence for a synchronised recording: An audio-fingerprint [190, 209, 228, 229, 230]. This binary sequence is designed to fall onto a code-space of an error correcting code [213]. Devices then exploit the error correction capabilities of the error correcting code to map fingerprints to codewords as described in [214, 212]. For fingerprints with a Hamming-distance within the error correction threshold of the error correcting code the resulting codewords are identical and then utilized as secure keys. The Hamming distance in fingerprints rises with increasing distance of devices so that distant devices are unlikely to guess the correct key. Our fingerprint extraction scheme is adapted from [190] to extract fingerprints from synchronized ambient audio recordings in a noisy environment without exchanging any information about the resources among devices. However, when audio sequences utilized

are not well aligned, similarity in fingerprints decreases. This is due to the fingerprint generation which exploits the relative fluctuation of energy over time. Small shifts in the audio data will likely produce completely differing fingerprints. This is a relevant problem since simple time synchronisation approaches, such as for instance the network time protocol (NTP), are not suitable to sufficiently synchronise audio recordings due to the delays in the recording hardware.

This paper addresses the accurate alignment of recorded audio sequences from remote devices. The challenging point here is to achieve an alignment between audio samples taken from distinct devices interaction free and without any inter-device communication other than an initial plain pairing request.

We will in section 2.7.2 discuss related work on secure ad-hoc pairing of mobile devices. Problems that prevent accurate audio sequence alignment and our pattern-based approximative matching method to reduce the mismatching are detailed in in section 2.7.4. Section 2.7.5 describes a case study conducted with smart-phone devices to investigate the accuracy of our approach in a realistic setting and results of our alignment scheme. Section 2.7.7 draws our conclusion.

2.7.2 Related Work

Contextual or sensor information of mobile devices can be incorporated as a solution for authentication [170]. When the seed to the key is implicit with the context, no information that could be used to reconstruct the key is transmitted during key generation. For instance, McCune et al. [231] introduced Seeing-Is-Believing, utilizing the camera of a mobile device to capture a 2D barcode which is displayed on the screen of another device. Loud and Clear of Goodrich et al. [232] implements a similar scheme but exploits spoken audio. A user reads aloud a text message displayed on one device and a second device recognizes the speech for authentication. A further example mechanism by Mayrhofer et al. [173] uses accelerometer readings when devices are shaken simultaneously by a single person. Also, Mayrhofer derived in [174] that the sharing of secret keys is possible with a similar protocol by repeatedly exchanging hashes of key-sub-sequences until a common secret is found. Bichler et al. generalise this approach to noisy acceleration readings [175, 169]. They utilize a hash function that maps similar acceleration patterns to identical key sequences. These approaches require explicit user interaction.

By utilising a context source that provides a sufficient amount of unique, context-related information, such as audio or radio frequency (RF), it is possible to get the user out of the loop. Mathur et al. introduced ProxiMate that enables wireless devices in proximity to pair automatically and securely using their shared ambient RF-signals [6]. They generate fingerprints from RF-channel fluctuations and map these onto a codespace of an error-correcting code. By correcting potential errors in the fingerprints, they are mapped onto the closest regular codeword in the codespace. When the similarity between fingerprints is high, codewords are identical. Sigg et. al proposed to use audio instead of RF in a similar implementation [233]. They study the entropy of audio fingerprints and identify time synchronisation as a main hindrance to practically apply the method for mobile
devices. Their instrumentation requires idealized conditions regarding the synchronisation of devices and to account for this a high number of fingerprints must be created (201 in their experiments) in order to find one matching fingerprint. For extensive computational load, this is feasible only in an offline approach. The high number of fingerprints created, however, was necessary since the utilized NTP synchronisation is not sufficiently accurate.

In this paper, we present an alignment mechanism that enables a synchronisation accuracy of recorded audio in the order of less than 10 milliseconds among unsynchronised mobile devices in the same context without transmitting information about the audio sequence over the wireless channel. The synchronisation is achieved by processing a weakly NTP-synchronised recording without additional communication among the devices.

2.7.3 Extracting fingerprints from ambient audio

Most of the previous studies applied audio fingerprints to a large audio database of musical information. In this type of data, there exists a dominant sound, which is the song itself. In our research, we need to extract a fingerprint that can represent all of the characteristics of ambient sounds around the devices. For instance, when the user is in a lobby room, there are various audio sources such as human voice, music, noise of opening and closing doors, etc. All of the recorded sounds are potentially equally important to describe a context and should contribute to form an audio fingerprint.

Our approach is adapted from [190] to extract the most similar fingerprint from synchronised ambient audio recordings in a noisy environment without exchanging any information about the resources among devices. In our research, each bit in the binary audio-fingerprint expresses the difference between energy on frequency bands.

An ambient audio chunk is split into non-overlapping equal-length frames. Then we perform a Discrete Fast Fourier Transform on these frames. After that, each frame is divided into a set of frequency bands with identical width.

An energy matrix $E$ is created as follows. Its size is the number of frames $\times$ the number of frequency bands per frame. Each value of the matrix represents the total energy of a frequency band in the corresponding frame.

From the matrix $E$, we generate the binary fingerprint $f$ whose bits contain the information about the energy change of frequency bands on two successive frames.

$$f(i,j) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } (E[i,j] - E[i,j+1]) - (E[i-1,j] - E[i-1,j+1]) > 0 \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

In the above formula, if the energy gain between two consecutive frames is positive, the corresponding element in the binary sequence is assigned with the value of 1; otherwise, it has the value of 0. Each audio fingerprint contains 512 bits. Because the fingerprint extraction is performed based on the relative fluctuation of energy, there is no effect caused by the difference of raw intensity values in time domain for distinct devices. However, since the audio signal is of consecutive time windows, small shifts in the audio data will likely
produce completely differing fingerprints. When this method is utilized for the generation of identical binary strings on remote mobile devices, the timing difference likely prevents the generation of sufficiently similar information on both devices.

Also, if there are more audio sources around the device, the audio fingerprints are more sensitive with inter-device distance. The closer the mobile devices to each other, the more similar their fingerprints are.

To use the audio-fingerprints directly as keys for a classic encryption scheme the concurrence of fingerprints generated from related audio sequences has to be 1 with a considerably high probability [212]. Since we experienced a substantial difference in the audio-fingerprints created we consider the application of fuzzy cryptography schemes. Note that a perfect match in fingerprints is unlikely since devices are spatially separated, not exactly synchronised and utilize possibly different audio hardware.

The proposed cryptographic protocol shall work completely ad-hoc with devices previously not known to each other. For an eavesdropper in a different audio context it shall be computationally infeasible to use any intercepted data to decrypt a message or parts of it. Apart from these requirements we want to choose the threshold for a working encrypted communication based on contextual conditions of different physical locations.

With fuzzy encryption schemes, we are able to overcome these challenges. Generally, a secret $\varsigma$ is used to hide the key $\kappa$ in a set of possible keys $\mathcal{K}$ in such a way that only a similar secret $\varsigma'$ can find and decrypt the original key $\kappa$ correctly. In our case, the secrets which are similar for all communicating devices in the same context are constituted by fingerprints generated from ambient audio.

We implemented a Fuzzy Commitment scheme with Reed-Solomon codes [213]. The following discussion provides a short introduction into these codes.

Given a set of possible words $\mathcal{A}$ of length $m$ and a set of possible codewords $\mathcal{C}$ of length $n$, Reed-Solomon codes $RS(q, m, n)$ are initialized as:

\[
\mathcal{A} = \mathcal{F}_q^m, \\
\mathcal{C} = \mathcal{F}_q^n,
\]

with $q = p^k$, $p$ prime, $k \in \mathbb{N}$. These codes are mapping a word $a \in \mathcal{A}$ of length $m$ uniquely to a specific codeword $c \in \mathcal{C}$ of length $n$:

\[
a \xrightarrow{\text{Encode}} c,
\]

This step adds redundancy to the original words with $n > m$, based on polynomials over Galois fields [213].

Decoding utilizes the error correction properties of the Reed-Solomon-based encoding function to account for differences in the fingerprints created. The decoding function maps a set of codewords from one group $\mathcal{C} = \{c, c', c'', \ldots\} \subset \mathcal{C}$ to one single original word. It is

\[
\tilde{c} \xrightarrow{\text{Decode}} a \in \mathcal{A}.
\]
The value

\[ t = \left\lfloor \frac{n - m}{2} \right\rfloor \quad (2.83) \]

defines the threshold for the maximum number of bits between codewords that can be corrected in this manner to decode correctly to the same word \( a \) [214]. In the algorithm implemented, the fingerprints \( f \) and \( f' \) are used in conjunction with codewords to make use of this error correction procedure. Dependent on the noise in the created fingerprints, \( t \) can then be chosen arbitrarily.

Our current fingerprint extraction scheme, which is based on energy in frequency domain, can deal with the difference in amplitude values. However, when the audio chunks are shifted in time, for example, since the ambient sounds are not recorded at the same time, the audio fingerprints misalign so that we can not create the common key. In our experiments, we observed this effect. In particular, although the NTP-synchronised devices intend to start their recordings at the same time, we observed significant differences that exceed the time offset due to NTP in accuracy by several milliseconds. This effect can be observed in figure 2.43.

### 2.7.4 Pattern-based alignment of audio data

When developing the scheme of unobtrusive secure device pairing with audio fingerprints for Android-based mobile devices, we encountered practical issues not evident when considering the problem theoretically. One issue in practical implementation is differing audio hardware. For instance, the Samsung Google Nexus S\(^{34}\) and HTC Google Nexus One\(^{35}\)

---

\(^{34}\)Nexus S: http://www.google.com/nexus/tech-specs.html

\(^{35}\)Nexus One: http://www.google.com/phone/detail/nexus-one
Misalignment of audio files from different mobile phones. The above is a Samsung Nexus S and the below is a HTC Nexus One.

devices we utilized apply different audio-pre-processing routines that render the unprocessed audio outputs on these devices unusable for the generation of identical fingerprints. Furthermore, time synchronisation is a serious problem for the approach. In particular, not only the clocks on remote devices have to be synchronised as usual for distributed devices, but also the generally unknown and possibly non-constant hardware specific delays on both devices need to be taken into account.

Misalignment of audio data

Due to the differences in software and hardware of the devices, the recorded audio sequences are not exactly the same. An example of this phenomenon is shown in figure 2.44. All audio files are recorded with the same settings and at the same time (clocks synchronised by a NTP service\textsuperscript{36}). Basing on some similar visual appearances in the waveform format of the signals in figure 2.44, the recording start time of the Nexus One was heavily delayed when compared to the Nexus S. In our recorded audio files, time difference values can be from 0.3 second to more than 1 second. The time difference in some pairs of audio files is shown in Table 2.35.

We observe that the offset when both recordings start is fluctuating and in all cases much higher than the accuracy expected from NTP synchronisation. Additionally, we observed from the figure that clearly, the higher frequency bands of the signal available at the Nexus One device completely differ from that of Nexus S readings because the Nexus One employs a hardware noise cancellation. There is no way to bridge the noise cancellation on that device to obtain the unmodified signal. Both these effects are unfortunate for our fingerprinting method.

\textsuperscript{36}Navy Clock II application: https://market.android.com/details?id=com.cognition.navyclock
Table 2.35: Time Difference before Pattern-based Alignment. (1550-4816/12 $26.00 ©2012 IEEE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audio file pair</th>
<th>Time difference [seconds]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.44: Waveform format (upper) and spectrogram (lower) representation of audio recordings from three devices. For the Nexus One, the hardware noise cancellation cuts higher parts of the frequency spectrum. The recording of the Nexus One is delayed comparing to the two Nexus S devices which are tightly synchronised. (1550-4816/12 $26.00 ©2012 IEEE)
Aligning recorded audio data

One important condition for our secure device pairing scheme is that no information regarding the recorded audio shall be exchanged between the devices. Otherwise, the security of the key might be impaired by information leaking from these transmissions. We propose a synchronization scheme to reduce the mismatch between audio data from neighbouring devices. Our solution is based on the Smith-Waterman algorithm [234], an approximative pattern matching technique. In the algorithm, two strings are compared for the best approximative pattern among them, as depicted in figure 2.45. The figure illustrates the operation to find a sub-sequence similar to a pattern $p = p_1 \ldots p_k$ in a longer sequence $s = s_1 \ldots s_n$. The matrix is filled from left to right and from top to bottom. Each matrix entry $M_{ij}$ contains the minimum cost to align $p_1 \ldots p_i$ with $s_1 \ldots s_j$. It is obtained iteratively from the cost of the cells $M_{i-1,j-1}, M_{i-1,j}, M_{i,j-1}$ by choosing the minimum cost for an extension of any of these three alignments (extension of both strings, extension of only the first string or extension of only the second string). The first row is initialised with 0 to allow the pattern to start at any position within $s$. The careful choice of the gap-penalty $g$ is crucial for the approach to produce good matching results. The best matching string is obtained by backtracking the smallest entry in the last row.

Since the matching is approximative, we will always find a best matching position even though the absolute similarity of this very position might not be high. We exploit this property to be able to resign from any information transmitted among devices on the actual recorded audio. In particular, we utilize a predefined, characteristic pattern on both
devices. since the pattern is known in advance, no information need to be transmitted. The downside to this implementation is, of course, that the pattern utilised might be very different from the actual audio recorded. However, since the Smith-Waterman algorithm always computes a best matching, we can speculate that this best matching is found at similar positions in the audio recordings, provided that the data has significant similarity. The best matching, although it might not be a good matching in absolute terms, is likely to be found at a similar position in the recorded audio of the remote devices. The specific pattern used for matching is extracted randomly from consecutive samples of an arbitrary audio sequence. In our experiments, its length is 100 samples (longer patterns increase running time of the algorithm). The pattern \( p \) is matched in the first 100000-sample part of each audio file. The matching score of \( p \) and a local part \( l \) of \( s \) is the difference between amplitude values in \( p \) and \( l \). The less the score, the more similar \( p \) and \( l \) are. According to our experiments, the gap penalty that can yield an acceptable matching is 150. Then, we eliminate all samples preceding the matching positions and generate the audio fingerprints from the remaining ones.

It turned out that we achieve only seldom a perfect synchronizing result among two best matching points on both devices. We therefore calculated a set of \( k \) best matching parts. We assume that one device chooses the best matching locations, encodes a data sequence with the resulting keys and transmits this to the second device. This receiver device then attempts to decode the data with the keys generated from its best matching alignment points. This process might require the transmit device to transmit a data sequence several times, encrypted with different keys each time. Although this increases the transmit load, this process could be implemented in an iterative fashion and is required only for the first encounter of the devices to derive the secret key. Since all data blocks are encrypted, only marginal additional information is provided to a potential adversary.

### 2.7.5 Experimental results

We utilize the Android-based mobile phones Samsung Google Nexus S and HTC Google Nexus One. The Nexus One smart-phone has a secondary microphone dedicated for dynamic noise suppression, while the Nexus S devices utilise software noise cancellation. The ambient audio data are recorded for 6375 milliseconds at a sampling rate of 44100 \( H z \). In our experiments, we attempt to generate a secure key among a Nexus S and a Nexus One device after applying a bandpass filter to the recorded data and aligning audio sequences with the pattern matching approach. The smart-phones are put at the same distance \( d \) from an audio source and we increase the distance between two devices from 10cm to 100cm. With each distance, we record 10 audio files on each phone. Before matching with the arbitrary pattern, we perform a bandpass filtering which only retains signals whose frequency is between 4000\( H z \) and 4500\( H z \).
2.7.6 Key generation without sequence alignment

We conducted a case study with two Nexus S and one Nexus One device to study the alignment of audio data at various inter-device distances. The bit-errors in fingerprints were not related to the distance to an audio source or the loudness of the sound. Therefore, we consider the deterioration in the similarity of fingerprints while the distance among recording devices is gradually increased. We are interested in the Hamming distance between the generated fingerprints.

As detailed in section 2.7.3, we can use error correcting codes (ECC) to account for the Hamming distance in fingerprints and generate an identical cryptographic key at devices independently without communication, provided that the Hamming distance is significantly smaller than 50% of the sequence length (which would be the Hamming distance to a random binary sequence). We implemented the fingerprinting method based on energy differences as described above.

Devices were placed in an angle of 22.5° and −22.5° to an audio source and the distance between devices was altered gradually. In several sets of experiments, we increased the distance among devices and to the audio source while keeping the angle to the audio source fixed. For each distance the experiment was repeated at least 10 times.

The figure shows the median fraction of identical bits in fingerprints created by the devices. Each point was created from 10-12 separate experiments with identical environmental conditions. The method achieves an accuracy of about 0.75 to 0.85 in all tests. In particular, the Hamming distance in fingerprints only slightly decreases with increasing distance. This demonstrates that a good synchronisation is feasible on mobile devices. Also, devices in about 2 m distance can be considered to be in the same security aura for this environment. Devices farther away can be excluded by properly configuring the error correction threshold of the ECC utilized.
In particular, when the ECC is configured to correct up to about 17% of the bits in a fingerprint, devices in more than 60 cm distance would only occasionally be able to successfully generate the same key. For devices in more than 2 meters distance, it is highly unlikely that they generate a matching key. Observe that, for a 512 bit key, although a Hamming distance of 1% of all bits translates to only about 32 different possibilities, the positions of the respective 5 bits in the 512 bits are not known. This leaves a total of

\[
\binom{5}{512} \cdot 32 > 9 \cdot 10^{12}
\]  

(2.84)

different possibilities for an attacker to reduce the Hamming distance further by only 1%.

For the Nexus One, only about 50% of the bits were identical in all cases, regardless of the distance among devices and the specific Nexus S device used for pairing. Since this is the similarity, we would expect for a random guess of the fingerprint, we conclude that a secure key can not be derived with this approach from these devices which differ in hardware and software.

Figure 2.47 depicts the median time difference after alignment when increasing the number of trials in the transmitter. The receiver attempts to decode the data with its sequences from the top 3 and 10 matching positions.

We can achieve a synchronisation in the order of 10 milliseconds already with 10 trials at the transmitter and only 3 trials at the receiver (cf. figure 2.47).

Moreover, when the receiver tries 10 times, we observe that, already with the best matching trial at the transmitter, the matching is greatly improved compared to time difference between misaligned audio sequences in table 2.35. With 3 trials of the transmitter, the synchronisation time is accurate enough for our secret key generation approach. Since the alignment approach calculates all possible alignments at once, the cost for additional trials at the receiver is low. Additional trials at the transmitter, however, directly impact the communication load.

We conclude, that the alignment approach greatly improves the synchronisation of audio recordings on remote devices. This can be seen from figure 2.51. The figure depicts the fraction of identical bits among fingerprints before and after the alignment matching was applied. While the fingerprint similarity only marginally deviates from the similarity to a random sequence, it is greatly improved after the alignment matching was applied. The fraction of identical bits in the audio fingerprints decreases when inter-device distance increases. In particular, also the variance in the data is reduced. These characteristics allow for a sharper threshold of the error correcting code.

We also extracted the pattern from one file in each misaligned audio file pair and found it in the other. The quality of the audio fingerprints is not much higher than with the arbitrary patterns, even with the best results of matching. The comparison is shown in figure 2.51. Moreover, in this approach, there is data transmission between the devices.
Figure 2.47: Time difference of the audio after alignment with increasing number of trials on the transmitter. The number of trials on the receiver is respectively 3 and 10. (1550-4816/12 $26.00 ©2012 IEEE)

Figure 2.48: Time offset of the audio after synchronisation with increasing number of trials on the transmitter. The number of trials on the receiver is always 5. (1550-4816/12 $26.00 ©2012 IEEE)
Figure 2.49: Time offset of the audio after synchronisation with increasing number of trials on the transmitter. The number of trials on the receiver is always 8. (1550-4816/12 $26.00 ©2012 IEEE)

Figure 2.50: Time offset of the audio after synchronisation with increasing number of trials on the transmitter. The number of trials on the receiver is always 10. (1550-4816/12 $26.00 ©2012 IEEE)
2.7.7 Conclusion

When implementing an audio-based ad-hoc secure device pairing mechanism for previously unacquainted mobile devices, the diversity of hardware and software can affect the offset in audio recordings of even clock-synchronised mobile devices. We propose an approximative pattern matching algorithm to align the corresponding audio without communication between the devices. The devices synchronise their audio sequences without any knowledge about the recorded audio on the remote device other than their own recorded contextual information. Hence, no information about the audio utilized as a seed for the secure key generation, can leak. To improve the alignment quality, we can choose more than one matching position on each device at the cost of increasing the communication load for one device. We can obtain a synchronization among devices of less than 2 milliseconds when both devices utilize up to 10 trials. With moderate additional communication load, a synchronization in the order of 10 milliseconds is reasonable.
3 Discussion

3.1 Feedback based closed-loop carrier synchronisation: A sharp asymptotic bound, an asymptotically optimal approach, simulations and experiments

Solutions proposed for carrier synchronisation comprise open-loop synchronisation methods such as round-trip synchronisation [47, 48, 49]. In this scheme, the destination transmits beacons in opposed directions along a multi-hop circle in which each of the nodes appends its part of the overall message to the beacons. Beamforming is achieved when the processing time along the multi-hop chain is identical in both directions. This approach, however, does not scale with the size of a network.

Closed loop feedback based approaches include full-feedback techniques, in which carrier synchronisation is achieved in a master-slave manner. The phase-offset among the carrier signals of destination nodes is corrected by a receiver node. Diversity between RF-transmit signal components is achieved over CDMA channels [50]. This approach is applicable only to small network sizes and requires sophisticated processing capabilities at the source nodes.

A more simple and less resource demanding implementation is the one-bit feedback based closed-loop synchronisation considered in [50, 51]. The authors describe an iterative process in which $n$ source nodes $i \in [1, \ldots, n]$ randomly adapt the phases $\gamma_i$ of their carrier signal

$$\mathcal{R}(m(t)e^{j(2\pi(f_c+f_i)t+\gamma_i)})$$

Here, $m(t)$ is the transmit message and $f_i$ denotes the frequency offset of node $i$ to a common carrier frequency $f_c$. Initially, i.i.d. phase offsets $\gamma_i$ of carrier signals are assumed. When a receiver requests a transmission from the network, carrier phases are synchronised in an iterative process.

Our study of binary-feedback-based distributed adaptive transmit beamforming derived for the first time a concise theoretical understanding of this carrier synchronisation approach. The potential to achieve carrier synchronisation by this iterative method had been reported in [27] and brief estimates on its performance had been done based on empirical studies, for instance in [235].

The main breakthrough towards the estimation of the optimisation time has been done in preliminary work [59, 65, 236] where the model was already described as evolutionary random optimisation. In previous empirical studies, the implemented algorithm frequently employed a normal random distribution for the mutation of transmit phases and a mutation probability of 1. The upper and lower bounds have then been derived with standard tools for the analysis of simple evolutionary algorithms (assuming standard bit mutation and no crossover). Namely, we utilised the method of the expected progress in order to derive the
lower bound and the method of fitness-based partitions for the upper bound.

Based on the understanding of the problem domain, it was then also possible to derive further algorithmic improvements on the optimisation time. Two examples for this are included in the publication, namely the hierarchical clustering of transmit nodes and the asymptotically optimal optimisation method. The former exploits the fact that the synchronisation time grows more than linearly with the number of nodes that participate in the synchronisation. Therefore, hierarchically clustering node sets and finding synchronisation for these smaller sets can reduce the overall synchronisation time.

The asymptotically optimal approach exploits that, after random initialisation, with high probability, already more than half of all nodes are well synchronised to each other. It is then sufficient to alter the phase of each node in the corresponding direction. This is done with a minimum number of transmissions by solving an equation with unknowns of the underlying fitness function.

Summarising, this publication solves the main open issues regarding binary-feedback-based distributed carrier synchronisation and, with the concise mathematical description of the underlying problem space, provides tools to design optimal beamformers based on randomly distributed phase perturbations.

3.2 A fast binary feedback-based distributed adaptive carrier synchronisation for transmission among clusters of disconnected IoT nodes in smart spaces

The above studied closed-loop approach is computationally cheap at the cost of increasing the time required for carrier synchronisation. It utilises a binary feedback on the achieved synchronisation quality that is transmitted in each iteration from a remote receiver [26, 51]. In particular, such binary feedback can be implemented by a simple on/off burst scheme also for sharply resource restricted devices.

The central optimisation procedure consists of \( n \) devices \( i \in [1, \ldots, n] \) randomly altering the phases \( \gamma_i \) of their carrier signal \( \zeta_i(t) \) in each iteration. Implicitly, with this process a global random search is implemented. The search space \( \mathcal{S} \) is spanned by all possible combinations of carrier frequencies and carrier phase offsets for all transmit nodes.

Each specific phase-frequency combination \( s \in \mathcal{S} \) is associated with a score \( \mathcal{F}_{sc} : \mathcal{S} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_0^+ \) that denotes its synchronisation quality. Without loss of generality we assume that the optimisation aim is to maximise \( \mathcal{F}_{sc} \). A natural choice to compute such a score value is, for instance, the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) of the received sum signal.

Intuitively, each node may in one iteration alter its transmit carrier phase offset, superimpose a synchronisation signal simultaneously with all other nodes and receive a binary feedback on the quality of the synchronisation. These iterations are repeated until a random distribution of carrier phases is achieved that scores a sufficient synchronisation quality [53, 52, 65]. Initially, independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) phase offsets \( \gamma_i \) of carrier signals are assumed. Since a decreasing signal quality is not accepted, and
since a global random search is implemented by this approach (every possible combination of carrier phase offsets of nodes has a positive probability in each iteration) the method eventually converges to the optimum with probability 1 \[52\]. For this result an idealised environment without noise and interference was considered. In a realistic environment, the impact of the noise figure determines the accuracy that can be achieved.

In [66], an implementation of this carrier synchronisation approach was presented for software defined radio (SDR) devices which does not rely on any wired connections between devices (for instance, for clock synchronisation of the SDR nodes).

The authors of [53] then demonstrated in a case study that the method is feasible to synchronise frequency as well as phase of carrier signal components.

In all previous studies, a global random search is considered, in which nodes choose their next carrier phase and frequency offset uniformly at random from all possible values. However, this global random optimisation approach comparably slow in the optimisation process.

While an asymptotically optimal algorithm has been derived in [1], this requires more than binary feedback. In particular, function values of the feedback function have to be transmitted over the wireless channel. Assuming that the nodes seek for a common phase for transmission in order to establish a minimum Signal-To-Noise Ratio (SNR) at the receiver, this might be critical. Binary feedback can be encoded as simple burst-protocol (transmission vs. no transmission) which can be read out also at very low SNR. More advanced protocols capable of transmitting additional information, however, also require an increased SNR.

Since the search space does not contain local optima \[59\] we restrict the search neighbourhood to reduce the number of possible next configurations in one iteration that would worsen the synchronisation quality. We propose to modify the algorithm to follow a local random search instead of the previously applied global random search mechanism. In particular, a node \(i\) will, when it changes its phase and frequency offset, draw the new values from a restricted neighbourhood of size \(N\) that is centred around the current values of \(\gamma_i\) (and \(f_i\)). This addresses a recent critique expressed in [63] regarding the convergence speed for this binary feedback-based iterative adaptive carrier synchronisation.

The derived sharp asymptotic bounds on the expected optimisation time are again improved compared to the earlier studied global random search method.

Another question which was motivated by these studies on distributed adaptive transmit beamforming was on the impact of environmental effects. In our case studies, we had observed that the performance of the binary feedback-based carrier synchronisation approach was perceptive to presence and movement of individuals. In a first step, this motivated a series of studies on an adaptive learning approach for binary-feedback-based distributed adaptive beamforming in which the parameters of the optimisation algorithm – namely the mutation probability and the variance of the normal distribution on the neighbourhood function – were adapted according to the environment [127].

These considerations let to our work on RF-based device-free recognition systems (cf. section 2.3, section 2.4 and section 2.5) in which we considered the impact of different environmental conditions on the evolution of received RF-signals.
3.3 RF-sensing of activities from non-cooperative subjects in device-free recognition systems using ambient and local signals

In the approaching Internet of Things (IoT), virtually all entities in our environment will be enhanced by sensing, communication and computational capabilities [72, 73]. These entities will provide information on environmental situations, interact in the computation and processing of data [9] and store information. In order to sense environmental situations, common sensors in current applications are light, movement, pressure, audio or temperature [74]. Clearly, for reasons of cost and sensor size it is desired to minimise the count of distinct sensors in IoT entities. The one sensor class that defines the minimum set naturally available in virtually all IoT devices is the Radio Frequency (RF)-transceiver to communicate with other wireless entities. It is also shipped with nearly every contemporary electronic device like mobile phones, notebooks, media players, printers as well as keyboards, mouses, watches, shoes and rumour has spread about even media cups. Therefore, the RF transceiver is a ubiquitously available sensor class. It is capable of sensing changes or fluctuation in a received RF-signal. Radio waves are blocked, reflected or scattered at objects. At a receiver, the signal components from distinct signal paths add up to form a superimposition. When objects that block or reflect the signal path of some of these signal components are moved, this is reflected in the superimposition of signal waves at the receiver. We assert that specific activities in the proximity of a receiver generate characteristic patterns in the received superimposed RF-signal. By identifying and interpreting these patterns, it is possible to detect activities of non-cooperating subjects in an RF-receiver’s proximity.

In the context of indoor localisation, Youssef defines this approach as Device-Free Localisation (DFL) in [78] to localise or track a person using RF-Signals while the entity monitored is not required to carry an active transmitter or receiver. They localised individuals by exchanging packets between 802.11b nodes in corners of a room and analysed the moving average and its variance of the RSSI [78]. A passive radio map was constructed offline before a Bayesian-based inference algorithm estimated the most probable location. These experiments have been conducted under Line-of-Sight (LoS) conditions. Also, Wilson and Patwari showed in conformance with the findings of Kosba et al. [117] that the variance of the RSSI can be used as an indicator of motion of non-actively transmitting individuals regardless of the average path loss that occurs due to dense walls and stationary objects [118]. The area in which environmental changes impact signal characteristics was then considered by Zhang et al. They used 870 MHz nodes arranged in a grid to show that for each link an elliptical area of about 0.5 to 1 meters diameter exists for which RSSI fluctuation caused by an object traversing this area exceeds measurements in a static environment [119]. They identified a valid region for detecting the impact (i.e. the RSSI fluctuations exceeding the measured threshold in a static environment) for transceiver distances from 2 m to 5 m for the considered 870 MHz frequency range [120]. By dividing a room into hexagonal cell-clusters with measurements following a TDMA scheduling, an
object position could be derived with an accuracy of around 1 meter. This accuracy was further improved by Wilson and Patwari in 2011 [118]. They utilised a dense node array to locate individuals within a room with an average error of about 0.5 meters. This was possible by instrumenting a tomographic image over the 2-way RSSI fluctuations of nodes [121]. All these studies consider a single experimental setting.

The simultaneous localisation of multiple individuals at the same time was first mentioned and studied by Patwarí and Wilson in [124]. The authors derive a statistical model to approximate the position of a person based on RSSI variance which can be extended to multiple persons. This aspect together with the previously untackled problem that environmental changes over time might necessitate frequent calibration of the location system was approached by Zhang and others in [125]. The authors isolate the LoS path by extracting phase information from the differences in the RSS on various frequency spectra at distributed nodes. Their experimental system is with this approach able to simultaneously and continuously localise up to 5 persons in a changing environment with an accuracy of 1 meter.

While the localisation of individuals based on features from the radio channel was well elaborated, activity recognition from RF was still in its infants. Patwarí et al. monitored breathing based on RSS analysis [126]. The monitored area was surrounded by twenty 2.4 GHz nodes and the two-way RSSI was measured. Using a maximum likelihood estimator they approximated the breathing rate within 0.1 to 0.4 beats accuracy.

Our presented work was preceded by several smaller studies in which we were considering a simple set of classes to distinguish [75] and also open issues in device-free recognition of situations and activities [80].

Our study mainly focused on the recognition of the activities 'standing, lying, crawling, walking and empty' which we believe to be most expressive in emergency or elderly care situations.

The recognition of these activities has been considered by three device-free systems which we distinguish by the transmit and receive systems utilised. In particular, we utilised an active Software Defined Radio (SDR)-based Device-Free Activity Recognition (DFAR) system utilising Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) transmit and receive device, an active RSSI-based DFAR system utilising sensor nodes as transmitters and receivers and a passive DFAR system exploiting ambient FM-radio. In all cases, unlike in most related work, we have restricted the system to a single receive device. While the accuracy can be improved by the utilisation of multiple receive nodes, we envision that in practical applications the number of available nodes will also be limited.

In comparison with a body-worn accelerometer, we could show that the recognition accuracy of the device-free systems on the recognition of the above mentioned classes in comparable. Consequently, this shows that, for the recognition of simple classes in, for instance, emergency or elderly care situations, device-free systems can replace body-worn sensing systems.

This opens also a range of new applications in which the monitored entity is not required to wear any device. Examples are cases in which the monitored entity is not cooperating
or where the requirement to wear a device induces additional cost (e.g. monetary, comfort, freedom of movement).

The optimum features identified for all systems differ slightly but mainly cover the mean, variance or maximum of the received signal strength.

3.4 Monitoring of Attention Using Ambient FM-radio Signals

After our initial studies which demonstrated the general feasibility of RF-based device-free recognition of activities via various recognition systems, we have considered various aspects of these systems regarding the recognition performance. Examples are the recognition of multiple individuals [159] and also studies considering the distance of the monitored entity to a receive antenna [145, 237]. One result from these studies was that static classes such as lying or standing, although they can in principle be detected from RF-based DFAR systems, require extensive training in a specific environment and it is therefore unrealistic to sense such classes in practical applications. Dynamic classes, however, such as walking, crawling or also walking speed can be well recognised also across different environments and slight modifications of parameters of the sensing system such as topology or transmission power.

Likewise, other groups have been approaching RF-based passive recognition utilising different sensing technology like, for instance, RFID nodes [156] or also more sophisticated recognition algorithms [238]. In this sense, RF-based device-free recognition received a broad recognition from various directions and we were also trying to push the limits of the recognition algorithms further towards the detection of non-directly observable properties such as attention.

In the featured study, we were considering attention of individuals towards poster frames in a corridor. Attention determines for a system the potential to impact the actions and decisions taken by an individual [139]. The management of attention covers the activation of attention as well as its detection and timely exploitation. In the literature, we find various definitions that classify attention as well as its determining characteristics [140, 239]. A straightforward measure of attention might be the tracking of gaze [141]. In general, aspects such as Saliency, Effort, Expectancy and Value are important indicators of attention [142, 239]. Others extended this model and put a greater stress on the effort a person takes towards an object [143]. Such detection and management of attention may require elaborate installations and very specific sensors in order to accurately sense quantities such as Saliency, Effort, Expectancy and Value [139, 240]. However, we believe that for many commercial installations, cost and ease of installation and not primarily the highest achievable accuracy are most important. Also more general, environmental sensors can provide sufficient information to estimate the attention state of individuals.

We propose to utilise ambient FM-radio signals for the detection of attention since it has a nearly perfect coverage in populated areas and features cheap receiver hardware [144].
In particular, authors in [143] discuss various aspects of attention and identify as most distinguishing factors changes in walking speed, direction or orientation. We therefore argue that attention levels can be inferred upon interpretation of the changes in walking speed or direction as derived from our system.

Our passive, FM-radio based DFAR system then detects the location and walking speed of persons in that corridor. From this information, for instance the location of the person and change in her walking speed, it is then possible to estimate attention levels towards specific poster frames in the corridor.

This work also raises questions whether further complex classes, such as, for instance, sentiment can be reliably detected from device free RF-based sensing system.

3.5 The Telepathic Phone: Frictionless Activity Recognition from WiFi-RSSI

Throughout 2013, research campaigns in particular at the University of Washington and at the MIT have further pushed the limits of which classes can be accurately sensed from RF-based device-free recognition systems. In particular, the Doppler shift was exploited by these groups as a powerful feature to accurately sense fine-grained movement.

When an object reflecting a signal wave is in motion, this causes Doppler Shift. The direction and speed of the movement conditions the strength and nature of this frequency shift. Pu and others showed that simultaneous detection of gestures from multiple individuals is possible by utilising multi-antenna nodes and micro Doppler fluctuations [154, 160]. They utilise a USRP SDR multi antenna receiver and one or more single antenna transmitters distributed in the environment to distinguish between a set of 9 gestures with an average accuracy of 0.94. Their active device-free system exploits a MIMO receiver in order to recognise gestures from different persons present at the same time. By leveraging a preamble gesture pattern, the receiver estimates the MIMO channel that maximises the reflections of the desired user.

A main challenge was for them that the Doppler shift from human movement was several magnitudes smaller than the bandwidth of the signal employed. The authors therefore proposed to transform the received signal into several narrowband pulses which are then analysed for possible Doppler fluctuation. The group discussed application possibilities of their system in [241].

In a related system, Adib and Katabi employ MIMO interference nulling and combine samples taken over time to achieve a similar result while compensating for the missing spatial diversity in a single-antenna receiver system [153]. In their system, they leverage standard WiFi hardware at 2.4 GHz.

Later, this work was extended to 3D motion tracking by utilising three or more directional receive antennas in exactly defined relative orientation [242]. In particular, the system is able to track the center of a human body with an error below 21cm in any direction and can also detect movement of body parts and directions of a pointing body part, such as
a hand. This localisation is possible through time-of-flight estimation and triangulation. Higher accuracy of this estimation is granted by utilising frequency modulated carrier waves (sending a signal that changes linearly in frequency with time) over a bandwidth of 1.69 GHz. Impact of static objects could be mitigated by subtracting successive sample means whereas noise was filtered by its speed of changes in energy over frequency bands.

For these systems, however, sophisticated SDR devices are necessary as well as extensive training of the system.

Towards another dimension, we were therefore considering the RF-based device-free recognition of activities, situations and gestures on consumer devices. On such device classes, the high accuracy and also the direct access to signals on the wireless channel are not provided. Instead, utilising IEEE 802.11g signals, we are restricted to the RSSI information calculated for each received packet. It turned out that this information is particularly challenging since the packet reception is sparse, bursty and RSSI calculation is inaccurate and discrete. We therefore limited our study to very simple time-domain features, mainly the mean RSSI, variance as well as minimum and maximum RSSI. In this first study on passive RSSI-based DFAR, we investigated the distinction of distance, movement speed, crowd size as well as simple presence and interaction with the phone. With about 20 packets per second, these classes can be recognised with an accuracy between 0.9 and 0.7. It was, however, not possible to distinguish the direction in which an activity was performed. Furthermore, gestures showed only a low recognition accuracy.

With this study, the first to utilise passive RSSI on a smartphone device, we presented an alternative to the frequent use of accelerometers for the recognition of activities. When the smartphone is not worn on the body, which occurs more than 50% of the time according to [93, 94], accelerometer-based sensing of activities is infeasible. In such cases, i.e. when the smartphone is lying on the table, RSSI-based device-free sensing paradigms still enable the detection of simple activities or situations. Furthermore, this sensing paradigm enables a range of novel application cases in which environmental conditions might trigger actions on a smartphone.

Recent developments further advanced these ideas to also cover the recognition of emotional states from gestures captured from RSSI or channel state information (CSI) fluctuation [243, 244].

### 3.6 Secure communication based on ambient audio

Secure authentication and communication in wireless settings is still a topic with a number of unsolved issues. In mobile computing, when two devices meet for the first time, how is it possible to authenticate devices and to establish a secure key without the need of a trusted third party.

In the absence of a shared key, the first communication over the channel is necessarily unencrypted. Hence, this opens the door for an eavesdropper within the communication range. Furthermore, how can the communication partner be authenticated. It is easy in such wireless scenario for an attacker to forge the identity of the legal communication
Context as an implicit input might help to limit the amount of potential communication partners. This concept was presented first 2001 by Holmquist et al. [170]. The authors propose to utilise the accelerometer of the Smart-It [172] device to extract characteristic features from simultaneous shaking processes of two devices. Later, Mayrhofer et al. presented an authentication mechanism based on this principle [173]. The authors demonstrated, that an authentication is possible when devices are shaken simultaneously by a single person, while an authentication was unlikely for a third person trying to mimic the correct movement pattern remotely. Also, Mayrhofer derived in [174] that the sharing of secret keys is possible with a similar protocol. The proposed protocol that can be utilised with arbitrary contextual features repeatedly exchanges hashes of key-sub-sequences until a common secret is found. In this instrumentation, exponentially quantised fast Fourier transformation (FFT) coefficients of a sequence of accelerometer samples are utilised. In contrast, Bicher et al. describe an approach in which noisy acceleration readings can be utilised to establish a secure communication channel among devices [175, 169]. They utilise a hash function that maps similar acceleration patterns to identical key sequences. However, their approach suffers from the required exact synchronisation among devices so that the authors computed the correct hash-values offline. Additionally, the hash function utilised required that the keys computed exactly match and that the neighbourhood around these keys is precisely defined. When patterns are located at the border of one of the region’s neighbourhoods, the tolerance for noise in the input is biased in the direction of the centre of this region. Additionally, key generation by simultaneous shaking is not unobtrusive.

In our publication we utilise an error correction scheme to account for noise in the input data which can be fine-tuned for any Hamming distance desired which is centred around the noisy characteristic sequences generated instead of an artificially defined centre value. We implement a Network Time Protocol (NTP) based synchronisation mechanism that establishes sufficient synchronisation among nodes.

Another sensor class utilised for context-based device authentication is the RF-channel. Varshavsky et al. present a technique to authenticate co-located devices based on RF-measurements since channel measurements from devices in near proximity are sufficiently similar to authenticate devices against each other [171]. Hershey et al. utilise physical layer features to derive secret keys for a pair of devices [176]. In the absence of interference and non-linear components, transmitter and receiver experience identical channel response [177]. This information is utilised to generate a secret key among a node pair. Since channel characteristics are spatially sharply concentrated and not predictable at a remote location [178], an eavesdropper is not capable of guessing information about the secret. This scheme was validated in an indoor environment in [179]. Although we consider the keys generated by this scheme as strong, it does not preserve spatial properties. A device at arbitrary distance could pretend to be a nearby communication partner.

In our work we present an approach to establish a common cryptographic key for co-located devices from ambient audio, without leaking information to eavesdroppers in a different audio context. We utilise purely ambient noise to establish a secure communication
channel among devices in spatial proximity. We record NTP-synchronised audio samples at two locations, generate a characteristic audio-fingerprint and map this fingerprint to a unique secret key with the help of error correcting codes. The last step is necessary since the similarity between fingerprints is typically not sufficient to establish a secure channel. With fuzzy-cryptography schemes, the generation of an identical key based on noisy input data [180] is possible. The strength of the key established is conditioned on the length of the audio sequences considered but sequence of less than 6 seconds are already sufficient to obtain 512 bit keys.

The main novelty of our approach compared to other context-based device pairing mechanisms is the use of fuzzy cryptography to mitigate differences in the audio fingerprints of co-located audio recordings. Through the strong error correcting codes employed (we utilise Reed-Solomon error correcting codes), it is possible to exactly define how many differences are tolerated in fingerprints of co-located devices so as to establish identical cryptographic keys.

We implemented the approach using python on a pair of desktop computers. A critical problem we faced was the time synchronisation among devices. Standard NTP-based synchronisation showed to be too inaccurate. In particular, since the fingerprints are created from chunks of audio recordings in the time domain of length 0.375 seconds, a time difference of more than 20 milliseconds already results in significant difference of the generated fingerprint.

Our study demonstrated that ambient audio is a rich source of randomness with good Entropy. Indeed, employing sets of statistical tests we could not identify a bias in the generated fingerprints.

Our case studies also showed that even with partial information on the audio context, an eavesdropper can be prevented from obtaining a valid fingerprint. In this case, however, the parameters of the Reed-Solomon algorithm have to be stricter so that also more of the legitimate pairing attempts fail. An automatic and adaptive choice of parameters in a given environment is yet an open issue to solve.

The presented approach raises the bar for attacks in wireless environments since attackers would have to establish physical proximity in order to be able to authenticate. Furthermore, it enables simpler, easier to use security schemes since part of the key can be derived automatically via ambient audio.

Li et al. analyse the usage of biometric or multimedia data as part of an authentication process and propose a protocol [181]. Due to the use of error-tolerant cryptographic techniques, this protocol is robust against noise in the input data. The authors utilise a secure sketch [182] to produce public information about an input without revealing it. The input can then be recovered given another value that is close to it. A similar study is presented by Miao et al. [183]. The authors establish a key distribution based on a fuzzy vault [184] using data measured by devices worn on the human body. The fuzzy vault scheme, also utilised in [185], enables the decryption of a secret with any key that is substantially similar to the key used for encryption.

Recently, the scheme developed by us in this work has been further advanced towards other domains, such as e.g. pairing conditioned on gait or co-presence on the same
3.7 Pattern-based Alignment of Audio Data for Ad-hoc Secure Device Pairing

Our instrumentation described above requires idealised conditions regarding the synchronisation of devices and to account for this a high number of fingerprints must be created (201 in our experiments) in order to find one matching fingerprint. For extensive computational load, this is feasible only in an offline approach. The high number of fingerprints created, however, was necessary since the utilised NTP synchronisation is not sufficiently accurate.

In a later paper, we present an alignment mechanism which enables a synchronisation accuracy of recorded audio in the order of less than 10 milliseconds among unsynchronised mobile devices in the same context without transmitting information about the audio sequence over the wireless channel. The synchronisation is achieved by processing a weakly NTP-synchronised recording without additional communication among the devices.

This implementation solved several practical issues and constitutes a prototype implementation for smart and pervasive environments. The android-implementation is available online\(^1\) and the method was also included in the Open-UAT API for secure applications on android\(^2\).

While the main pairing approach is identical, challenges arised through hardware peculiarities of the phones utilised.

In particular, the hardware-based audio-pre-processing on one of the phones and the non-real-time capability of the operating system posed greatest difficulties. While the hardware-pre-processing issue could be easily solved by restricting the frequency range from which audio-fingerprints are created, the non-real-time capability of the phone posed greater difficulties. In particular, for the start of the audio recording, we experienced unpredictable delays of up to two seconds. We solved the challenge to find an identical starting point in these sequences without inter-device-communication by utilising approximate pattern matching between a common short audio sequence and the recording on each of the devices. While the common sequence was uncorrelated to the recording, a best matching would be found with high probability approximately at the same location within the audio recording provided that the recordings are similar.

With this approach we have been able to identify an identical starting time for the generation of the fingerprints with an offset in the order of ten milliseconds.

\(^1\)https://github.com/stephansigg/AdhocPairing.git
\(^2\)http://www.openuat.org/
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